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Evil may rule the galaxy,

but with N64? you've got

toe universe under your thumb,

V •*«

literally.

Star Wars: Shadows of the ftnuire.'

Ihe only saga on any screen

with the firepower to create

full-motion 360-degree freedom,

battle after battle,

in 5 different modes of combat.

Proving once and for all

who the real force is.

CHANGE THE

NINTENDO

* • Shadows olthe Bmpne ™ ana i 1996 Lucasfilm Lid U'>.'Sm<1 exclusively to Nintendo.

™ and -'are trademarks ol Nintendo of America Inc. i 1 995 Ninterfe of America Inc.



They'll be ,

dark side of the Force.

fortunately, you've got a rotating thumb
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This isn't a game, it's a war. So be prepared for battle. Now. enough military

analogies, let's talk football. This is NFL GameDay '97. It's better than any

football game ever created. The artificial intelligence in this game is

unmatched. Players on the field think, read and perform like they do in

the NFL Defenses and offenses learn your tendencies and key on them. In

other words, there are no bread and butter plays to go to on third and long.

'" go head-on with real defensive coverages, including nickel and dime

ages and Dallas' Cover 4. Defensive fronts attack your offensive line

with stunts and swim techniques. And with new, larger players you'll set

guards and tackles trapping and pulling. This game is loaded witl

features, too. Phis is real football, baby. So welcome to the NFL.

AND WHAT

; *V*4rr-
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EPIC PRODUCTION

A staggering 100.000 plus

screens and 120 hours of

blood-spraying adventure

enhanced with 25 grisly

minutes of full-motion.

3-D animation.

ORY COMBAT ACTION

Brimming with 170 horrifying

enemies and 21 demented S] "

— each with a uniqu.

bloody graphic.



Forever — a black and dreadful place...

Where the undead feast on the living to survive.

Welcome to Blood Omen: Legacy of Kain

.

Whether you choose the form of vampire, wolf,

bat, or mist, the search for and annihilation of

those who damned you is your only purpose.

VAMPIRE

BLOODFEST

Drink the blood of your

victims, then morph into one

01 tour sinister forms to escape

— vampire, wolf, hat or mist.

So cool you won t want to play

it alone in the dark.

-PSX

"...this is the largest game

world I've ever seen in an

adventure console game.

—PSExtreme

"The most ambitious adventure

game ever created awaits.

—GameFan

Explore the carnage at

www.crystald.com or www.activision.com

Blood Omen: Legacy of Kain distributed by Activision.

Ctystel DViotrjtt Acl.vGati n t tej-ttetec' ttedtmatt SfiMtlon lr,i

PlovSlolWfl onO tilt PloyStoticn logo oie ttodomotks of Sony Computet EnlMlomment tnt AH fights reserved

i pAm
OE> OjW UN

PlayStation

DYNAMICS

AcIiVisioN
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Virtua Cop 2. Twi
There's shoojjj

Virtua Cop™ 2 is taster, deeper, more'cliallcng'm,;, and m
And, like its predecessor, it was an arcade smash nit before b J' hiniic'lil, faithi

to the powerful multi-processor r-.ih

For the rull arcade experience and maximum inayJiL'm, don't pack .invtli Jli.in the

optional Stunner™ arcade £un. It's just wnlMMur trigo'ei ling'e)

ssor.

ted,
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Guns don't kill robots.

Cyber Troopers with napalm bombs
kill robots. »

.

*

You've got a battalion of cyborg centurions. They've got an arsenal of death-dealing weapons.

They're on a rampage, hell-bent on your annihilation. And they prefer to kill at close range, with a certain in-your-face intimacy.

It's warp-speed 3D mechanized combat at its absolute ugliest. And Sega Saturn's multiple processors

give it all the adrenaline-pumping, gut-wrenching action of the arcade version.

«i ,--.v.»:.'

Only On

0°B SEGA SATURN"
www.sega.com

A
I
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What it feels like to bring

20,000 people to their feet

•toith o

^^

N ALL-NEW 3-D ENGINE!

Oil rn£

'ERFORMANCE BASED
tEAL STATS OF OVER
o NBA STARS!

J;\jV LIKE YOU'VE NEVER
EN THEM BEFORE!

For Shawn Kemp, this is reality.

For you. ..it's larger than life.

Like the Reign Man on the rampage,

NBA JAM EXTREME is accelerated

realism. Basketball through the

prism of elevated performance.

A voyage into the unconscious.

Realism through adrenaline.

-cm
,\&wA

An all-new 3-D engine. Motion-captured,

polygonal superstars that look better and

move more freely than any sports game you've

seen before. Graphical detail that makes

players look like themselves! Deep player

1
attributes based on NBA stats. And

stone-cold-killer gameplay that says you

are the open man and all roads lead to the rim.

Looks real. Feels real. Plays a whole lot better.

m
I this stuf£il

id registered tradei

identifications used on or in Ihis product are trademarks, copyrighled designs and other torms ol intellec

"~~ prior written consent of NBA Properties. Inc. © 1996 NBA Properties, Inc. All rights reserved. Devi

nd Sega Saturn are trademarks ol SEGA ENTERPRISES, LTD All rights reserved Windows is 3 rec

ent, Inc <S)& 1996 Acclaim Entertainment, Inc. All rigti*- ~

il property of NBA Proper

ped by Sculptured Soft*

4«laim
www.acclaimnation.com

ay not be

1 of Sony

1996 Microsoft Corporation, Acclaim is a



God created man in his image.

Some just bear a more striking resemblance.

:**m
ji

-—*?y*:
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And on the eighth day we took the rock out of the Stone Age. Elevated it to where the laws of gravity do

www.easports.com
EA SPORTS uw EA SPORTS logo and Uli.nule Judq.-

.

Ilic .nnd Oie <e8pe, : w le.v s .ind mo\ not be usee in whole
. *ft

iiniks of Soi-v Computet .i "intent Inc. Sega Satin
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I
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. The NBA and individual NBA Team identification .

Station is a registered service mark of Turnei Bioadcasting Sales, Inc. All rights reserved. TNT i:

sctual property of NBA Piopert

Inc. All rights reserved. PlayStatu.



38 100th Issue!

Come celebrate the 100th issue of

GamePro with a bunch of old friends!

Handhelds for the Holidays!

Handhelds live! Stuff your holiday

stockings with Donkey Kong Land 2

(Game Boy), Madden '97 (Game

Boy), X-Men Mojo World (Game

Gear), and more!

VMff/M\^Mf9jM». ***j»j.5» */"V9*Wt **~

'rzzfimj

Star Gladiator

PlayStation ProStrategy Guide

Be the star of cutting-edge 3D fight-

ing with this complete move list for

the nine fighters, including all their

best combos.

The Fighter's Edge

Power Move Pro Wrestling (PlayStation)

Hit the mat with this guide to the general gameplay features,

the moves for all 12 grapplers, and the three hidden characters.

Silverload (PlayStation)

Here's how to rid the West of werewolves.

Game Enhancers

Cool codes for Game Genies

SWATPro

Mortal Kombat Trilogy's Chameleon Kode, extra teams for

Madden '97, original fighters in Street Fighter Alpha 2,

and more!

Cover; Courtesy ot Interplay
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8 demented characters

with custom weapons

that will crack you up!

Link up to 8 players at once
( requires 2 multilaps. Fof PlayStation

and Saturn only )

IT'S MORE THAN A

IT'S A WHACKED-OUT FIGHT

TO THE FINISH!

Rev up and get ready to go ballistic!

PlayStation SEGA SATURN

) <^^
vivid image

8 challenging races!

IhWs**^
±.'ta&b^

24 outrageous 3-D

race tracks!

CHECK IT OUTI http://ujuJUJ.ubisoft.com

Ubi Soft
"39^ ENTERTAINMENT

'
1 996 Vivid Imope All Rights Reserved. O 1 996 Ubi Soil, Inc All Rights Reserved PlayStation, the PloySlotion logo ond the PS Logo ore irodemorks ol

Sony Computer Entertoinment Inc SEGA AND SEGA SATURN ARE TRADEMARKS OF SEGA ENTERPRISES, ITT) Nintendo ond Gome Boy ore Irodemorks ol
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ProNews
Nintendo ups N64 shipment

to 1.2 million.

NetPro

Getting started with online

games

Overseas Prospects

Castlevania X: Moonlight

Nocturne for the N64

Sneak Previews

Crusader: No Remorse,

Cruis'n USA, Spider, and

more!

64 ftftiYfhPTft

Toonstruck, Screamer 2,

ZPC, and more!

70 Hot at the Arcades

WarZard and Scared Stiff

Castlevania X:

Moonlight

Nocturne!

Page 48.
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ENDOCRINE ANALYSIS 44/33

SECTOR COORDINATES P7/D6

\r\r\o COUNT

U.IEN HOSTILES 15.0

ALIEN CASUALTIES 0-0
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NING: UNAUTHORIZED USAGE IS
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'

TRUST NO ONE.

THE #1 ARCADE GANE SHOWS YOU WHAT YOUR G0VERNP1ENT WON'T.
1995 Atari Gaines Corporation. All rights reserved. Developed by Mesa Logic. Inc. Converted by Tantalus and Perfect Entertainment Ltd. Distributed

ntertainment Inc. is a registered trademark of Midway Games Inc. Used by permission. Licensed by Sega '

Enterprises, Ltd. for play on the Sega Saturn" System. Sega. Sega Saturn and Stunner are trademarks of Sega Enterprises. Ltd. All rights reserved. Licensed

-, by Sony Computer Entertainment America tor use with the PlayStation game console. PlayStation and the

PlayStation logos are trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment. Inc. Justitier is a registered trademark ot

' Konami ot America Inc. Konami is a registered trademark ot Konami Co. Ltd. Used by AMim^%lM£JlAf
\

miration lv permission, o 1996 InterAct. Inc. Patriot A 51 is a trademark ot InterAct Accessories Inc MwaimJwWfAT

am:
THE SECRET'S OUT-



PAUL PHOENIX IS ABOUT TO FACE 23 FIGHTERS.

WHO'S THE FIRST PERSON HE SHOULD KILL?

HIS BARBER.

^

vj

V*

'99419951996.



Meet Paul Phoenix - the bad dude

with a bad do. A former body-

guard, Paul is a Judo expert, tested

and toughened by the mean streets

ot New York. His passion for bikes

is only surpassed by his passion

for breaking bones. He's fast. He's

deadly. He believes he's invincible.

And he's out to test that theory

Y\i\
V A

against 23 of the world's greatest

fighters - each vying for the title

in Tekken 2". With three new

fighting modes. 23 new stages.

Brand new 3D animations, and

more moves and combos than any

game on Earth. Paul Phoenix has

one mission. To leave 23 ruthless

ers as stiff as his hair.

>^,*^~jg~

4

PlaySta ton i

Powered By
namco

TEKKEN

1 ,r ni \-i \

THE 6REATEST FIGHTERS ON EARTH.



ITS LIKE WINNING THE CUP WITH

A SLAPSHOT FROM THE BLUELINE.
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"NHL POWERPLAY '96 IS WITHOUT A

DOUBT THE BEST HOCKEY GAME EVER

MADE FOR ANY SYSTEM ON ANY PLANET!!!

THE INCREDIBLE LOOK AND PLAY LEAVE YOU NO

CHOICE BUT TO GO OUT AND BUY THE GAME."

-CAME PLAYERS

"POWERPLAY HAMMERS FACEOFF OPPOSITION...

RARELY DOES A VIDEO GAME DELIVER THE

ESSENCE OF THE SPORL.POWERPLAY'S GRAPHICS

AND GAMEPLAY SKATE AWAY WITH THE CUP."

-GAMEPRO

POWERPLAY'S GAMEPLAY IS SECOND TO NONE."

-COMPUTER GAMING WORLD

"THE GAME THAT STOLE THE TORCH FROM

EA'S NHL SERIES AND BROUGHT THE SPORT

OF HOCKEY INTO THE 32-BIT AGE."

-NEXTGENERATION

"THE STRONGEST COMBINATION OF KILLER

GRAPHICS AND SOLID GAMEPLAY TO DATE."

-CYBER SPORTS

Av.* i*:s*
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Check us at www.vie.com
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POUJERPLnV 96

CIIVE ENTERTAINMENT. Inc. and RADICAL ENTERTAINMENT lid All nghls reserved. NHL ll



Are you smart enough to pass the Tecmo's Deception Examination?

You have been wrongly convicted of murdering your father and are about to be burned at the
stake. By the power of darkness you have been delivered from your death. How far are you
willing to go to save you life?

1. Who are you going to trap and kill?

a) All of the intruders.

b) Some of the intruders.

c) Just the intruders you don't like.

d) Just the intruders who piss you off (like Yurias).

e) Most of the above.

2. How are you going to trap and kill the intruders?

a) Spike them from the wall.

b) Crush them with the Stomp.
c) Zap them with the Volt Cage.

d) Use Mind Kill.

e) Most of the above. I""

3. What are you seeking?

a) Revenge.
b) Vengeance.
c) Redemption.
d) Acquittal.

e) All of the above.

3- Are you really...

a) A good guy.

b) A bad guy.

c) A victim of circumstance.
d) A wimp.
e) All of the above.

I

—
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L
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16.
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~l7e 1 come.
revenge seeker s.

For the answers see the Temco Super Bowl ad in this same magazine. S™V„7,S'",',V

If you hay played Tecmo's Deception, you haven't DIED yet!
© Tecmo. Ltd. 1996 TECMO is a registered trademark of Tecmo, Inc. Licensed by Sony Computer Entertainment America tor use with the PlayStation game console. PlayStation

and the PlayStation logos are trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment Inc. The ratings icon is a registered trademark of the Interactive Digital Software Association.

THIS SOFTWARE IS COMPATIBLE WITH PLAYSTATION GAME CONSOLES WITH THE NTSC U/C DESIGNATION.

Tecmo, Inc. • 19260 South Van Ness Avenue, Torrance, CA 90501 Phone (310) 787-2900
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Dear Retailer:

TECMO'S DECEPTION
RESERVATION/DEPOSIT FORM:

The customer whose name and address is listed below wishes to place a non-refundable deposit on Tecmo's
Deception. Please contact your local game distributor and/or your central buying office for specific instructions.

1 Name

[
Address

.

i City

Amount of Deposit $

Store Stamp or Receipt

_State_ -Zip.

!
Phone Number.

Reserve me copy(s) for the Sony PlayStation™

Visit Tecmo Interactive at: http://www.tecmo.co.jp



Letter from the Gam.

1

verybody warmed up? Okay, let's hear it, loud and pi

"GameProl GameProl GamePro\"

Hey, we're entitled to a little celebrating. You're now reading

the 100th issue of GamePro, a pretty special accomplishment

considering no other video game magazine has hit 100. Our

100 equals seven-and-a-half years of regular magazines and

special editions, all adding up to over 20,000 pages worth of

the latest and greatest video game information. Twenty thou-

sand pages! That's a lotta ProTips.

We're celebrating issue number 100 with some special arti-

cles, contests, and giveaways (see inside). Check out the retro-

spective article that looks at GamePro's past: New readers might

be interested to see how

100 Issues ^ar
'
3ac '<

'

nt0 v ' c'eo ^ame

history we go and some

of the unusual writers

we've had on staff. (What

ever happened to Johnny Arcade? Even we don't know.)

Besides illuminating what's gone before, this issue also

points to the future with a brand-new section in the magazine.

"NetPro" is a new department devoted to covering the exciting,

fast-growing world of online and Internet gaming. Sharp-eyed

readers will note that we already have a magazine department

called "GamePro Online"—it will be replaced by the new sec-

tion. We started that department when we first launched our

America Online area 18 months ago. That AOL area is also called

GamePro Online (keyword: GamePro). Last spring, our online

and Internet activities grew to include our Web site, named

(what else?) GamePro Online (http://www.gamepm.com). To clear

things up a bit, we've changed the name of the magazine de-

partment to "NetPro," an umbrella term that will cover both the

World Wide Web and subscriber services like AOL.

Like the universe, cyberspace is expanding dramatically

every day. It's been a helluva big bang so far. At this rate, who
knows? Maybe 100 issues from now we'll be having a centen-

nial celebration for "NetPro"!

The GamePros

comments.gamepro@iftw.com

San Mateo, CA

GamePro Online

Online Gaming

Compu- || America M Microsoft I Online

NeiworK Gaming
Services

GamePro Online

Keyword:

EPRO Rill BBS SPEAK OU

Games 'n' Gear

When I saw all of those

glorious Star Wars

games in your October '96

issue, I figured at least one

of them would be out for the

Saturn. But no, not one! What

is this? Some kind of conspir-

acy? Saturn owners—unite to

demand Star Wars games for

the Saturn!

"Agillig"

Internet

maptain Cameron replies:

A Star Wars title may eventu-

ally fly over to the Saturn,

but it won't be anytime soon.

Says Mary Bihr, director of

sales and marketing at Lu-

: casArts: "LucasArts is cer-

tainly open to working with

Sega on Star Wars games. . .

.

Current resources at Lucas-

Arts are focused primarily on

games for the PC, with a lim-

ited amount of development

allocated for the emerging

console platforms. It's simply

a matter of balancing our ex-

isting resources against the

mix of available platforms."

Intriguingly, a Sega insider

tells us that an all-new Star

Wars game (not a port of an

existing title) was tentatively

scheduled for a late 1996

release, but that game was

pushed to late 1997 at the ear-

liest and is more likely to come

out (if it ever does) when the

next new Star Wars film is re-

leased in 1998.

A year ago I received Zombies

Ate My Neighbors for the SNES

as a Christmas present. I think

it's still a fun, challenging, and

addictive game. I can't figure

I
out why these video game

: companies labor to make all

of their games with super

high-tech graphics. I know there

are some people out there who

totally disagree with me, but

I'd rather be playing a fun

game without super graphics,

as long as I'm having a good

time. You've got to admit,

graphics don't make the game.

They help, but the basic game-

play is what really matters.

"RobbNest"

Internet

The
Magazine Biz

What was the first game

GamePro ever re-

viewed, who was the reviewer,

and what was the first game

to get a perfect score?

Edgar Rivera

San Antonio, TX

The Feature Creature replies:

Our first "ProView" ran 99 is-

sues ago (Issue #/, April/May

1989). The game was Opera-

tion Wolffor the NES, reviewed

by The Eliminator. Actual rat-

ings faces didn't debut until Oc-

tober 1990. The first game to

barely miss all-perfect ratings

was Mega Man 3 for the NES,

which missed in one category
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(Challenge) in November 1990.

The first game to get all perfect

scores was Gaiares for the Gen-

esis in our March 1991 issue.

Gaiares, Renovation's dazzling-

but-difficult outer-space shooter,

scored perfectly with Dr. Dave

six years ago.

Controller
Controversy

I'm
writing to contest your

editors who've been prais-

ing the new controller for the

Nintendo 64. 1 think it's too

small and is uncomfortable

to use. In Super Mario 64,

1

thought Mario was too hard

to control. The joystick is the

worst thing about the system.

Anonymous

The N64 is not what I expected

it to be, mostly because of the

controller. Its "third leg" and

thumb stick just get in the

way. The traditional D-pad

would've been much better.

"JME Gamer"
Internet

Reader Report
In our October issue we asked new Nintendo 64 owners to tell us if

the long wait for the N64 was worth it. You put up with over two

years of promises and delays while waiting for the N64 and its two

launch games. Now that you own one, was it all worth waiting for?

Charlie Garrett of

•^J Springfield, Virginia, is one of

hundreds of readers asking about Pamela

Anderson Lee, whose critically lambasted

Barb Wire flick will soon be a video game (see

"ProNews," September '96). Plenty of Web

sites are devoted to Pamela (one of the best is

http://www.pamwatch.com), and here's a

regular mailing address for fan letters:

Baywatch Bay Club

P.O. Box 69249

LA., CA 90069

I'm writing about the lack

of African-American characters in

role-playing games. I've played the

entire Final Fantasy series, Zelda, Secret of

Mana, and others, and all I con find are blond,

blue-eyed heroes rescuing damsels in distress. Is it

that blacks simply have no place in RPGs, or are the cre-

ators trying to maintain a certain image? Is it really that hard

to think up a decent African-American character for RPGs?

Johnathan Floyd

Winnfield, LA

Pick of the Month

m
op at this Internet address:

comments.gamepro@iftw.com

Roy Park

Avondale, AZ Ray Lewan

Evergreen Park, II

Whaddayq Think?

This is your magazine, so tell us what you'd

like to see in it. Send your suggestions to:

GamePro Magazine
Dear Editor

P.O. Box 5828

San Mateo, CA 94402

Joseph Morrison

Bloomingdale, GA

We cannot publish all letters and

e-mail messages, and we an-

not send personal replies to

your letters or e-mail.
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^ *^ By 77ie IVa/cA Dog

Brrrr, that winter chill is setting in. Good thing 1 have

. a nice thick coat, except for that bald spot on my butt

where 1 had to gnaw off that infected tick. Too bad 1 didn't get

all of it—boo boy, I'll be payin' for that later. Till then, here's

some help for a few ticked-off consumers.

Ql feel I've been ripped off. I bought the September

issue of GamePro because of the Twisted Metal 2
B

screenshot you had on the front cover. But inside

the issue there was no review, no article, nothing. What gives?

H. Kantarek

Tinley Park, IL

A The Watch Dog
' answers honorably:

We blew it, and we're

canine enough to admit it. Origi-

nally we had a preview of Twisted

Metal 2 scheduled to run in the Sep-

tember issue, which is why we put

the screenshot on the cover. At the

last second we decided to make an

editorial change, but we missed the

cover screenshot. We had no inten-

tion of deceiving anyone.

Twisted tale

QAn ad for Resident Evil ran on the inside front cover

of your May '96 issue. The ad says "Answers are
B

found in darkest corners of the estate cemetery,

crumbling guest houses, and a mysterious tower." I've beaten

the game with both Jill and Chris many times and have never

seen the cemetery, guest house, or tower. Where are they?

"SatchMo560"

Internet

A The Watch Dog states:

Those locations are mentioned on the game box,

too, not just in the ad. Actually, you have seen

them in the game, though they're not

exactly as described. A customer-

service rep at Capcom told us that

the company that created the ad

wrote the ad copy about two months

before the game was finished in

order to meet magazine deadlines.

Unfortunately, Resident Evil went

through a lot of changes in the last

month before it was released on

March 29, 1996, and among those
,se.up

sites changed were the cemetery, Resident Evil ad

"

capcomBO ilESIfpHlVIl

guest house, and tower. According to the rep, the game has no

formal cemetery, but there is a single grave; the "crumbling guest

house" is the guard's house; and the tower mentioned in the ad be-

came the lab. Capcom doesn't consider the ad to be a misrepresen-

tation of Resident Evil because the sites mentioned in the ad do

appear, just with different names, and the programmers were only

making these last-minute changes in order to perfect the game.

Qln the "ProNews" section of your August '96 issue,

you announced some video game soundtrack CDs

made by the Sega Music Croup. I haven't been able

to find either of the CDs mentioned in any local music stores. Were

they cancelled?

Daniel "Camehead" Lopez

Internet

A The Watch Dog
1 answers:

They weren't can-

celled, but they took a little longer

to reach store shelves than ex-

pected. As of November '96 you

should have been able to find Spencer Nilsen's evocative Ecco:

Songs of Time and PowerCuts / (15 tracks from various Sega

games). Look for a third CD, Mr. Bones, featuring music by rock

guitarist Ronnie Montrose, in stores soon.

Echoes of Ecco

SONY

COMPUTER

seqsrETA
You Make the Call

Having problems with hardware

or software from Nintendo. Sega,

| or Sony? Here are the customer-

• service numbers to call:

*&
SONY

—- ' Nintendo: 800/255-3700

800/733-7288 OMPUTER
Tjtertainment-

800/345-7669

UJ r/AA's fendo

t GamePro, listening is what we do best. When you have a
1

problem with a product or feel you've been ripped off, we

I want to know. If you have a complaint about a product,

write to:

GamePro 's Buyers Beware
RO. Box 5828

San Mateo, CA 94402

E-mail us your product complaints through America Online

or at this Internet address:

buyers_beware.gamepro@iftw.com
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PlayStation

With the gut-wrenching, all-tertain facing of Jet Moto, victory isn't a thrill. It's

agony. Jet Moto's ten outdoor tracks will lead you and beat you over scorching

sand, choppy seas and brittle ice and snow. Your only defense? One of twenty fiercely

maneuverable next-gen moto bikes. There's so much going on here, all you need to

know is that the grappling hook isn't an option, it's a necessity. That's because

with Jet Moto's TruePhysics, every bump, every curve ond every pothole will go

directly from your suspension to your spleen. It's time you took a Jet Moto mamn

test ride. Or better yet, do so against a friend on the two-player

split-screen. Only this time, try to keep your eyes on the road, will you?

For gume hints call 1 -900-933-SONY< ?669) . The charge is S0.9S per minute. Callers under the age of 18 must get porentol permission to toll. Touch-lone-phone is lequired. Avoilohle

?4 hours day// days o week. U.S. only. Sony Computet Entertainment logo is n tmdemork of Sony Corporation. PlayStation and the PlayStation logos ute trademarks of

Computet Enteitoininent Inc. let Moto, TruePhysics, U R NOT E ore trademarks ol Sony Interactive Entertainment Inc. ©1996 Sony Interactive Entertainment Inc. www.son
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nights is here

jever, ever, ever, have you been able to fly, fluid and free,

in real-time 3d. not until nlghts.™ the first true showcase

of Sega Saturn's stunning capabilities, The technological

tour de force that has everyone in the gaming world

absolutely spun.

The Story

One of the most immersive, mystical gaming experiences ever,

NiGHTS establishes an entirely new gameplay paradigm. Think of it

AS psychodrama, an express escalator into the schizophrenic,

mind-bending virtual world of your dreams.

The World

Created by the renowned Sonic Team, NiGHTS is a full-on 3D masterpiece.

A world with lush dreamscape realities, its own micro-climates, even its own

NATURAL ORDER. IMAGINE. SMOKE, FOG, CLOUDS, RAIN, AND WATER THAT APPEAR IN MULTIPLE

LEVELS OF TRANSPARENCY. WATERFALLS, CURRENTS, WIND, AND, YES, A TORNADO

THAT ALL FOLLOW THE LAWS OF FLUID PHYSICS.

The Gameplay

NiGHTS screams along at banshe

replicate the true sensations

morph sequences. its over

that scroll-shift in real time,

of 3d positional sound

PEED. WITNESS ITS ABILITY TO

OF FLIGHT. ITS LIGHTNING MULTIPLE

TWENTY TRACKING CAMERA ANGLES

AND ITS OMNIPRESENT SYMPHONY

f he New 3D Control Pad

Engineered specifically to intensify the NiGHTS experience, Sega Saturn's

3D Control Pad establishes a new benchmark in smooth and dynamic operation.

zT/te y&enediction

.77/t'/r\? more, o/cott/se. <A// ///< rest is ///> bo-uott/. &UcR/Off~uoar totuRina snoe&. < lay/yo/tr /mty/cr,s

:

^{nc/J/y/. . \o (oat/y/ot/V/'t/ceyj. GoeUsUOtt //'/woe /o/c/ia/iyooi/'i/rm/z/.s-.

ONLY ON

SEGA SATURN'
WWW . SEGA . COM
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Big-Name Games Slowed by Delays
To the consternation of eager gamers, several high-profile games ex-

pected in stores before Christmas were delayed until early 1997. The

Nintendo 64 suffered the biggest blow: Turok: Dinosaur Hunter

(from Acclaim) missed the big holiday selling season and is tentatively

rescheduled as an early 1997 release.

The Turok delay to February was officially credited to "fine-tun-

ing,'" even though the near-final version, which was shown exclusively

to GamePro editors in September at Acclaim's New York headquar-

ters, looked impressive. Once the Turok delay became official in Octo-

ber, insiders suggested that there was more to the delay than a "quality"

question. The speculation was that Nintendo was intentionally holding

back the game so it would have at least one strong N64 title immedi-

ately after Christmas. Acclaim could certainly use a hit right about

now: Not only did the company suffer through a dismal financial year

that resulted in layoffs (see "ProNews," December 1996) and the ap-

pointment of a new president (Greg Fischbach), Acclaim is also being

investigated by the Securities and Exchange Commission over some

questionable financial dealings.

In addition to Turok, two other eagerly awaited games had the

brakes applied just before Christmas. Duke Nukem 3D, GT Interac-

tive 's PlayStation version of the intense PC shooter, won't be out until

September 1997, a delay of almost a year from the original launch tar-

get. Fox Interactive's Independence Day for the PlayStation and Sat-

urn, which was supposed to come out simultaneously with the movie

''amePBO^H- TopTehR.I.P.s in the

Uideo Game Industry

1 . Atari Corp.

"The*
VP

•••••

Duke Nukem 3D

Belated

Bunch"

Mega Man 8

feat
Independence Day MVP College Football Man/el Super Heroes

2. 8-bit NES

3. Sega CD

4. Sega 32X/32X CD

TurboGratX 16

Neo-Geo/Neo-Geo CD

CD-i/CD 32

Virtual Boy

SNES CD (never released)

video on November 22, 1996, will

now rocket onto shelves in late Jan-

uary or February. Check the video

for a teaser promo of this behind-

the-vehicle shooting game.

Delays and cancellations con-

tinued to plague the holiday release

schedule. Capcom's Mega Man 8

for the PlayStation and Marvel

Super Heroes for the PlayStation

and Saturn all slipped a couple of months to February, as did Data

East's MVP College Football for the PlayStation. Eidos Interactive

took the air completely out of Dream Team Basketball for the Play-

Station and Saturn. That hot property, which would've put Shaq, Olaju-

won, Barkley, and other NBA stars

in an international Olympics tourney, was cancelled altogether.

As if there weren't enough U.S. delays, there's even word that the

Japanese launch of one of the year's most heavily requested role-play-

ing games, Final Fantasy VII for the PlayStation, was pushed from

early December to January, February, or beyond. No word on the U.S.

release, which is expected before next summer.

Amidst all this frustrating news about game releases came the first

word from a reliable Nintendo source of what will probably be one of

the N64's top-selling games: Unable to fit everything he wanted into

Super Mario 64, the game's legendary creator, Shigeru Miyamoto, is

already working on a sequel, due late in 1997 at the earliest.

Sega Dramatically Cuts Prices on Saturn Games
Now that the Saturn, PlayStation, and Nintendo 64 all cost $199, how

are Sega and Sony going to counter Nintendo's sudden sales momen-

tum? One way is by cutting the prices of the games. With the N64's

cartridge games costing consumers over $60, and with CDs being much

cheaper to produce than cartridges, Sega and Sony have started empha-

sizing their game prices, which have dropped to levels Nintendo may

never be able to approach.

Late in the fall Sega fired a noisy volley in this game-price war by

slashing the prices on some of its Saturn games to an unheard-of $19.99.

Sega also dropped the ceiling for the highest-priced new games from $69.99

to $59.99. Among those games affected by the price cuts are Panzer Dra-

goon II, World Series Baseball, Bug!, and Clockwork Knight 2. Sega's

biggest title of the season is Nights, which was selling out even when

priced at $59.99 (the game comes with a special analog controller).

Sony didn't seem too worried about Sega's new pricing policy.

A Sony spokesperson pointed out that Sony's ceiling price for Play-
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Station games has been $59.95 for a long time, that "value-priced"

high-profile games such as Destruction Derby, NFL GameDay, and

Twisted Metal had been offered for $39.95 since last summer, and that

no matter what Sega does, the PlayStation is still unofficially outselling

the Saturn by at least a three-to-one margin.

New Controversy Over Video Game Violence

A new video game controversy has erupted in Great Britain. The sub-

ject of parental rage is Schoolyard Slaughter, a computer game that

has been on sale overseas for a year. In the game, players try to shoot

down schoolchildren in a schoolyard.

Angry citizens in the U.K. are mounting a well-publicized cam-

paign against the game because it reminds them of a tragedy that

gripped the country a year ago. Last March a gunman slaughtered 16

children and a teacher at a school in the Scottish town of Dunblane.

After the Dunblane tragedy, anti-handgun factions organized

the nationwide Snowdrop Campaign, whose members are circulating

Inside Scoop
• Good news for prospective N64 buyers: Responding to a huge consumer de-

mand, Nintendo has changed its shipment plans for the Nintendo 64. Origi-

nally Nintendo expected to ship 500,000 N64s to the U.S. by Christmas, but

after the system's stunning September success-350,000 systems sold in under

three days as further pre-orders poured in to retailers—the company will ship

about 1 .2 million N64s to the U.S. before the end of the year.

• The list of upcoming N64 games continues to grow. New additions to the

1997 schedule include Lamborghini 64, Titus Software's next-gen version of its

hit SNES game Lamborghini American Challenge. This game should race into

stores by next summer. Coming later from T-HQ is an exclusive N64 version of

World Championship Wrestling that will have mat moves and voices for Ric

Flair, Sting, Lex Luger, The Giant, and Hulk Hogan, among others.

• Activision is about to go into

the flight-simulation business for

the first time. The LA.-based

company recently announced that

it has struck a distribution deal

with Parsoft Interactive, the cre-

ators of the computer games

Hellcats Over the Pacific and

A-10 Attack! Activision will bring

out Parsoft's newest flight sim,

A-10 Cuba! (the sequel to A-10

Parsoft Interactive's flight sim A-10

Cuba! will be distributed by Activi-

sion In December.

Attack!), by Christmas, plus two more, A-10 Gulf! and Dogfight, later in 1 997.

All three games are for Windows 95.

• Fans ofXBand's brand of online gaming have another XBand product to

look forward to. In October, Catapult, makers of XBand modems for the SNES

and Genesis, merged with Mpath, creators of the Mplayer online gaming ser-

vice (see "NetPro," this issue). One of the announcements that came out of the

merger was word that an XBand modem is in the works for the Saturn, with re-

lease expected by the end of '97.

Well-known for its live-action

shooters like Mad Dog McCree

for the 3D0 system...

petitions throughout the U.K. in an effort to direct public awareness to

gun-control issues. In statements reported by the Reuters news service,

Jacqueline Walsh, a Snowdrop member, stated that the game "should

never have come into the country in the first place. . . .Computer libraries

have to be more vigilant about the images they promote."

Despite the public outcry, the British government has yet to take

a stand on the game. The government is still investigating the Dunblane

tragedy and is considering whether or not there should be tighter re-

strictions on gun ownership.

More Layoffs for Video Game Companies
Count American Laser Games as

the latest company to quit making

its traditional video game products.

Following in the footsteps of

struggling software companies like

JVC and Acclaim, the maker of

the Mad Dog McCree, Who Shot

Johnny Rock?, and Space Pirates

games laid off about a third of its

staff in anticipation of a radical

change in direction. ALG also re-

placed founder Robert Grebe with

a new president, Jan Claesson. The

moves came in response to recent

financial losses: Revenues for

1996 will probably be about half

of the $16 million generated back

in 1995 when ALG was still ag-

gressively developing arcade and

mainstream games for the Sega

CD and 3DO.

After the release of the live-

action shooter Crime Patrol for the

Saturn this Christmas, ALG has

only one more mainstream title in

the works: the long-delayed fan-

tasy/adventure Shining Sword for

the PlayStation, which doesn't use

the company's usual brand of live-

action footage. Instead of live-ac-

tion games, ALG is now focusing

primarily on one aspect of its

games development—games for

girls. The company's Her Interactive division has just released The Vam-

pire Diaries for PC, with additional PC titles like Sweet Valley High and

Nancy Drew Mysteries slated for release in 1997.

. . .American Laser Games has

turned to making the fantasy/

adventure game Shining Sword
for the PlayStation...

...and is putting a new emphasis

on Her Interactive PC titles such

as The Vampire Diaries.

it
j
'"

tf)L Hot News from GamePro Online ^*?e
America Online users can now get daily game news updates. Use the keyword

GAMEPRO to access GamePro Online, then head straight to the Hot News sec-

tion to get the latest video game news. You can also read daily updates of news

in the GamePro Online Web site at http://www.gamepro.com.
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Online Gaming 101
A primer on how to use four online

gaming services. Byrne Net Nut

You've been hearing about these wild death matches on the Inter-

net involving PC gamers from all around the world. And you've

heard some intriguing names like DWANCO and Quake. But you're still

not playing online games, and you want to know how to get hooked

up. Read on, gamers, for an introduction to the brave new world of

high-powered online gaming.

Basic Differences

There are four main services that enable PC gamers to face each other

over the Internet in shooting games like Quake and Doom (sorry, Mac

fans, these services don't include you). The four—DWANCO, Mplayer,

TEN (Total Entertainment Network), and Engage—have some basic sim-

ilarities, and a few key differences.

DWANCO, Mplayer, and TEN don't make games, nor do they down-

load tons of com-

plete games for
Jhese C0mpanjes know that they

you to play. Mainly

they act as go-be-
have to compete aggressively for your

tweens, connect- time, or they'll go the way of GEnie and
ing gamers who

the |mag j Nation Network. Remember
own PC games. In

other words, each them? Neither do most people,

gamer must own

their own copy of the PC game Doom II if they want to play against

other gamers via the DWANCO gaming service; DWANCO then pro-

vides the Internet connection.

One thing you'll notice about these multiplayer gaming services is

that they often don't have an exclusive lock on the hottest games. For

instance, both Mplayer and DWANCO offer Quake, and Mplayer and TEN

both have Warcraft I: Ores & Humans. Mplayer, DWANCO, and TEN can

all let you take a spin in Big Red Racing.

Engage, however, differs from DWANCO, Mplayer, and TEN. Engage

has its own original games that you jump into online without having

to buy a PC version of the game. Engage was created by Interplay Pro-

ductions, a company that started as a game publisher (it published the

ClayFighter and Blackthorne games, among others). Thus, Engage is

launching with some of its own games, such as Descent Online and

Castles II, that can't be found on any other service. Engage also has deals

with other game-making companies for additional exclusive games

(Philips Media's Fighter's Duel and Interworld Productions' RoleMaster:

Magestorm, for example). When you get Engaged, you start download-

ing games right away.

Basic Similarities

The four main multiplayer gaming services do have some basic similar-

ities. All offer chat rooms, bulletin boards, and e-mail. For all the ser-

vices, figure that playing games will usually cost about 52 an hour

(once you've bought the reguired software).

Best of all, there are freguent deals that enable you to test out the

services and play new games for free. Mplayer and Engage offered free

beta testing of their services throughout the fall; DWANGO restructured

all its fees in September; and TEN is offering special "charter member-

ships" up through New Year's at reduced rates. TEN, Engage, Mplayer,

and DWANCO are trying to learn from the failed efforts of those first mul-

tiplayer gaming services, such as GEnie and the ImagiNation network.

Setting Up

Not all ISPs (Internet service providers) are equal, and you need an ISP

for all of these online gaming services (except DWANCO, which is

played through its own servers, not through the Internet). Most ISPs,

such as NetCom, UUNet, and DirectNet, offer PPP (Point to Point Proto-

col) direct dial-up accounts, which are preferred for TEN and Mplayer (if

you don't have an ISP, Mplayer's software includes a free PSINet sign-up

kit for Internet access).

check this web site-
I The Equipment You Need

http://www.thelist.com — ,_? _ „ _
to find the different isps to Play Online Games

Check this Web site-
Tne Equ jpment Y0U Need

http://www.thelist.com — »•«»«»
to find the different isps to Play Online Games
in your area and a list of • 486 PC for Engage. TEN. and DWANGO:

their costs and features
Pentium processor required for Mplayer and

recommended for the others

Note, too, that having In-

.
" 'Windows 95 (DOS is acceptable for DWANGO)

ternet access via AOL,
r , n ,. • 8 megabytes of RAM (16 MB is recommended)
CompuServe, or Prodigy

will not enable vou to
* CD

"R0M drive (except for Enga9e ' where
win nuL eriduie yuu iu

everything is downloadable)

play games on most of .... ,„-.
• 14.4-baud modem (28.8 is recommended)

these services.
• Web browser such as Microsoft Internet Ex-

Once you have an
p|orer or Netscape Navigator

ISP and the equipment . Optiona | : j0ystick 16.
bjt sound card for Wm

to play (see sidebar "The 95. speakers, microphone (for Mplayer)

Equipment You Need to

Play Online Games"), each of the main online gaming services has the

same basic procedure for enrolling newcomers. From each company's

Web site (URLs are given on the following page), you can download a

start-up kit that gives you the software you need to register and start

playing games. Included in the kit are the company's own software, In-

ternet software, and shareware versions of a few key games like Quake

so you can get a taste of online gaming.

An alternative to registering via the company Web sites is to call

each company by phone (phone numbers are given on the following

page). Order the CD-ROM with the start-up kit, and you're off and run-

ning. To engage Engage, you can enroll via its Web site, over the phone,

or through its sites on America Online, Prodigy, and CompuServe (cur-

rently Engage is the only one of the four main multiplayer gaming ser-

vices to be on these three online services).

Wherever you register, you're sure to find a whole new way to play.

With DWANCO, Mplayer, TEN, and Engage, multiplayer gaming has

truly rocketed into cyberspace.
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MaamBo @<0> TO HILL.
lis is the bizarre world of Baldies. A world that you

Mid and where lunacy reigns. The idea? Destroy the

sty little hairy guys before they destroy you-the

ildies. 15 devilishly clever weapons, lOO intense levels,

ridden and bonus rounds, hot action graphics in

r

ive weird worlds (hell included). And it's the only

multi-player, extended-play game with a chrome

ome crew. Warning: May cause permanent hair loss.

TOTALLY DEMENTED ACTION
FOR PEOPLE WHO THINK.

Qn\$
/v

l^p:/7www.iongames.corrt

Panasonic
Interactive Media

http://www.panasonic.com/cool/

Both.DOS on
Windows' 95 mclui



Doin' DWAN GO
Service name: DWANCO
(Dial-Up Wide-Area Network

Gaming Operation); the oldest

of these four gaming services

URL: http://www.dwango.com

Phone: 713/467-0405

Main games: Shooters—Doom,
Doom II, Ultimate Doom, Duke

Nukem 3D

Monthly fee: $7.95 per month

(includes unlimited chat and five

hours ofgame time)

Additional 10 hours per

month: $19

Unique features: The world's

largest "death match" (head-to-

head) tournaments; DWANGO
may also have the fastest game-

play of all the services because it

uses its own servers scattered in

29 cities around the world

Quake, id Software's follow-up to ^
the wildly successful Doom, is

one of DWANCO's hottest games.

IWIptoyer Madness!

mtr.ai

Mplayer's current lineup of games

As many as 16 players can blast

away simultaneously from their

combat vehicles in Havoc, coming

soon to Mplayer.

Service name: Mplayer, a prod-

uct of Mpath Interactive, whose

partners include Catapult, mak-

ers of XBand modems

URL: http://www.Mplayer.com

Phone: 888/675-2937

Main games: Shooters—Quake,

Terminal Velocity; strategy—

Warcraft, Command & Conquer

fl Perfect TEI17 II
Service name: TEN (Total En-

tertainment Network)

URL: http://www.ten.net

Phone: 800/804-0836

Main games: Shooters-Quake

and Duke Nukem 3D; strategy-

Magic: The Gathering, Com-
mand & Conquer

Hourly rate plan: $9.95 per

month (includes five free hours),

$1 .95 per hour thereafter

Flat rate fee: $29.95 per

month

Unique features: Markets the

highest number of exclusive

games (including Dark Sun and

Panzer General)

Descend into the TEN^
manhole to survive. .

.

uT€Hi

r'iTu\W>

Fees: $7.95 per month for five

hours, then 99 cents per hour;

or $19.95 per month for unlim-

ited hours

Unique features: "Seismic

Nation," a collection of special

Quake activities and tourna-

ments; real-time speech so you

can taunt your opponents while

you play

...me four-player combat-

vehicle action of Mind-

scape's Hecrodome.

Service name: Engage

URL: http://www.gamesonline.com

Phone: 714/752-5510

Main games: Shooters—Descent Fees: Not available at press

Online, Splatterball; strategy— time, but expected to be under

RoleMaster: Magestorm, $2 per hour

Castles II

Descent Online is Engage's explosive shooter.

Unique features: Offers origi-

nal games not found on any

other service (such as Descent

Online and RoleMaster); sites

on AOL, Prodigy, and Com-
puServe; also offers Billboard

Live! Online, a Web version of

the new music club

E-mail us your comments through America Online

or at this Internet address:

comments.gamepro@iftw.com
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. CONSIDER PARTICIPATING (WILLINGLY) IN THE PHENOMENAL HOME VERSION OF THE FIRSTARCADE VIDEO GAME EVER TO

4KEITINTO THE HOCKEY HALL OF FAME. AND, IN TURN, BEING CHECKED. SLASHED, PITTED AGAINST THE MOST REALISTIC

i
PLAYERS AROUND. SELECTING FROM OVER 20 POWER-UPS. INCLUDING SUPER GOALIE. BIG HEAD AND BABY SIZE MODES.

BUILDING UP YOUR HOTMETERAND LITERALLY SETTING THE NET ON FIRE AGAINST 1.2 OR 3 OTHER PARTICIPANTS WHILE

LEGENDARY BLACKHAWKS™ANNOUNCER PAT FOLEY SCREAMS IN YOUR EAR. THEARCADE HITHAS COME HOME.

jama;

\3 MIDWAY
101996 Midway Home Ent

iNofiW Entertainment Inc Officially Licensed Product

En!©rpns.es. LP.©'
[BUBftaiment Amen

tghts reserved Open lce'**ri 995 Midway* Games Inc All rights reserved. Open Ice and Midway are trademarks ot Midway Games Inc. NHLPA is a trademark ol the National Hockey League Players' Association and is used under license by Midway

uaiiy Licensed Product ol the Naiionai Hockey League Players Association. All NHL logos ,and marks and team logos and marks depicted herein are the properly of the NHL and the respective teams and may not be reprpduced_wi!houl the prior written consent ot NHL
Officially Licensed Product ot the Naiionai Hockey League NHL i

with the PlayStation game console. PlayStation and the PlayStati

logos ,and marks and team logos and marks depicted herein are the property 01

registered trademark ot the National Hockey League Used under license by Midway Home Entertainment Inc Midway? is a registered trademark ot Midway Games Inc. Licensed by Sony Computer
logos are trademarks ol Sony Computer Entertainment Inc.
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Over the years GamePro has published the work

of many...uh, how should we say.. .unique writ-

ers and editors. What started out in 1989 as an

editorial staff of one full-time editor and a handful of

freelance writers has grown to a staff of up to 12 full-

time editors for print and online. As long-time readers

know, we've never identified the people behind the

fictional bylines (The Unknown Gamer, Bro' Buzz, Scary

Larry). And we're not going to identify 'em now. But

GamePro was born in the spring of

1989. The four founders—LeeAnne

McDermott, executive editor; Patrick

Ferrell, publisher; Michael Kavish, art

director; and Lynne Kavish, director of

production/administration—worked

out of their houses in the San Fran-

cisco Bay Area. The first few issues

appeared every other month until

GamePro became a monthly maga-

zine in November. The issues included

ProViews (not ProReviews) with no ratings boxes, a puzzle page,

and a Pro Challenge Board for high scores.

The first year introduced fictional personas who represented

the small staff and various freelancers. GamePro didn't even

have illustrations to accompany the fictional writers' bylines

in the first year.

Some familiar

faces revisit

GamePro's past

and present.

h *>

*r*

By The Feature Creature

as we recall GamePro's history we will recall for you all

the famous and infamous pseudonyms we've ever used

in the magazine.

Long-time readers have seen over 200 pseudonyms in

GamePro in the last seven-and-a-half years. Many of these

personas are the multiple monikers ofjust a few individu-

als. In the following retrospective look at GamePro and its

CamePros, we've identified some of those multiple per-

sonas in parentheses.

Andromeda
(still with the

magazine!)

Charlie T. Asian

B.A.J.

CAT. (stands for

Champ of All Time)

The Eliminator

The Pro, A.J.F,

KATS

Mirage

Matrix

Stomper

X Caliber
Gideon

(Dr. Zombie)

Military Men
Some of f A
the military

personnel who
have served over

w&3
the years:

Captain Cameron

Captain

Controller

Captain Pachinko
/J<ssn0Y

Captain Squideo wKS
Ensign Taylor ^a^f
General Johnny Ballgame Captain Meat

Cleaver
General Scary Larry

Major Mike

Stormin' Norman Bp3
^ -a V Faces

^« : *'^« have Napoleon

^Vr*jJI certainly Blownapart
*~ •_VSt.l changed
'.>P ~

, over the years.

* "<' jrj Compare to today's

,\1, 9 tace tor Major Mike.

A Look Back at Games and GamePro, 1989-1997

GamePro's Issue

#1 sports a

generic football

player, barbarian,

and soldier on

the cover

April/May 1989

U.S. debut of

Atari Lynx

I

Dec
1989

Winners ot the

"Design Your

Own Hero" art

contest

announced

I

March
1990

U.S. debut ol

TurboExpress

handheld system

I

Aug.

1990

Japanese debut

ol Nintendo's

16-bit Super

Famicom

I Nov.

1990

U.S. debut ot

Sega's Game

Gear: invitation

to join "Team

GamePro"

I

Jan.

1991
April

1991

ProViews now

called ProRe-

views; ProRe-

views ot Sonic

(5.0.4.0,5.0,

5.0) and first

Game Gear game

(Dragon Crystal)

June
1991

Introduction ol

Team GamePro

members; SNES

gamers' guide

I

Aug.

1991

Sci-fi issue;

first SNES

ProReviews

(Super Ghouls

¥ Ghosts,

HyperZone)

I Oct.

1991

Debut ol "Game

Busters" page;

GamePro sells

200,000 issues

tor first time

I Feb.

1992

July/Aug. I

1989
J

U.S. debut ol

Sega Genesis:

"The Adventures

of GamePro"

comic book

starts inside the

magazine

Nov.

1989

GamePro

switches from

bimonthly to

monthly

Jan.

1990

U.S. debut ol

TurboGrafx-CD;

GamePro sells

100,000 issues

tor first time

June
1990

Game Genie lor

NES released:

free Dick Tracy

poster included

with issue

Oct.

1990
|

The first ratings

faces appear

with the

ProViews; first

announcement

that Sega's

making a 32-bit

add-on lor the

Genesis

Dec.

1990
|

U.S. debut ol

Neo-Geo home

system; first edi-

torial discussing

video game vio-

lence; biggest

issue yet

(196 pages)

Feb.

1991
|

First description

ol Sega CD;

news that Atari

is making 16-brt

"Panther"

system (never

May I

1991
|

News that

Nintendo and

Sony are

teaming up

to make

"SNES CD"

July

1991

1

TurboGrafx-16

gamers' guide

Sept.

1991

Jan.

1992

U.S. debut ol News that Atari

SNES on Sun- is working on the

day. Sept. 1; Jaguar

GamePro TV

show hosted by

J.D. Roth debuts

March

1992

First

'

Choice Awards"

(best 16-bit

game: Sonic)
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990
At the end

of 1989 the

growing

staff leased

a small

office in Redwood City, Califor-

nia. There was a huge jump in

the number of personas that

appeared this second year.

Many of the new characters

were multiple monikers of writ-

ers and editors who were still

on staff from the

year before.

Illustrations for

selected personas

first appeared in

Abby Normal December.

Ann Arctic

Boogie Man

Brother Buzz

Catwoman

Fanatic Fan

The Good Witch

Michaelangelo

The Mongoose

Persona non

Grata

Pizza X

Rik Haynes

A Rolling Stone

The Screamin'

Bohemian

Slasher Quan
(Boss Music)

Hack 'N Slash

(actually two

people joined

at the brain)

Hobbs

Johnny Arcade

Maid Marion

New GamePro

ratings system

appears: debut

of "The Sports

Page" dept.; first

look at Super

Star Wars

(SNES)

SloMo

Stomper

Sweet Polly

Purebred

Tobar the

8-Man

The Whizz

I

June

1992

ProReview ot

Street Fighter II

(SNES: 5.0, 5 0,

5.0, 5.0)

I

Aug.

1992

U.S. debut of

TurboDuo

I

Oct.

1992

11
*%*%**

By now GamePro was shifting

from coverage of 8-bit games

to the emerging 16-bit sys-

tems. Momentum was so great that GamePro

launched its own TV show in September. Hosted

byJ.D. Roth, it ran for almost three

years. These new pseudonyms

appeared in the magazine in 1991

.

The Bohemian

Dominion

Earth Angel

(Andromeda)

Fanatic Fan

Dr. Dave

Feline Groovy

(Rampant

Saxon)

Holly Wood

The Missing

Link

The Mild

Mannered

Reporter

Mr. Dynamo

Roadkill

Warrior

Toxic Tommy

Rigor Mortis

Riff-Raff

N. Somniac

(Dr. Zombie)

Speedy Buns

The Spam Weasel

The Unknown Gamer
(Andromeda)

Videohead

(Tricky Ricky)

The magazine had outgrown its offices, so the

staff moved to its current building in San Mateo,

California, and added these new

personas.

Athletic Supporter

The Betamax Boy

Board Gamer

Bone Head

(Captain Squideo)

Boy Blunder

Boss Music

(Slasher Quan)

Bubonic the Blowfrog

Capp'd Crusader

Captain Controller

Staff's "Christ-

mas Wish List";

biggest issue yet

(244 pages);

GamePro sells

300.000 issues

for first time

Dec.

1992

Free Art of Fight-

ing poster; 32-

page World

Heroes/Art

of Fighting

ProStrategy

Guide

I Feb.

1993

Captain Meat

Cleaver

Choosy Chooser

Cleopatra

Colorful

Commentator

Dirt bag

Dirty Player

E.D. Beta

Frequent Flier

The Game Show Host

with the Most

The Great McGillicuty

Jinky the Monkey

KayOss

Lizard Lips

Milo Prophet

Mister Blister

Monty Haul

(Slasher Quan)

First previews of

Mortal Kombat

home games;

debut of

"GamePro Labs"

Ninja Slug

N. Terry Gator

Otter Matic

The Pizza Guys

Rampant Saxon

(Feline Groovy)

Scary Larry

(Lawrence of Arcadia)

Sister Sinister

(Feline Groovy)

Skywalker

Uggs the Bug

Van Goat

Weekend Warrior

(Dr. Zombie)

Willy Y. Pout

April

1993

July

1993

Mortal Monday.

Sept. 13;

free Jungle

Strike poster;

GamePro sells

400,000 issues

for first time

I

Sept.

1993

MK ProStrategy

Guide; "Hot

SWAT' tips

roundup; first

announcement

of Nintendo's

64-bit "Project

Reality"

I Nov.

1993

LamePro Losers

April Fool's Day spoof of the

magazine and the video game

industry. These illustrious per-

sonas (most of them created

by Scary Larry) have appeared

as "LamePro" writers:

Conan the Librarian

Howard NoSell

Scarier Larry

Scary Mary

Slasher

.

Sy Kotick
The Editor Formerly

Known as Scary Larry

25 pages of

"SWATPro" tips;

GamePro sells

500,000 issues

(still the only

game mag to hit

this number.)

Jan.

1994

Free Mortal

Kombat II

poster first

Jaguar ProRe-

views (Raiden);

Night Trap

pulled off

shelves

March 1994

July

1992

Debut ol the

"Team GamePro

1?m

Sept.

1992

Special feature

"Comix to

Carts"; first

ProStrategy

Guide (Street

Fighter II. SNES)

Nov. I

1992
|

Free Street

Fighter II poster;

U.S. debut of

Sega CD; ProRe-

view of Super

Star Wars

(SNES: 5.0, 5.0.

5.0,5,0)

June 1993

Magazine

redesign: Super

Star Wars

ProStrategy

Guide; U.S.

debut of Super

Mario Bros-

movie

Aug.

1993
|

Sega begins

rating the con-

tent ot its

games; Star Fox

Guide

Oct.

1993
|

U.S. debuts of

3D0 and Jaguar

systems; debut

of new "Role-

Player's Realm"

dept; Street

Fighter II Turto

ProStrategy

Guide

Dec. I

1993
J

Super Street

Fighter II

ProStrategy

Guide; biggest

issue yet (284

Feb.

1994

1

Super Empire

Strikes Back

ProStrategy

Guide; debut of

"The fighter's

Edge" dept

April

1994

Sonic 3

ProStrategy

Guide; first CD-i

ProReview

(Kettier); 3D0

begins rating its

own games;

second annual

"LamePro"

June I

1994

1

Mortal Kombat II

ProStrategy

Guide;

announcement

of Stmt Fighter

//movie

GAMEPRO i
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This year saw

the continued

growth of the

magazine and

its pool of pseudonyms.

Dr. John H.

Watson

C-Man

Jacques Itch

Abutt and

Christello

(Scary Larry and

Captain Squideo)

Art Gecko (Dr.

Zombie)

Atomic Dawg

Ben D. Rules

(Captain

Squideo)

Captain Pachinko

Kamikaze

Captain Squideo

Cat A. Tonic

CC Rider

Coach Coronary

(Captain

Squideo)

Coach Kyle

(Captain

Squideo)

Comma Kaze

(Black Widow)

The Cyber Punk

Data Carvey

(Captain

Squideo)

The Desk Jockey

Dr. Devon

(Captain

Squideo)

The King Fisher

(The Obliterator)

The Lab Rat

Lance Boyle

(Captain

Squideo)

Lawrence of

Arcadia (Scary

Larry)

The Locker Room
Analyst

Manny LaMancha

Marvin

Kubeczech

Miss Chievous

Miss Demeanor

Nob

Porcupine 396

Rubbernecker

Stormin' Norman

Team
Bomberman

The Tummynator
(Scary Larry)

CamePro was up to around 300 pages (December '94), and the

staff was up to ten full-time editors plus two part-time interns.

The following list of new names includes two young writers who

reviewed a game for us after they won the Blockbuster Video World

Game Championship. Can you spot them?

Auntie Social

Bacon

(Air Hendrix)

Boss Man Graham

Char-Li

Cross Eyes

Cy Borg

(Black Widow)

The Darkman

Dark Mark

Drumhead

Ensign Taylor

(Slasher Quan)

The Eternal

Cheesehead

Fred Dread

Game Over Man
(The King Fisher)

Indill the

Incredible

Jay Rasta Fighter

Johnny Combat
(The King Fisher)

Peteroo

Quick-Draw

McGraw

The Ryanator

(Andromeda)

Sarah Nade

Spinning Lancer

The Wizard of Awe
(Scary Larry)

The Obliterator

(The King Fisher)

To-Ryu-Mo

The Trackman

The Watch Dog

Undercover Lover

Yoga Master Chris

®m The debuts of current

staffers Bruised Lee,

Johnny Ballgame, and

Major Mike. This list also includes two winners

of the Blockbuster Video contest.

Air Hendrix

The Axe Grinder

(Major Mike)

Baron von
Riesenberger

Bill Cleaton

Bruised Lee

Cover Girl

(Black Widow)

Eye Spy

The Feature Creature

(Captain Squideo)

Fried Eye (Bro' Buzz)

Greasy Gus
(Tommy Glide)

Johnny Ballgame

(The Outlaw)

King Kane

The Lab Hamster
(Tommy Glide)

Leonardo da Video

The Net Nut

(Captain Squideo)

The Pencil Grinder

(Major Mike)

The RPGenius

(Scary Larry)

Ryan & Caitlin

(Andromeda)

Sir Garnabus

Slapshot McGraw
(Quick-Draw

McGraw)

Super Dizzy Jet

(Major Mike)

Tommy Glide

Tricky Ricky

(Videohead)

Wily Weasel

New faces that

have joined

the old team

in the last

year.

Art Angel

The Game Elf

(Sir Garnabus)

Gen Xer

Grease Monkey

The Gun Nut

(Major Mike)

Madd Maxx

Black Widow
(Cover Girl)

The Rat Baron

Tommy LeGlide

(Greasy Gus)

['IfJ

CamePro

celebrates

its 100th

issue!

Fifth anniversary

issue; Super

Metroid

ProStrategy

Guide; Readers'

Choice Awards;

debut ol "Buyers

Beware" dept

I July

1994

WeaponLord

ProStrategy

Guide; GamePro

Online debuts

on AOL

Oct.

1995

Atari calls it

quits; Editors'

Choice Awards;

Loaded/

Earthworm Jim

2 ProStrategy

Guides

I Feb.

1996

Nov.

1995
|

Yoshi's Island

ProStrategy

Guide; free Mor-

tal Kombal 3

poster: "Uh7a

64" shown in

Japan

March

1996
|

PlayStation out-

sells Saturn 2-

to-1: exclusive

Killer Instinct 2

preview; DKC2

ProStrategy

Guide
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SONY

Drop that remofe. Iwo action-packed Sfardlars games haue arriued - specially enhanced for fKI

PlayStation'" game console. Dark Forces'" surrounds you ujith its uisceral brand of first-person fire -

poujer. ujhile Rebel Assault II: The hidden Empire'" launches its perfect combination of liue-action

.uideo and intense space combat. Juuo thrilling Sfartilars experiences - both designed to tak-e maximum

aduantage of the poiuer found in Sony's stellar game system. Ill ho said there's nothing good on TU
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(GAME BOY)

One of the best hand-

held games of 1995

gets a great sequel in

1996. As in the 16-bit

version, DKL2 introduces Diddy's

gal pal Dixie, who uses her heli-

copter whirl to bash familiar Don-

key Kong enemies. The 42 stages

of side-scrolling action, hidden

areas, bouncy music, and excep-

tional Came Boy graphics make

this the best handheld game of

the year.

By Nintendo

The game's hop-n-bop action

uses many of the same settings

ami characters as the 16-bit ver-

sion, Including the pirate ship.

As in previous Donkey Kongs,

this is a huge game, with lots of

areas to explore while you collect

bananas and K-O-fhG letters for

extra lives.

X—Men
CGAME GEAR)

The X-Men set a good

X-ample in this above-

average game. Six

_ comic-book heroes

are on hand...er, claw—Wolverine,

Rogue, Cyclops, Gambit, Shard,

and Havok—to face the evil Mojo,

Magneto, The Agent, Trevor Fitz-

roy, and others. Each X-Man has a

unique mutant power to use in the

six levels that take you through

futuristic urban settings.

By Sega

+x ~r~-
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Wolvy slashes his adamantlum

claws at enemies as he explores

the Hew Orleans sewers.

If you're looking to get your

stocking stuffed this holiday, ask

Santa for some new handheld games.

GamePro rates the nifty gifties

that are keeping the Game Boy and

Game Gear alive for at least one

more holiday SeaSOn! By The Feature Creature

n Vr»ir»
i;u

(GAME BOY)

Tetris Attack updates

the age-old Tetris con-

cept by inverting the

basic action: Instead of

9wn
(GAME BOY)

Soccer scores on the

Came Boy, because

the players, the ball,

and the field are easy

blocks falling from the top, now

they rise from the bottom. Match

up like-colored blocks in four one-

player modes, or go head to head

against a puzzle pal in the fast-paced

two-player competition (Came Link

Cable required). If you're a puzzle

fanatic, go on the attack with this

satisfying game.

by Nintendo

to follow. You compete in exhibi-

tion, tournament, playoff, or league

play with 50 international teams

(plus the vaunted T«HQ Torna-

dos). Slide tackles, red cards, and

diving goalies are all part of the

action. The gameplay isn't exactly

speedy—the sprites lope downfield

at a sluggish pace—but it's fun

working your way through a lengthy

tournament to the championship.

By T'HQ

Match three similar blocks to

clear them from the board.

Players are easy to delineate and

the action Is dear, though It's not

too fast

Rogue Is a super-strong X-Woman

who can go fist-to-fang with a

half-human Warwolf.

Mario characters populate the

game to feed you simple story

lines and offer you dps.

The Tornados are one of the high-

est-rated teams in the game.

GAMEPRB (44) January 1897
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Bws Bunny in

(GAME GEAR)

You'll probably be see-

ing double after star-

ing at the ordinary

Bugs Bunny in Double

Trouble. Signs, enemies, and items

are so tiny you'll need a magnify-

ing glass. The mild run-n-jump

platform action is enhanced by

cameo appearances from famous

cartoon characters like Elmer Fudd

and Marvin the Martian; still, the

jangly music and hard-to-see

screens will remind you why the

Came Gear is on life support.

By Sega

You guide Bugs through seven

cartoon episodes Including Roman
Legion Hare.

aj&rjsrjrxf^ari
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In Duck Rabbit Duck, you lead

Daffy on a chase through the

trees with Elmer waiting to blast

the loser.

i>> ]VJadden97

3

(GAME BOY)

Like the new Genesis

game (see the Pro-

Review in this issue),

Pinocchio for the Game

(GAME BOY)

The sheer number of

players keeps every-

thing small and slow

in Madden '97. The

(GAME BOY)

Like its 32-bit cousin,

this cool little racer

gives you lots of ways

to race. Compete in

Boy is based on the classic Disney

movie. The Game Boy's easy plat-

form action parallels the Genesis

game level for level and includes

appearances by familiar charac-

ters like Ceppetto and Lampwick.

Disney fans and younger players

should find it mildly entertaining.

ByT'HQ

ball is atom-sized and players

stagger down the field (if possi-

ble, play it on a Super Game Boy).

The only license is Madden him-

self, which means generic teams

and numbers. You do get realistic

plays and strategy, making this a

thinking gamer's game, but not

one for bone-jarring action.

ByT'HQ

road races against one other dri-

ver or against a whole field; play

soccer, using your car to nudge

the ball into the goal; or try Rum-

ble, a brutal sprint around a circu-

lar track. The characters are car-

toony, and the racing's decent.

Multiplayer racing is an option if

you have a Game Link.

ByUblSoft

Pinocchio rides a roller coaster,

floats on balloons, and swims as

he searches for Ceppetto.

Don't lose sight ofyour ballcar-

rier, once he gets Into the line

he'll almost disappear among
the white jerseys.

Geppetto and Pinocchio survive a

shipwreck inside Monstro. Setting

a fire Inside the whale causes him

to expel Geppetto's makeshift raft

-* -
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Choose from eight wildly different

racers, from monstrous Frank to

giant Sumo to sexy Surf. Each Is

rated In five racing skills.

TTW te\®

ii..
mi is ;

Sword of Mope 11 (GAME BOY)

Fans of Sword of Hope

should like this aver-

age sequel, because

they're almost identical.

The standard RPG gameplay fea-

tures frequent encounters with

monsters, but it's so slow and

repetitive that you'll put all the

battles on Auto to let the charac-

ters fight it out for themselves.

ByKemco

THEO STRIKES
BLOP FOR
1 HP DAMAGE .

Unfortunately, when oozing

and flying monsters attack, the

lengthy turn-based battles are

too slow to be enjoyable.

Team ratings are based on last

year's performances.

Mil ZoiLE/Super

Want to replay 1978

_ games? Of course you

don't. This lame cart

won't change your

mind, either. Battle Zone is a slow

shooter with the sparest vector

graphics imaginable, but it looks

like Super Mario 64 compared to

Breakout, the old Atari variation on

Pong where you aim the puck at

colored blocks. This no-button

game has you sliding your paddle

back and forth—it gets old fast.

By T-HQ

The Rumble puts you on a circu-

lar track for some high-speed

bashing and crashing.

(GAME BOY)

Battle Zone enemies include tanks,

ships, and evenjets; only the explo-

sions rescue the feeble graphics.

S AMEPRO (4jf) January 1917



ENEMY WEAPONS SCREAM DEATH
DOWN THE BLACK CORRIDORS!

HAUNTING LIGHT SOURCING
AND SCALING!

LOCK, DODGE, TURN, FIRE!

k$>'*r
« »

^•^^
r

TUNNEL SENSORS GUARD
AGAINST SURPRISE ATTACKS!

The light at the

end of the tunnel
is a heat-seeking

thermonuclear
missile.

^S:

M

NUCLEAR TUNNEL EXPLOSIONS GET
REAL DANGEROUS, REAL FAST!

!•*«*
nd the " i'

"

;ol SEGA ENTERPRISES.
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underground.

faster than fggLI*.
youhave become

q jig with your war
machine.

metal
flesh sears,
warps.

darkness enfolds you.

the tunnel has
swallowed you whole.

it is alive with the
instruments of

death.

even the.waHs
want to Kill you.

the speed hurts.

trigger finger
blisters.

no turning back.

welcome to v ,

tomb.

D

-Wt

"...packed with unbelievable

special effects and intense,

edge-of-your-seat gameplay."

PS Extreme

"One of the most visually

stimulating games to come
out for a 32-bit system."

playstation"
sega saturn"
dos cd-rora

x4«laim
entertainment, inc.

www.acclaimnation.com
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An International

View on Video Gaines

Castlevania X: Moonlight Nocturne for the PlayStation is due to
hit Japan in early '97, with a domestic release to follow soon after.

By Nob Ogasawara,

Naoki Kakiuchi,

and Major Mike

After vanquishing his fa-

ther, Count Dracula,

i with the help of Trevor

Belmont in Castlevania III:

Dracula's Curse for the NES,

Alucard sealed himself in eter-

nal sleep to forever end the

cursed Dracula bloodline—or

so he thought. Alucard awak-

ens from his dreamless sleep

with the certain dreadful knowl

edge that his father lives again!

Yes, it's the latest sequel to

Konami's classic Castlevania

horror-action series, Castle-

vania X: Moonlight Nocturne, a

direct follow-up to Castlevania:

Dracula X for the PC Engine.

Five years after being put

down by Richter Belmont,

Dracula is back! Joining

Alucard this time around

are Dracula X veterans

Richter Belmont and Maria

Lamed (Maria was the young

captive girl who was later

saved from the sacrificial

altar by Richter). At the mo-

ment, however, these two

characters are only scheduled

to make cameo appearances.

As of now, the only known

playable character is Alucard,

although Richter is

supposedly playable

only at the beginning

of the game. Whereas

the usual weapon in a

Castlevania game has

been a whip, Alucard

now uses a long sword.

However, other wea-

pons, such as daggers

and rods, are also available.

Being of mixed blood, both

human and vampire, Alucard

can transform

into a wolf

or dissolve

into mist.

New
to the se-

ries is protective armor, such

as shields and capes, some

of which have special powers.

For example, the shield can

absorb fireball attacks. Single-

use weapons and recovery

items have also been added.

Of course, the traditional wea-

pons like a cross, holy water,

and an axe, which use the fa-

mous Castlevania stored

hearts, will also be available.

There are a dozen stages

at the moment, played within

ia 5C:

c<tuhTe
a castle and its courtyard,

which include a library and a

chapel. However, these stages

aren't that well defined—you

will need to collect special

items to enter certain inacces-

sible areas. So, in a sense, this

game has an RPC element to

it. Zombies, skeletons, bats,

and the usual assortment of

beasties and undead will be

out in force, including tough

mid-bosses from the original

Dracula X. Since this game is

on CD, count on spooky, com-

puter-generated movie clips

and adrenaline-chilling sounds.

Looks like Castlavania is

going to take a bite out of the

PlayStation and draw some

serious blood! D

CastlBvainia X:
Moonlight Nocturne

(PlayStation)

Developed and published by
Konami of Japan

1 player

Action

Available First Quarter '97

in Japan

GAMEPRO (as) January 18J7



amePros Hot Tips Hotline

1-900-860-TIP
(1-900 8B0 8477 ^

Call today to hear the hottest game tips and strategies.

Plus, this month, the latest N64, PlayStation, and Saturn news!

IWIIHtti
TOURNAMENT-WINNING COMBOS AND STRATEGIES

__.l to hear complete move lists for every character in .

fighting games— like Ultimate Mortal Kombat 3, Tekken 2, Killer M:

Instinct 2, and Star Gladiator. New games every month. «->"

32-Bi
A new Slammin' 32-bit tip every week!

Getta Clue
The latest tips for your favorite system:

• Sony PlayStation

• Sega Saturn

• Arcade

Hit Us With Your Best Tip
Leave or pick up tips and cheats from some of

the best gamers around! You can leave a tip for

the PlayStation, Saturn, 3DO, Genesis, or Supei

Nintendo systems.

Get A Classic Clue
Dust off those old carts and get the best tips

for your favorite system. Call for a different

tip every day.

Scary Larry's Hot Picks
Leave your best tip for Scary Larry...you

may get picked.

Call VIBEonline and rap with top hip-hop
celebs about their favorite video games.
You get to listen in! We'll have different

celebs every month!

so available in Canada

-900-451-5552
Calls cost $1.49 a minute [Canadian]

New Tips Every Week!
Calls average three minutes in length and cost $1.29 a minute. Be sure to get your
parents' permission to use GamePro's Hot Tips Hotline if you are under 1 8 years

of age. Messages subject to change without notice.

Coming soon.. .Role Player's Realm.
A service of GamePro Media Group in San Mateo, CA.
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Crusader: No Remorse
ayStationl Saturn

By Major Mike

I v's

I
f.

• v* •

'StarFox2
byAflntend

^•^
Sun6y0ata£ast

8-Etem3lC/,3mp/onsS .,

Gameplay & Fun Factor

The popular PC action title goes console. Look out, Project Overkill-

here comes Crusader: No Remorse. n

Controls

% , 7«ll
9fl

"-., .

-'

Crusader is more than blasting

enemies and coloring the hallways

crimson; it is also loaded with puz-

zles, traps, hidden areas, and other

strategy elements.

Graphics & Sound

Crusader uses a complex button scheme that takes advantage of

every button on the controller. Your hero, Silencer, can run, jump,

shoot, and use a variety of special weapons—there's so much
that memorizing the various functions takes real concentration.

Developed and published

by Origin

Available December '96

r^QQ/n COMPLETE

The game is early in development, so the characters and sur-

roundings look a little rough around the edges. However, the

explosions are very colorful, and there's blood and gore galore.

The gunfire is still on the tinny side, and enemies' screams

sound like Pee-Wee Herman.

Iwl WWtm
GAMEPRO ^^ January 1997



Cruis'n USA

By Scary Larry

runner rno

ITALIA P69
TOP£R££D: Iflfl MPH / 231 KPH
SKIDPMO: I.QIG

AEROCOFFF: OPS'
eot^PH: s.ss sec

Rock, Roll, and Ride

Nintendo may not be staying on track with

games, but at least it looks like it has a 64-bit winner with Cruis'n USA.

These early screens gave us the impression this one will fly off the

tack when it's released.

I by Williams

Published by Nintendo

Available January 1
HUE IIIPH hJ

FimqH rnnr ...

You can change the view to your

preference, find hidden areas and

tracks, and race against a friend in

a split-screen, two-player mode.

Cruis'n has potential to knock the

fenders off the other racers.

runncc ran

QSUASWTOR VI

TQP5PEED. I5J Mf?Hi/a-ia l-'PH

ftSRCKOefF C.25r
IJ.bLTf.'FH -IJ/btL
~0W£fc HQtSHPTWM"

Osctwifim. D i:L|S:03 5 ER
Rl'C IT1PH "3

FINISH riniE- —

.

Load of Road

The game will feature your choice

of four automobiles (including a

'60s muscle car and an older '50s

"bomber" car) and a variety of

tracks, including the redwood for-

est of the Pacific coast.

Smoothly rendered tracks and

slick-looking cars are what Cruis'n

is about. The early screens suggest

that this may be a flawless conver-

sion from the arcade.

G AM E PRO ^^ January 1997



Sneak Previews
i

Spider
L#
Meet this Spider, man. You play

a scientist trapped in the body of

a small cybernetic tarantula, out

to avenge the espionage team re-

sponsible for trashing your labs.

Beautifully rendered levels, from

a city sidewalk to a burned-out

lab. enhance the gameplay, which

also involves hanging and swing-

ing from a tenuous thread and

crawling under tables and ledges.

It's enough to give you a bad

case of the willies, and the 30 levels offer tons

of variety. The weapons you pick up (different

metallic "legs" which shoot missiles, spew

'"""lught out and in-

corporated

seamlessly into the

spider's body. Spi-

der has bite—we'll

keep an eye on this

4jj one as they work

out the bugs.

—Scary Larry

j_^_-__^
||

'

TTT-r

'4 .'"

Developed by Boss Game Studios

Published by BMG Interactive

Available February

MMpMWMMBWi^kMP /

MechWctrrior 2

One of the top PC games is heading to 32-bit country as Met

Warrior 2 makes the leap to the PlayStation and Saturn. Based on

the popular BattleTech board games, Mech 2 plunges you into the

cockpit of one of 12 mean, monstrous BattleMechs that loom like

skyscrapers but fight like i

tanks on steroids. Before

the fray, you must swear - • ».

loyalty to either the Jade

Falcon Clan or the Wolf

Clan, then customize your

mech from a choice of

more than 20 weapons.

The mech-versus-mech

mayhem goes down in

more than 16 missions on

ice planets, in grimy urban settings, and on harsh desert worlds.

Mech pros can take on the Career mode, which puts you to the

test in a long string of missions that reward

success with upgraded equipment.
—Air Hendrix

Developed by Quantum Factor

Published by Activision

Available February

GAMEPRO ^^ January 1997
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>Sneak Preview!

/ Tunnel Bl

This unique little game crept under the door one

day and surprised us all. It's a dark and stylish

corridor/vehicle shooter where you glide down

ominous alleys, blasting away gun turrets, road

blocks, and other obstacles. There are also mis-

sion objectives to fulfill and weapon power-ups to gather.

Excellent light-sourcing highlights this game, as corridors

light up when explosions occur. Now if they could just

tune up the gameplay, which borders on dull, this could be

a hot sleeper title.

—

Scary Larry

tt- "Iw —
1
"

1

4

>1 a !. :

';

i

Developed by Ocean

Published by Acclaim

Available January

W.COMPLETI

fe Pitfall 3D
i.TJ-iHiTil

Fans of the classic adventure series Pitfall can
| j

now stop holding their breath: Pitfall Harry, Jr.

is set to debut on the PlayStation this spring.

In this new polygon-rich 3D environment,

Harry will do lots of dimensional jumping and

fighting in 24 levels that will include mines,

volcanoes, and floating islands.

Although the videotape we saw was very

preliminary, Pitfall 3D looks like more fun for Harry.

Tough monsters and more of

Harry's trademark jumping

.
_ should equal long hours of re-

,
: warding gameplay. Let's hope

v
- Harry hurries onto the Play-

Station.—Scary Larry

Developed and published

by Activistcm

Available Spring '97

^•5^523

*r*

^30% COMPLETE )

• EnEmy

ARTIFICIAL

lATELLIGEnCE

THAT LEARI1B

AM ADAPT

UJJ

o youR

TLE STyLE

Finally a game that

lets us boldly go
where we've
wanted to go

the whple" time."
• computer gaming world

GAMEPRO ^^ January 1997



Siieak' Prwim

Broken Helix
L<OOti

Broken Helix combines \\

Doom's first-person shoot- ~}/ »

ing with Resident Evil's puz-

zle-solving. As part of an

elite vSpecial Forces unit, you

must crawl, run, jump, and

blast your way through sev-

eral huge levels. Not all the , .

action involves shooting:

There are several strategic

mission objectives to be completed in each

level, and failure to achieve any of them could

mean game over!

With topnotch sound effects—including

voice-overs provided by Bruce Campbell of Evil

Dead movie fame—and excellent light sourc-

ing, Helix has the makings of a formidable title.

—Major Mike

Developed by KCEC

Published by Konami

Available First Quarter '97

T- 1

\

'

*
JL 1

jtuui*

Developed by Take 5 Interactive

Published by Sega

Available December '96

;,\V Amok
Saturn

1

1 j J

One of the coolest-looking

games at E3 last summer. Amok
'

—

: —>-

has taken a while to get to this 80% revision. The gameplay that

wowed us six months ago looks pretty tame

(
now —especially when compared to recent mech-

based games like Gun Griffon and MechWarrior 2.

But It's still a tun and engaging shooter.

The action takes place underwater and on solid

ground. You pilot a mech called a Slambird through

some intense levels, firing at cleverly rendered

1— sharks, soldiers, and other mechs. The action is

fast and hard—you'll take plenty of hits, and return a few in kind.

The game includes hardware like missiles, mini-guns, and bombs.

This game might run Amok on your Saturn this Christmas.

—Scary Larry



r>-

Wild 9s

Wild 9s is another project from Shiny En-

tertainment, the group behind Earthworm

Jim. From the few screens we've seen, this

action/adventure run-n-gunner looks like

another blockbuster in the making. The '
'

smooth rendered backgrounds, wildly imaginative characters and enemies, and engaging

story line point to another sure-fire success for Shiny.

Here's the story line: Wex Major, an earthling teenager orphaned during an alien at-

tack, lands on a remote planet and comes across eight other teenagers who team up with

i him to crush the intergalactic badass Karn. We have the high-

est hopes for Wild 9s. -Scary Larry

tSjmW^

Developed by Shiny

Published by Interplay

Available First Quarter '97

~10% COMPLETE

>+M

Apocalypse " :rt,no "

Activision also has something

in the works for you shooter

fans out there. It's a 3D run-n-

gun game called Apocalypse,

featuring some cool rendered

characters and a variety of per-

spectives. The camera is in con-

stant motion, from over-the-

shoulder to a side view to an

overhead angle, as you roll,

strafe, crouch, and jump

through the bizarre levels.

There are several modes

of play, including a driving

level. Apocalypse looks like a

promising prospect—a creepy

Resident Evil clone with a flair

for firepower.—Scary Larry

by Activision

Available Summer 'S

*£

TRfUlBLUCEIlT

TEXTURE

mflPPinB

IH1PRECEDEI1TE0

CLOHKinG

EFFECTS

"...a STAR TREK sim

worthy of a place

beside the Wing *

Commander* a r*d

Star Wars games."
PC gamer

GAMEPRO ^^ January 1S97



fcSfieak Preview]

Scorcher

Scorcher is a racing game that involves

using the human body as the vehicle. This

60 percent version shows that the game

needs some vast improvements, including

longer tracks and more exciting gameplay.

The dark, moody environments get con-

fusing sometimes, but Scorcher has

promise.

—

Scary Larry

Starwinder

This new racing game, which blends ele-

ments of Wipeout and Cyberspeed, is fast

but unexciting. It involves racing through

a futuristic, broken-down tube and blast-

ing opponents while racing toward timed

goals. More enemies, faster action, and

varied tracks will help make this a Star.—Scary Larry

Dare Devil
Derby

Jt 1/4 'OS 4/4 i
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Developed by Scavanger

Published by Sega

Available now

1rRno/n nniuiPi ftf
i

At first glance, this 90 percent preview

version seemed like it could be written off

as another bad racing game because of its

poor controls. Upon closer inspection (and

many hours of gameplay), it's actually fun

and addicting. You have to get used to the

controls, but once you do, the game be-

comes more involving. If the control prob-

lems are addressed, this could be a great

game.—Scary Larry

by Mindscape

Available now

C.flQPA CQMPjJTE

Developed by Supersonic

Published by Mindscape

Available now

Ma^Pijm )

Samurai
Shodown ill

SNK fans now have a PlayStation alterna-

tive; unfortunately, this 90 percent preview

shows that this game is a bad alternative.

Choppy, syrupy gameplay and terrible

controls are going to make this game one

sad prospect—stick a fork in this one, 'cuz

it's done and probably won't satisfy any

fighting fans.—Scary Larry

SWIV

Based on the tough-as-nails shooter that

debuted on the SNES almost five years

ago, SWIV is another chopper/tank/vehicle

destruction game that looks good so far.

This early version shows some different

rendered terrain and stylish, detailed vehi-

cles. Looks like Return Fire may have

some competition.

—

Scaiy Larry

This sharp corridor shooter, which fea-

tures more Doom-like gunning, looks

pretty cool. Nicely rendered cinemas (in-

cluding a very John Woo-ish shooting

scene) and a battalion of weapons make

this early version of XS look like a hot

prospect. Hopefully, the game will play as

good as the demo tape we saw of it.

—Scary Larry

Developed and published by SCI

Available First Quarter '97

ifflftffnMPLETE )

GAME PRO ^^ January 1997

Developed by SCI

Published by GT Interactive

Available First Quarter '97
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Mega Man 8

The blue boy is back, and although he's been re-

drawn and recolored with a 32-bit palette, this

CD game is basically the same side-scrolling ac-

tion you saw on the SNES. This time, MM flies

with Rush through the air and picks up other

buddies, like a bomb-dropping bird, a huge ro-

bot, and more. The tried-and-true ability to pick

up and use the bosses' special weapons—like

tornadoes, bombs, and ice beams—are also im-

plemented. Fans of da man will want this one.

—Scary Larry f

(
PI
a I

nliHC^Biliin

Developed and published

by Capcom

Release date not available

50° a COMPLETE1
w Sonic 3D Blast [IPi

Saturn

Sonic's back with a 32-bit rev on last year's 16-bit title, i

Not much has changed—the levels look slightly more

rendered, Sonic looks a little smoother, and the colors

pop a little more. However, it's the same 3
/4-overhead

dash-and-

gather gameplay as its 16-bit brother. If

you're a slave to Sonic, look to this to slake

your thirst.

—

Scary Larry

MM
>

^,Yfl:

Developed and published

by Sega

Available December '96

RnOnrJlMPlFTF
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For The LightStorner Corps

This is your chance to proudly wear the Li gh tStormer uniform. We'll send you to the

far corners of the solar system with enough firepower to enforce our hard-won peace.

You'll be mastering awesome weapons like the Phase Rifle, Anti-Matter Blaster,

Lock-on Cannon and Plasma Lance as well as receiving psionic neural implants - the

classified technology reserved solely for the LightStormer Corps. With this arsenal,
you'll be able to pulverize United Earth's enemies not only with your physical weapons,

but with your mi nd

.



Travel To Exotic Places,

.

Meet Interesting Creatures..

And Kill Them
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tusands of evil ores have landed in the big

city—make sure they get a rude welcome!

• Choose a dwarf (Creg, Taconac or Corthag)

and one of their trusty, weapons (baseball

bat, bowling pin or shotgun).

• Blast, bludgeon or seven-ten split hordes of

vidians in the Bronx, then rescue four genius

kids taken by a sinister general.

• Alternate between the dwarves on the

fly to unleash special moves or combine

them for fast attacks in "brawl mode" or

"morph dwarf."

• Three Dirty Dwarves delivers non-stop head

smashing action with a high-energy sound-

track and a look all its own!

" Dirty Dwarves ' for Sega Saturn" 1 and Windows" 95

\ SEGA SATURN
For a free demo or to order Three Dirty Dwarves
direct, call 1 888 SegaSoft • www.segasoft.com



Loads of character, interesting enemies and a complet.
distinctive graphic style."

NEXT GENERATION ONLINE

"Looks gorgeous and plays extremely well... even

the loading screen is cool."

CAME FAN^«
ntirely worthwhile, challenging

and constantly entertaining."

GAME INFORMER

PLAYERS
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THE /CfBET M/M«£
V oonstruck is an enjoyable point-

and-click adventure filled with

perplexing puzzles, great graphics,

personality, and humor. Although it

By Major Mike
jagS at_ tjmes ^ contains an excel-

lent blend of puzzle-solving and cartoon animation. It's like an inter-

active Who Framed Roger Rabbit?

T°°wne secret passage!^Ws bedroom, go to his
dresser and open all the draw-
ers except the middle two

Toonstruck by Virgin

Price not available

Available now

Puzzle

1 player

Side view

RSAC rating: Teen

witb comic mischief

and animated

violence

Minimum System Specifications

• DOS 5.0 or higher • 8-bit sound card

• 16 MB RAM • Double-speed

•256K SVGA video CD-ROM drive

card (VLB/PCI)

TRAM>Cr> IN f•6NIAN»
In Toonstruck, you play an overworked cartoonist, aptly named

Drew Blanc (played by Christopher Lloyd), who becomes trapped

in his own cartoon world. Together with his buddy Flux, another

of his cartoon creations, Drew must not only find a way back to

l a Earth, but he must save the car-

/ toon world he created.

-^ Flawless controls

q help you execute every

movement nicely and

are perfect for the sim-

ple point-and-click play

me. As you move Drew and Flux

around the cartoon world, gathering clues and collecting objects, the

pointer changes shape whenever you pass over a useful interactive object. However, you don't have

to just rely only on Drew to solve puzzles and beat tough situations. Flux also has useful skills, such

as squeezing through small doorways and reaching inaccessible areas, to name a few.

T©eM CRAI»HI€/
Excellent graphics flesh out the plot and bring the animated world to

life. All the cartoon animation moves fluidly and the integration of

Blanc's live action video into the animated world is, for the most

part, seamless. The only exceptions are the long cinemas that look a

bit grainy and the close-ups of Drew, which suffer from pixelization.

Whimsical themes that play like they came out of a Saturday %
morning cartoon compose the sound. The voices (by a variety of L
stars including Tim Curry and Dom DeLuise) are clear and audible. PROW: To get the key to the

king's bedroom, have the two

YAP, yAP, yAl* palace guards do their dance.

If there is anything that detracts from Toonstruck, it's the dialogue. The guard on the left drops m
The game tends to get bogged down with too much talking. There

keV when he sterts dancing.

are self-indulgent speeches, bad puns, and jokes that are repeat-

edly pounded into your head.

The chatter becomes tedious,

but because most of the clues

are gathered by talking to vari-

ous characters, you may miss

important clues if you bypass

the dialogue. How much this

detracts from the game proba-

bly depends on how patient

you are.

Even though it talks too

much, Toonstruck provides

hours of puzzles and fun. You'll L*—
be Struck by this unique blend Characters like Fluffy Fluffy Bun Bun are so annoyingly cute, you'll

!° Set rid of the pesky footman
have>Flux stand on the loosT
™°**>rd'in the seen* mom.

^1u"chhlm up to the trap
door. Return to the king's bed-room and ring the bell. As the
^"enters, step on the trap-
door and fall through the fJooT

PROW: To catch the mouse in

the pub, chase it over to the

front of the mouse trap. Then

have Drew play the organ. While

Drew Is playing, have Flux oper-

ate the trap.

PROTIP: To get the watering can

out of the king's trophy room,

get the old mug from the bar-

tender in the pub and swap the

two in the trophy room.

The Top Ten

Best PC Games

Characters like Fluffy Fluffy Bun Bun are so annoyingly cute, you'll

of animation and live action. E wish *m could stran*'e them-

Warcraft II: Tides of Darkness

Pnmmand & Conquer

Forces

'ing

ader: No Regret
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ZPC: No Flesh Shall
Be Spared

->

If ZPC had been released a few

years ago, its eye-catching 2D visu-

als would have probably garnered

more acclaim. When you factor in

By Air Hendrix
tne s^andard Doom-style action,

however, only gamers intrigued by

its unique Russian-propaganda look will spend their time here.

explosions, voices, weapon clatters, and other effects keep the

combat moving.

In the end, enjoying ZPC boils down to the quirky but cool

graphics. If you like 'em, the decent gameplay comes alive. Other-

wise, Quake awaits....

Gun-Toting Savior
In ZPC's grim future, you play as Arman, a messiah charged with

saving humanity from a tyrannical government. In terms of game- H .

play, that translates into blasting through hordes of enemy soldiers
""Ltlapartt^ofootZ

from a first-person perspective. Potent weapons—such as tesla with hjs maChme PjSt i

guns, vaporizers, and chi punches—balance the equation.

For most players, the graphics will make or break the ZPC ex-

perience. Aidan Hughes, the artist behind KMFDM's videos, fash-

ioned a stark, somber visual style that many will find extremely ap-

pealing. In these days of 3D flair, though, Duke Nukem and Quake LJ;
pros will likely look upon ZPC's antiquated 2D style with little more

than scorn. The excessive pixelization in close doesn't help, either.

Ministering Doom
The conventional gameplay falls squarely in line with all of Doom's

hallowed canons: Spray out the ammo and watch the blood splat-

Not for the faint of heart! Arman PROTIP: Keep an eye on how
blasts apart two foot soldiers many rounds are left in your
with his machine pistol. clip. The delay in reloading

leaves you vulnerable.

ZPC: No Flesh Shall Be Spared

By GT Interactivetk '..'
:

?
Im ~

PROTIP: If your health meter's

full, leave the tear-shaped
ter. The controls handle fine throughout, supplying all the stan- health-ups behind for now.
dard moves except jumping. They don't disappear, and on

On the sound side, ZPC rocks with awesome, moody tunes the later levels, you'll need to

by members of Ministry that set just the right eerie mood. Solid return for them.

24 levels

First-person view

Replay value: Medium
|

ESRB rating: Mature

Minimum System Specifications

• Windows 95 • Double-speed

• Intel 486/66 CD-ROM drive

> 8 MB RAM * 100% Microsoft-

> 1 MB on hard drive
compatible mouse

SCFGCUHGI* 2 Screamer 2 screecnes onto tne so on. The controls provide a nice feel for the different handling

PC with the kind of addictive of each set-up, but the tricky steering definitely requires practice.

fender-bashing found in console

«*
PROTIP: Pass opponents on

fender-bashing found in console If you've got the power, Screamer 2's got breakneck racing

REVIEW titles llke Daytona -

Bllt nere
'

s tne actlon It's too bad all those gamers with medium-level hardware

catch: To get both decent graph- are left eating dust. B
ics and speed on this track, you

By Air Hendrix really need something in the

Pentium 166 range.

Starting Line
This day at the track begins by choosing from 16 cars and three

courses—with three additional tracks opening up as you progress

through the championships. To win, racers need to tune their cars

to suit each of the track's conditions, customizing details like sus-

pension and tire pressure.

The impressive 3D graphics portray well-detailed tracks and

realistically moving cars. The flat audio, however, fizzles with tame

music and repetitive sound effects. t

Chugging Along «
Screamer 2 gets off to a nice start, but performance issues drag '•• ~ •]

it to a grinding halt. Unless your system ranks in the upper Pen-

tium echelons, you're stuck in lo-res mode, where blocky mounds
of pixels somehow represent opposing drivers. Even if you risk •;.

|

hi-res on a Pentium 90, you'll feel like you're watching a slide show.

However, when it's rockin' on a high-end rig. Screamer 2's

gameplay will glue racing buffs to the screen. It's raucous arcade

action all the way as you ram opponents, set up power skids, and after the turn.

"
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skiddinn out.

Screamer 2 by Virgin

$29.95

Available now

Racing

4 players

6 tracks

Minimum System Specifications

• DOS 6 or higher • SVGA VLB or PCI

• Pentium 60 video card with

•8 MB RAM 1MB VRAM
• Double-speed



Descent II: infinite
Abyss l

™" 95
!

Descent, the trend-setting 360-de-

gree shooter, gets deeper with its

sequel. Descent II: Infinite Abyss is

actually a combination of three

products: a new Windows 95 ver-

sion of Descent II with 3D acceleration; Descent II: The Vertigo

Series, which provides 20 new levels, 10 new robots, new audio

effects, and cinemas; and the Descent II Mission Builder, which

enables you to construct your own levels and build your own

enemy robots. If you don't want the

. «_ whole package you can purchase the

' Vertigo Series separately. Time to go

down again.—Major Mike

By Interplay

Available now

near: Experimental

Bethesda s cooking up the latest twist on

racing action with XCar. This sim drops

you behind the wheel of 16 high-speed

cars to explore the cutting edge of racing:

experimental prototypes. XCar lets you

customize every element of your futuristic

vehicle, then check it out on test tracks so

you can use telemetry readings to make

last-minute adjustments. The flag

drops on 10 courses in either a

tricked-out Sim mode or an easier

Arcade mode. Up to eight players

can toe the line over a network or

modem.

—

Air Hendrix

By Bethesda Softworks

Available January

GAMEPRO ^^ January 19S7



Alert the stars,

SSCTS
SO BLAS;-

New Sonic 3D Blast for Sega

Saturn is a three-dimensional trip

through 14 levels of spinning,

slipping, jumping, and stomping.

There's fog. There's rain.

There's snow. There's Robotnik,

And if things get hectic, there

to put nasties in their place.

So power up, head for Saturn,

and prepare for a Sonic adventure

that is not of this earth.

SATURN
Hi,

a I

'I
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ARCADI MACHINE

By The Undercover Lover
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Just as most video games

are rated by the ESRB

(the Entertainment Software

Review Board), most PC

games are rated by the Rec-

reational Software Advisory

Council (RSAC). RSAC rates

game content in three cate-

gories: Violence, Nudity/Sex,

and Language. The rating sys-

tem uses a scale that mea-

sures each category on a

C Games
itsAi: Advisory

^|| SUITABLEM L FOR ALLAll« AUDIENCES
Reviewed 1w violence, sex/nudity, vulgarity.

scale from 1 to 4, with 1 being

low and 4 being totally out of

control. An "All" rating means

that, in a given category, the

game is suitable for all audi-

ersonal computers are

preparing to take over

the arcades. The National

Amusement Network Inc. (NANI)

and Microsoft have teamed up

to create a national network sys-

tem that will link PC-based ar-

cade game systems for multi-

player gaming via. . .what else?

...the Internet.

In the NANI design, ar-

cade gamers will play on units

(designed according to Micro-

soft specifications) that are

open-platform PC systems,

supporting Windows NT 4.0

and Windows 95. The CPU will

be in the Pentium 200 class,

possibly a dual P200 proces-

sor system with a 3D graphics

accelerator. The game interface

will feature typical joysticks and

action buttons, but controls

will also include trackballs and

built-in keyboards.

National Competition
The NANI network has radical

implications for arcade and PC

gaming. In the arcades, gamers

across the country will be able

to compete in multiplayer con-

tests via the Internet with prizes

including cash. Arcade opera-

tors will be able to inexpensive-

ly upgrade or swap games as

readily as you might install a

game on a home PC. Then us-

ing off-the-shelf versions, home

PC players will be able to con-

nect online and compete against

arcade players.

RSAC Advisiiky

VIOLENCE
Humans Killed

NUDITY/SEX
Revealing attire

LANGUAGE
Mild

expletives

ences. Reviews for PC games

in GamePro will contain an

RSAC rating in every ratings

box.

—

Bro' Buzz

NANI and Microsoft, how-

ever, have more in mind than

just games. All units will con-

nect to the Internet, so some

will be configured to also en-

able you to check e-mail or to

surf the Web.

A System with

Teeth...and Claw
The NANI team certainly has

the guns with which to make

gamers and arcade operators

T . ..

I t

44

• ^e*q : '^

alike stop and listen. In addi-

tion to NANI, which is part of

the AMOA (the Amusement and

Music Operators Association),

and Microsoft, Electronic Data

Systems is also a major player.

EDS, which is well-known as a

major ATM network designer,

created the network backbone.

Game makers currently on-

board include Williams/Bally-

Midway, Viacom, Paramount,

and Monolith Productions.

In fact, Monolith's Claw

will be among the first NANI

games. Claw is a 16-level side-

scrolling adventure game. The

action occurs in an animal uni-

verse where you play a feline-

like pirate named Claw. Ac-

cording to Monolith, Claw will

support up to 256 players via

the NANI network.

Token Gameplay
The beauty of the NANI setup

is that it makes porting arcade

games to PCs, and vice versa,

a no-brainer. The system could

make the Internet truly a peo-

ple's games environment.

GAMEPRO ^^ January 1997



You are here

r- -_-----_.

c*

SAVE MANKIND FROM IMMINENT DESTRUCTION,
DON'T EXPECT YOU TO BE IN TWO PLACES AT ONCE

A kars "*

WE EXPECT YOU TO BE IN THREE

and here

and here.

Download the d
i://www.gtirtter

PC/MACINTOSH 'MIRAGE
BSdlam is licensed from Mirage Technologies (Multimedia) tjj^^)96 Mirage Technologies (Multimedia) Ltd All Rights Restrved Distributed by GT Interactive

'

Corp. Mirage, Mirage Logo and Bedlam are trademarks of MirtJPiechnologies (Multimedia) Ltd. and used with permission. GT and the GT Logo 'are trademarks of GT I

Software Corp. Macintosh is a registered trademark of Apple Computer. Inc. Sega Saturn Logo is a trademark of Sega Enterprises Ltd. PlayStation Logo ' ts a trademark
^omputer Entertainment Inc. All other tradenNarks are the property of their respective companies.
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mn
By Nob Ogasawara

and Bruised Lee

Capcom's latest arcade cre-

ation presents an interesting

new twist in fighting gameplay.

In WarZard, you have a choice

of playing as one of four char-

acters—a ninja, a wizard, a

martial arts expert, or a war-

rior with a lion's head. Initially,

their abilities are somewhat

limited, but by defeating ene-

mies, you obtain experience

points that can be cashed in

for power moves and weapons.

Not only can your fighter

carry over these enhancements

to subsequent bouts, but beefed-

up fighters can be saved via a

password system so they don't

have to start from zero every

time you play. Other than this

innovation in character develop-

ment, the game's fight-

ing system shouldn't

be a mystery to anyone

familiar with Capcom's

other 2D fighting games

such as Street Fighter

Alpha 2, Darkstalkers,

and X-Men.

Terror horn the Crate: Conjure up

creepy monsters by hitting the

crate to start multi-ball action

Return of the Dead Heads: The

right shot brings different heads

to life. ,.-''

The Stiff in the Coffin:

Players lock three balls to

unleash a monstrous

multi-ball.

Stiff-O-Meter: Shoot

Uj to get multi-ball

play.

Night of the Leapers: Watch

frogs jump off the playfield.

Scared Stiff is a hair-raising

pinball game that takes a

stab at B-movies—with none

other than Elvira as your

host! The playfield animates

six tales of terror, with props

right out of a horror movie,

including a ramp made of

bones, a corpse-filled coffin,

and lifelike frogs that actu-

ally leap against the protec-

tive glass surface.

The game also features

an interactive 3D backglass

where players try to stop a

spinning spider for secret

awards. Scared Stiff is de-

signed for players of all skill

levels, so anyone should be

able to walk up and quickly

jump into the action.

e amepro (io) January 1997



An alien conspiracy

A bizarre

and brutal dimension

A deadly trap with only one
chance for survival...

}r

us



THE ULTIMATE 8ATTIE
IS THEcm

YOU FIGHT AtOME...
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4 lethal alien attackers can gang up

on you, using FIRST and ONLY

Behavioral Artificial Intelligence.

J
Take on 20 merciless alien species . ,

with over 1 00 martioUrts-ffioves.

;r 1,300 rendered env ronmems across
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n may very well end up as one of the most
unique and exciting products to hit the PlayStation this year!

"

Greg Oft, Editor-in-Chief. PS Extreme

"
I have reviewed over 1,000 games and have

never seen anything like Perfect Weapon."
Lawrence Neves, Senior Editor, Game Pro

'This attention to fighting details is unprecedented."

Electronic Gaming Monthly

" ...one of the first true 3D fighting games.

"

Next Generation

'

*
m

Camera angles move as fast as you do.

A new dimension in gaming...

P»

.

:----
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WINDOWS® 95 ISgSBI ""°"
I, http://www.ascgames.com



For game hinis call 1-90O933-S0NY(7669) The charge is $0.95 per minute Callers under the age ol 18 musl gel parental permission to call Touch-tone phone is required Available 24 hours a day/7 days a week U.S. only. The Sony Computer Entertainment logo is a trademark ol Soflf

Corporation PlayStation and the PlayStation logos are trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment Inc. U R NOT E is a trademark of Sony Interactive Entertainment Inc NHL is a registered trademark and Face Off is a trademark of Ihe National Hockey League. All NHL logos and fiats
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LAYSTATION

Re-Loaded
(By Interplay)

By Major Mike

:»3

Price not Action

available
2 players

Amiable
12|eve|s

Tnm

v..»

X

*"*&
The Top Ten

Hext-Gen Games

per Mario 64 (Ninten

. Wipeout XL (PlayStation)

. Doom (PlayStation)

5. Star Wars: Shadows of the

Empire (Nintendo 64)

6. Wave Race (Nintendo 64)

7. Soviet Strike (PlayStation)

8. Road Rash (PlayStation)

9. Final Doom (PlayStation)

II (Saturn)

floats over

and Fwank

Control

The simple run

4 s strafing, and shooting

mechanics are blessed with near-

perfect controls. Movement be-

comes sluggish and imprecise only

when you're navigating hills and

steep cliffs.

Fun Factor

The puzzles and deliber-

4.0 ate pacing are excellent

additions, but some may find the

game too slow and plodding. In

either case, Re-Loaded is worthy

of its predecessor, delivering a

good bang for your buck.

Cover1 Feature

Us

;ti£CT k conrmm & urn

PROW: To play as

Fwank, at the charac-

ter-select screen put

the cursor on Mamma
and press LI, 0,R1,
Down, Down, R1, 0,
L1A1. A red balloon

onto Sister Magpie's slot Move the cursor to her slot

is now playable.

;• B«l!»
'''«l«H

t

PROW: In the Foundry

stage, tag the sprinkler

system before walking

over the giant

molten steel.

Various cinemas flesh out the

characters, especially the

opener for Sister Magpie!

/j*w

Warning: This is not the same Loaded

your parents warned you about.

Although Re-Loaded retains the

bloody elements of its predecessor, this time

the focus is on strategy and puzzle solving...

and the difficulty has been pumped up a notch!

A Kinder, Gentler Loaded?
You'll notice the differences with Re-Loaded imme-

diately, especially with the enemies who do a lot

more damage. Their power forces you to move slowly

and proceed carefully through the stages, making the game-

play different from the reckless run-and-gun forays of the first

game. There are even stages where the objective is to save

people! Although a few stages rely solely on run-and-gun skills,

they're few and far between.

This sequel takes place right after Loaded, with you in hot

pursuit of FUB's buddy, Cheb (a sick galactic wannabe ruler wh

framed you). The game takes you from the tropics to city streets

and even to a monastery where monks throw grenades, pack

some righteous firepower, and beat you to a bloody pulp in

seconds with sticks.

Graphics

The blood and carnage

4 . o are colorful, the char-

acter cinemas superb, and the

stages well-rendered with excel-

lent light-source effects. How-

ever, the action gets choppy and

slow when the screen is too full.

Sound
91
Si The wet slap of enemies

4 s biting the dust, death

screams, and gun discharges

are excellent. The music, varying

from hard rock to mellow r

thesizers, fits perfectly wit

each stage.
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PROW: In the Town
stage, shoot the

wooden structures

next to the buildings.

They'll explode and
reveal elevators that

go to the rooftops.

PROTIP: In the Oasis^
stage, beware of the*
guys in the hats; they

can still roll boulders,

even if they are not

on a cliff above you.

PROTIP: In the I

when you enter die compound,

head to me left There Is a truck

at the end of the walkway that

reveals a first aid kit when you
destroy it

The Good, the Bad,

and the Real Bad
Four returning characters (Cap

'N Hands, Bounca, Mamma, and

Butch) and two newcomers (The

Consumer and Sister Magpie)

compose the dirty half-dozen

of playable psychos, who each

have varying strengths and

weaknesses. Of the two new

characters, Magpie is the

PROW: In the Monastery stage,

lure the monks in white robes

near the tall crystals. Their sonic

blasters are the only weapons

mat can smash the crystals.

best—she packs excellent fire-

power and moves quickly.

At the end, the game goes

overboard and gets too dis-

gusting. Your final mission

is to destroy a giant mutated

Cheb, who is strapped to a

table. You travel across his

body, shooting his eyes, nose,

teeth...and other parts of his

anatomy. This stage is defi-

nitely not for the faint-hearted.

Not Just a Re-Hash
Loaded fans will definitely

want to take a look at Re-

Loaded. It adds enough new

and diverse elements to rise

above the "more of the same"

stigma, yet manages to keep

the core aspects that made

the original game so much
fun. Time to re-load and go

back for more!

Whafts New?

New Characters

Both games have six characters.

However, Re-Loaded has a hid-

den character, Fwank.

Interactive Elements

Re-Loaded has interactive ele-

ments like rocks and switches.

Lighten Up!

rvtsmm
Several stages are set outdoors

in daylight

New Map

' v-

The map feature has been en-

hanced. It shades out areas al-

ready visited to keep you from

traveling in circles.

Multi-Tiered Levels

Enemies assault you from

above. In the Barracks stage,

sentry guns fire down from high

embankments, and in the Oasis

stage, enemies roll boulders.
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Lomax& Evil Ed

take Good vs Evil to a

whole new level.

44 of them to be precise

If you want to fight evil, then you'd better be ready to go the
distance. The mischievous Lomax is in way over his head. But
only he has the power to conquer Evil Ed and break the diabolical
hex that has been placed on his friends.
Zoom in & out of detailed landscapes up to 10 layers deep. Use

amazing flame-thrower helmets, helicopter helmets and many
more, to vanquish evil.

But look out. The Adventures of Lomax can be habit forming,
and that's something even you may not be strong enough to fight.

>•
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Destruction Derby™ 2 is the perfect combo of balls-to-the-wall racing and 3D wreckage. Seven

new tracks are longer, wider, faster, plus four destruction bowls. Cars roll, cars flip, cars fly off

the track. There's more deadly debris to deal with - tires, doors, hoods get jettisoned and serve

as incoming missiles. There's all new fire, new explosions, and improved suspensions for more
PSYGNOSIS

realistic handling. Destruction Derby 2. Designed exclusively for the true connoisseur of crash, www.psygnosis-coi
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LAYSTATION

P

Price not

available

Available

WWF: In Your House
(By Acclaim)

By Johnny Ballgame

Wrestling

4 players

10 wrestlers

3
/4-above-the-ring

WWF:
InMr House

PROW: Charge Punch for three

seconds and release for Goldust

to throw gold dust into the eyes

of his opponent

The WWF series tumbles off the top rope with WWF: In Your House,

a title full of promise and potential that ultimately gets pinned in its

quest for the championship.

In Your House offers a fistful of features, including 10 of the fiercest

World Wrestling Federation superstars from Shawn Michaels to Vader, each

with a unique background. You can wrestle a complete WWF season, or go

straight for the gold of the World or Intercontinental title belt. The most

mat-tastic new option is the four-player free-for-all, where players rumble

in a last-man-standing-wins grudge match. Disappointingly, some features

that were once promised by Acclaim, like the inclusion of

super-model/manager Sunny and the ghost of Andre the

Giant, are not in the game.

The action is fast and furious, but it usually takes only

20 seconds to defeat an opponent, with moves looking

more like Mortal Kombat than the WWF. Some maneuvers

appear sloppily animated and unpolished, especially when

compared to the dynamically detailed holds performed in

Activision's Power Move Pro Wrestling (see ProReview this

issue). WWF fans will flock to this house, but most gamers

will room with Power Move.

PROJIP-.Charge Punch
for three seconds and

'SSmlSn Vader intoabison.

PROTIP: Power Slam opponents as

the British Bulldog by tapping ->, •*,

Super Kick.

' -„ ^ Hart's card sJiuWe is P*"

PROW. Owen Hart s*>
r

tormedbytapp«>9t>^>
w*' PROTJP; Attn** lT

t^^ytpT'l^^p^

Graphics

PROTJP: Tapt,-*, Punch to do the]

Undertaker's Sliding Choke Grab.
\

Fun Factor

3.5

matches should st.

ring. Everyone else would be bet-

ter off renting before buying.

Sound

3 . 5 McMahon provide

commentary that is funny at

times, but far too repetitive.

PROTIP: Charge Super Punch

for three seconds and release

to do Bret Hart's Crucifixion.

The wrestlers look life-

3 . 5 like but they're too

small. Moreover, their moves

lack the detail and impact of

Power Move Pro Wrestling.

Control

Moves are eas

3 . 5 form, but there's

skill involved in winning matches

beyond rapidly pounding the

punch and kick buttons.

GAMEPII® January 1117
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Mortal Kombat Trilogy

(By Midway)

By Major Mike

Price not

available

Fighting

2 players

ni n "7
i

, i
/'/ f -v

^
I For MK fans, this is the

game to get. It's all the

MK you could ever want and more.

1

_^M The game looks almost

WSLm identical to the arcade

game, with all the stages and

carnage intact. However, some

of the fatalities have been al-

tered, like Baraka's Blade Impale

where the victim doesn't squirm.

J*_^J While lightning fingers

JLB are required to execute

the standing button-tap combos,

the controls are very responsive.

_3j All the music selections

MJLm sound like a 45 record

played at 33 RPM. However, all

the grunts, groans, and other

fighting sounds are intact, though

the announcer's voice tends to

blank out at times.

ortal Kombat

Trilogy for the

PlayStation has

it all: the characters, the

special and finishing moves,

and more from the arcade game. While

the new added features (such as playable bosses)

are attractive, they aren't what makes this a great

game. The key here is solid one-on-one gameplay.

Trilogy has excellent, responsive controls for

intense head-to-head gameplay, especially when

you compete in a tag-team, two-on-two mode. By

contrast, the one-player modes are weak; the com-

puter plays too defensively, or schools you in a

matter of seconds.

While one of the best features is having an MK

lineup of at least 37 Kombatants, the biggest disap-

pointments are the playable boss characters—Coro,

Motaro, Shao Kahn, and Kintaro. They have no

fatalities, very limited special moves and combos,

and their blows inflict massive damage, making

it easy to defeat opponents. It would have been

nice if they were more in line with the other

fighters. Non-boss additions, like Noob Saibot

and Rain, however, are excellent fighters and

welcome additions to the MK family.

In short, this is the best MK yet, if not for

the great gameplay, then for the huge number

of fighters. Even with its flaws, MK Trilogy is a

must for any fighting gamer's library.

PROTIP: When fighting as Shang

Tsung with the limited morph

(for no load times) against a

ninja character, you can morph

into other ninja characters with-

out selecting them.

Old Fighters,

New Moves
U. Kano from MK

PROTIP: Kano now has a Wind-

mill Blade Spin! To do the move,
"

, », and press High Punch.

Kung Lao from MKII

PROTIP: Kung Lao as he appeared

in MKII. Tap «-, «-, +, and he

will execute a "superman" move

similar to Rayden's.

Rayden from

PROTIP: Press Select on the following char-

acters at the fighter-select menu: Rayden,

Kano, Jax, and Kung Lao. When you do, you

can play them as they appeared in previous

MK entries.

: A move that was in the

ist versions of MKII is

now in Trilogy. To do Baraka's

Spinning Blade Attack, motion
-» I * and press Block.
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PROTIP: Rayden now has a tncky

; Reverse Lightning Blast. To do

1 the move, motion I * «- and

press LP.
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LAYSTATION

Power Move
Pro Wrestling
(By Acthrtston)

By Johnny Ballgame

Tni

®
PR0TJP: Drag your opponent to-

Zrd the middle of ft*m1*
tore stopping on a submission

^bZulerf you're near me

„p%, the ref mil m*e you

break the hold.

^rts earliest

WW Wien the mtoh « a„d^ Area 51? So this is what Sting

would look like with blue hair.

Graphics

^ Wrestlers writhe in pain

4.5 and pound the mat when

they're in submission holds. Every-

thing from tattoos to blood is

visible on their bodies.

i Control

Brain-busting control

s enables you to easily

perform every move imaginable,

from Scorpion Death Locks to

Rude Awakenir

P!

Sound
The sound

3 5 well enou

ring announcer making hilarious

comments about each wrestler,

but the music is worse than the

Honky Tonk Man's album.

I

Fun Factor

With more moves than

4 . 5 you'll find in Stu Hart's

dungeon and wrestlers more vi-

cious than the New World Order,

PMPW proves that a wrestling

game without real wrestlers can

still come out victorious.

kower Move Pro Wrestling "styles and profiles" with the most

'devastating and authentic array of wrestling holds ever seen

in the video game squared circle. This wrestling simulation

features 12 fictitious wrestlers and 3 hidden fighters (including

the ring announcer and the referee) methodically stalking oppo-

nents around the ring and using real holds in real wrestling time.

Powerful Pro has every move from the Surfboard and Figure-

Four Leg Lock to the Camel Clutch and Full-Nelson Suplex. One

wrestler spits green mist into his opponent's face, and if you

pound a grappler's head into the turnbuckle, his forehead will

bleed. The only things missing from this game are power meters

to show each wrestler's strength, a license from the WWF orWCW,

and some type of tag team or battle royal matches. Even with

these omissions, Power Move Pro Wrestling still has enough game-

play stamina to win the championship. Q
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HAS YOU TEAR-ASS I HG DOWN
THE HIGHWAYS OF GODZILLAS
FAVORITE STOMPING GROUND!"

-VIDEOGAMES

"TOKYO HIGHWAY BATTLE IS ONE
OFTHE COOLEST RACING GAMES...
IE OFTHE TOP GAMES AVAILABLE

FOR THE PLAYSTATION."
-TIPS & TRICKS

(OKYO HIGHWAY BATTLE LOOKS
LIKE THE NEXT BIG THING IN

RACING GAMES."
-VIDEO GAMES

"THIS IS BY FAR THE MOST
"REALISTIC" DRIVING GAME

" ~: • WE'VE SEEN YET'
-COMPUTER ENTERTAINMENT

- NEWS

"THB WILL DELIGHT
GEAR-HEADS AND

RACING FANS ALIKE"
JM.ECO- .GAME INFORMER

IH STYLE,

W\ZED,LO

'HE1

... «lfO:

CAUTI ON: TO ENSURE THE MOST ACCURATE RACING
EXPERIENCE, DEVELOPER, BULLET-PROOF SOFTWARE.

> tNLIbltU mt UUIUANUt Ul- KAUING UHAMPION. KEIICH
N TSUCHIYA AND AUTOMOTIVE SPECIALIST, MASAAKI BANDC.
N TO TEST YOUR DRIVING SKI LLS. BULLET-PROOF PA I NSTAKI NGL
* RECREATED THE PHYSICS AND HANDLING OF EACH RACE CAR.

IGH-PERFORMANCE FEATURES:
10DIFYYOUR RACER WITH TURBO CHARGERS, EXHAUSTS,
NTAKES, SUSPENSIONS, BRAKES, TRANSMISSIONS, AERO-
IYNAMICS, TIRES AND ELECTRONICS.

-12 SLEEK WORLD-CLASS SPORTS CARS
-POWER SLIDE PAST TRUCKS, BUSES, AND SURFACE TRAFF'
-ACTION-PACKED CIRCUITS BASED ON TOKYO HIGHWAYS
-CONNOISSEUR-CLASS 3D TEXTURE MAPPED
POLYGON GRAPHICS

-SIX SUPER-CHARGED CD SOUNDTRACKS

ISA. INC. 685 Chaddick Drive Wheeling. Illinois 60090 Visit Jafeporl imp:/

D 1996 Bullet-Prool Software. Inc. All Rights Reserved. Jaieco and (he Jaleco logo are Irademarks of Jaleco Ltd.

Jaleco and the Jaleco logo are trademarks or Jaleco Lid. All flights Reserved. Playstation and the Playstation logos are trader

Sony Computer Entertainment Inc. THIS SOFTWARE IS COMPATIBLE WITH PLAYSTATION GAME CONSOLES WITH THE NTSC/UC DESIGNATION
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Qentlemen, start your en-

gines, and get ready for

&, the most metal-twisting,

piston-pulverizing, chaotic

carnage you've seen this side

of Scary Larry on the freeway.

The original Destruction Derby

looks like a mere hubcap com-

pared to the gold-rimmed

gameplay and trunkful of

new features of Destruction

Derby 2. This high-perfor-

mance sequel includes two

racing circuits and seven

tracks that are eight times

longer than its predecessor,

along with new jump ramps,

pits, hills, and tunnels.

If the heart-pounding rac-

ing doesn't fill your tank with

enough adrenaline, you can

always test your driving skill

(and stomach) in the infamous

Destruction Derby arena, where

you attempt to survive for as

long as possible as 19 oppo-

nents try to pound your auto-

mobile into shredded steel.

Definitely not for the faint of

heart or Sunday drivers, De-

struction Derby 2 takes high

speed hit-and-run collisions to

the next level of gaming and

good times. Q|

PROTIP: Stay away from the edge

In Death Bowl, or the race will

be over in a matter ofseconds.

• forming flipsm
* netting, butH won't win
yntanmtherace.h'you'*
ahead, avoid them Ifpossible.

Road kill!

PROW; to Chalk Canyon, the key

to the race is landing the first

jump, and not falling into the pit

Sound

A hard-rocki

4 . track fuels this racer,

but the lively announcer starts

to grate on your nerves after a

couple of laps.

PROTIP: Use the brake

wisely when you feel

like you're losing con-

trol, or you might spin

yourself right out of

the race. ikV

PROTIP: Sometimes It's better to start the

Destruction Derby bowls In reverse than fpj

simply plow mto every car head-on.

Graphics

* You race alo _

4 . 5 rendered tracks li

with missing hoods, burning

cars, and rolling tires. The light

sourcing in the background is

amazing, but there's too much

breakup in the road.

Control

Although it adds to the

4 o realism of the race,

steering your vehicle becomes

I
more difficult with every crash.

| New pit stops enable you to re-

I pair your car before it's too late.

Fun Factor

Car-crunching excite-

4 s ment and new featur

at burn rubber from the get-

o combine to crown Destruction

Derby 2 the champion of motor

ized mayhem.

/it/i

^ittpZn^oToZ9^
^ttoryo^,aptte

m0t,hence
' andnot
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...establishing

a new standard

in the platform genre.
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m
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YSTATION

Pandemonium
(By Crystal Dynamics)

By Air Hendrix

Available 18 levels

Platform

adventure

Dynamic

perspective

r-

ill
KIDS lUHOtHIS f III

PROTIP: The first boss goes

down quick—just dodge the

obstacles until you can launch

three fireballs at hint.

V I

iO^J

•

PROTIP: When jumping into obscured terri-

tory as Fargus, always do the spin move be-

fore you land to take out any unseen foes.

W H lf&

PROTIP: In Levels 5 and 6, kill

these mushroom-cap shooters

right away, or they'll zap you in

the back.

EETCE&XU ,1 8 67

JW'

^̂
PROTIP: At the beginning of Level 1,

jump and knock down this statue to

unveil a handy Freeze Ray power-up.

PROTIP: Nikki's double jump is far

more useful than Fargus's spin

move, which makes her the best

choice for progressing through

the levels.

PROTIP: Pass these leaping

spikes in Level 4 byjumping

up, then quickly running under

them while they're in the air.

Graphics

The gorgeous, multilay-

ered levels and con-

stantly changing perspective

create an awesome 3D feel that

will leave you reeling with ver-

tigo. The polygonal characters

move smoothly; however, they

lack detail.

Control
1 Pandemonium's simple

jump and attack moves

demand little of the controls,

and they generally respond with-

out a hitch. Nikki's double jump

can be just a tad finicky to pull

off, though.

ot on the heels of Crash Bandicoot, Pandemo-

nium's the latest PlayStation adventure to take a

stab at 3D action. The formulaic gameplay doesn't

offer any innovation, but the breathtaking graphics and

perspectives will grab your attention.

The story begins as two wizards-in-training, Fargus

and Nikki, set out to undo an evil spell. Before each

level, you choose to play as either character—both have

unique abilities but acquire the same weapon power-

ups. Despite the spectacular 3D levels, you're locked

onto rails, so you only control

Sound movement to the left or right on

predetermined paths. Killer cam-

era angles fashion an alluring

"faux 3D," but you're still mainly

running to one side while col-

lecting power-ups and gems,

jumping on enemies' heads,

and uncovering hidden areas.

The gameplay revolves

Fun Factor around mastering the patterns

of the obstacles, enemies, and

jumps, so Pandemonium's action

isn't terribly original. But if an

enjoyable graphical experience

and traditional platform gaming

sounds attractive, Pandemonium

fills the bill.

Although lighthearted

music sets the right

mood for each level, the sound

overflows with cheesy effects.

An obnoxious "boing" accompa-

nies each jump, and the enemies'

excessively cute grunts will make

you cringe.

Fun Factor

Pandemonium's game

play falls squarely in

the realm of tried-and-true hop

n-bop action, though the daz-

zling visuals and camera angles

certainly jack up the fun. Defi-

nitely rent to determine if this

mixture holds your interest.

G AM E PR ^^ January 1997
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Now you can experience true arcade fighting in the comfort of your own home. Virtua Fighter" 2 has come to

Genesis. Play as any of the eight original Virtua Fighter characters, and be sure to play dirty. Try Sarah's killer Scissor

Kick. Akira's stunning Palm of Doom. Or Wolfs surprising Tiger Drive. It isn't always pretty. But it's always pretty ugly.

www.sega.com



POWER MOVE
PRO-WRESTLING MOVE
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THE CRANIAL CRUNCH



OVER 50 AUTHENTIC PRO-WRESTLING MOVES.
12 WRESTLERS FROM AROUND THE WORLD.

REAL-MOTION 3-D ACTION FROM MULTIPLE ANGLES.

PRO-WRESTLING MOVE m
16 PRO-WRESTLING MOVE N

° 31 PRO-WRESTLING MOVE N0
24

THE DRAGON SUPLEX

THE ROUNDHOUSE KICK

THE TURN-BUCKLE EACE PLANT

PRO-WRESTLING MOVE N0
10

THE FLYING ELBOW DROP

PRO-WRESTLING MOVE N0
33

THE OUT-OF-RING BACKBREAKER THE TURN-BUCKLE TAKE DOWN

HjH
p
onO UfHEJ5TLIU.'

"QUITE EASILY, THE BEST WRESTLING GAME EVER!" - GAMEFAN

Activision is a rer

Used by

BASED ON JAPAN'S #1 WRESTLING GAME, TOUKON RETSUDEN.
Power Move Pro Wrestling is a trademark ot Activision Inc. 1996 Activision, Inc. All rights reserved. Pouer Move Pro Wrestling is based on Toi

http://WWW.ACTIVISI0N.COM
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Ttoisted Metal 2
(By Sony Computer

By Major Mike

Price not Driving

available shooter

Available 2 players

now

.

One of the entries in this year's Twisted Metal

field—say hello to Simon Whittlebone and his

modified front loader! M

Minion, the hidden boss from Twisted Metal,

returns—and he's meaner than ever!

rnCm^Mk • N
mmBJKH

Ln, *»£&[

wisted Metal 2 doesn't have the most

original premise or the greatest graphics

a next-gen system can offer. However, it looks

and plays better than its predecessor, with intense,

blistering jump and-bump vehicle combat that makes

it a top action title.

" Vith 12 twisted drivers, ranging from a psychotic laid

ff architect to a 105-year-old combat veteran, and a plethora

of weapons to acquire, contestants smash and blast opponents into oblivion, with hopes of being

the last car standing when the smoke clears. The game takes place on a global scale, with eight

tough combat zones from Paris to Antarctica. You won't have time to enjoy the sights, though

tenacious enemies blast you at every turn.
_

Graphics are TM2's weakest element. City structures are

and and featureless, there's pixelization galore, and severe

'eakup occurs when you get close to walls.

However, intense game-

play is what saves, and makes,

the game—especially in the

two-player head to head mode.

The controls are responsive

and the action is fast and furi-

ous, with huge explosions,

screaming audio, and formi-

H ihlp 7nnps e ° tne b '

'
' player mode is the ability to swita

horget a test di ive
the spW.S(;ree/, Vjew fa,,,, horizon

Twisted Metal 2 is one game tal to vertical on the fly.

to dn\e home right off the

lot. If you've played the first

Twisted Metal and wanted

a little more bang toi your

buck, then this is the game

PROTIP: Shoot any haystacks,

statues, or other solitary ob-

jects; there are usually power-

ups or weapons Inside.

3 Fun Factor

L^B The one-player modes

so are plenty enthralling,

but the two-player, split-screen

head-to-head action is where

the game really shines, provid-

ing hours of thumb-blistering,

fender-bender action.

Control

In M S\ijJ£

Steering and maneuver-

4 5 ability differ depending

on which vehicle you select. Over-

all, the cars have tight and re-

sponsive controls, but do take a

little time to master.

PROTIP: To destroy

the Eiffel Tower In

Zone 3, plant a deto-

nator at the top of

the tower and set it

off. The tower will

fall, making a ramp

to the roof nearby.

i (

Sound
Harsh, head-banging

4 5 rock tunes highlight the

audio and work perfectly with the

crash-and-bash action. Screams

(mostly from unfortunate pedes-

trians), gunshots, explosions, and

other sounds of mayhem are all

equally effective.

Graphics
**a£

The cars look great, as

3 5 do the eye-filling, col-

orful explosions. The multiple

dashboard configurations are

also a real plus. However, the

flat, featureless cities and sur-

roundings look like they're made

of cardboard.
™

PROTIP: When fighting multiple opponents

In the wide-open "Field of Screams" zone,

don't focus on taking out each opponent

individually. The other vehicles will home
In and smash you into a trash heap.

PROTIP: In Zone 6,

beware when clouds

form at tlw edges of

the ice floes; that's a

warning the section

Is about to fall into

the icy waters.

i; A M I I" R £*P J ;l il ii a I' v
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Soviet Strike
(By Electronic Arts)

By Comrade Larry
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PffOn/': When rescuing POWs or locals,

leave a few behind (but destroy all

threats like gun turrets and tanks).

You can return for 'em later and

boost your armor when you drop

them off at the landing zone.

PROW: Always check

transmissions as they

come in. The person

transmitting is usually
PROTIP: In the snow levels, always shoot m djre nee(j f y0ur
the hovercraft on the ice. If they return to neiPi am/ K refuse
base, they'll call out reinforcements. may mean the end

of the mission.

PROTIP: In the Dracula level, watch out for

radioactive waste. When you hear the Geiger

counter go off, you're draining your armor.

Small details, like

the gravediggers in

Transylvania, really

enhance the game!

IWV^ 1*^!

PROTIP: Always check your

map. In some levels, like the

Crimean and Caspian missions,

both friendlies and enemies

are very well camouflaged.

et ready, Strike fans!

The original chart-top-

per chopper is back.

Veteran heli-hackers will love

this version—although first-

timers may wonder what all

the hubbub is about.

The game follows the same

outline as the 16-bit versions.

You're a pilot in the Strike

Force—a new-age paramilitary

group that stops wars before

they happen. This time the hot

spot is the former Soviet Union,

and you command missions,

from rescuing POWs to de-

stroying radar installations be-

hind enemy lines.

Part of the charm of this

upgrade is the hip new atti-

tude—the cut scenes are like

Desert Storm as seen on MTV.

There's also vicious humor

I
Funny exclamations and

good shooting effects

enhance the game. Shooting down

soldiers was never this side-

splitting (and never should be).

Strike is resplendent

with gorgeous rendered

backgrounds and small but de-

tailed graphics. The explosions

are satisfying eye-candy, as are

the burnt-out buildings.

PROTIP: Try not to pick up

weapons, armor, or fuel until

you really need them. Don't

wait too long, though, because

eventually the enemy will send

out raiding parties to destroy

the fuel and ammo dumps.

in the voice-overs: Some sol-

diers scream "Nyah, nyah, you

missed. ..Ooof!" as they're shot.

The graphics have also

been remodeled. The chopper

and the enemies look great,

and the non-repeating terrain

was created from aerial flyby

photos of actual locations.

Also, there's nice detail in the

backgrounds.

Strike fans will have to

get this game; fans of the

faster-paced Black Dawn and

Warhawk may find the strat-

egy-heavy gameplay slow.

Still, give Soviet Strike a

spin—you may find yourself

hovering for hours.

fM Your craft handles well,

but rookies will need to

practice a while before they'll

be able to consistently target

the smaller enemies.

* While not as fast-paced

I
or aggressive as other

chopper games, Strike's still a

load of fun. Whirl this one into

your PlayStation and you won't

regret it.

GAMEPRO ^^ January 1997
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I Although the game is dif-

ficult and devious for one

player, the fun really heats up in the

multiplayer mode. You can blow op-

ponents up, throw them into fans, or

make them land on spikes. Ah, joy....

The best sound is the ex-

_ ploding player screaming

in agony—you really feel it when

you're eliminated. Other sounds

suffice, but don't excite.

" "fhat do you get when

you mix explos

tion with over 15 da..,,

levels? You get Blast Cham-

ber—this generation's answer

to Bomberman.

In Blast Chamber, you

PROTIP: In rooms with spikes, Action

just stand near the room switch 4 players

and wait for opponents to move Side view

near the spikes—then turn them

right into the trap.

Blast Chamber
(By Activision)

By Scary Larry

Price not available

Available now —
Action

The graphics are grainy— - and not very detailed,

but the action (and lack of slow-

down) moves this game along.

There's a learning curve

JHLB to the controls, and

grabbing the crystal from another

player can be hit-and-miss. Still,

you can master these controls in

just a little while.

must race to add time to your

pod (or subtract time from an-

other player's pod) by deposit-

ing randomly appearing crys-

tals—the problem is the rooms

keep rotating, and they're filled

with traps.

The game is fast and fun

as you frantically try to outwit

and outrun your foes. This

one is definitely a blast!

I PROTIP: If a player is heading
I toward your goal, turn the

room and make them fall so

they'll drop the crystal.

•i:-2£2

PROTIP: Thoroughly check the

rooms for alternate switches

that turn on fans, move spikes,

and activate doors.

PROTIP: Smoke onscreen means

a player has ten seconds left

before they expire. Keep that

player from their goal.

GAMEPRO

Contra: Legacy

of War
(By Konami)

By Major Mike

Price not available

Available now

2 players

7 levels

3
/4-overhead view

Rty]

lljj.' r*

vs.

PROTIP: In Stage 3, when the

river serpent drops Its brood on

your raft, stand by an edge.

When the little worms crawl to-

ward you, lump and they'll fall

off the raft into the water.

PROTIP: In Stage 2, you can

play classic arcade games

In one of the huts at the tap

ofthescreen,

Contra: Legacy of War

has some innovative

elements, but they never

really come together in this

action shoot-em-up.

Using a M-overhead view,

Legacy has some cool-looking

stages and four characters to

choose from, each with differ-

ent weapons and characteris-

tics. However, the game may

PROTIP: Tasha and Ray are the

best characters—they have the

strongest homing lasers and

guided missiles.

be too hard even for genre

veterans, with its swarming

enemies at every turn and

huge bosses (including giant

turtles and junk creatures).

Another problem is the con-

trols—they occasionally pro-

duce imprecise jumps.

Legacy is a solid action ti-

tle, but its flaws keep it from

being a real contender.

rendered sur-

roundings are the high-

lights, but the characters look

awkward—especially while they're

crouching on the ground. There are

some excellent visual effects, such

as a wavy ride down a river and a

giant running scorpion.

The rapid-fire weaponry

and explosions are mar-

ginal at best, brought down by wimpy

death screams and muted gunfire.

However, the pounding music goes

well with the various war zones.

Legacy has fast blasting

action, the trademark of

any Contra game. However, the steep

difficulty and loose jumps reduce

the overall enjoyment

8 ; January 1S87

The imprecise jumps are

the game's most frustrat-

ing problem-one false step and you

could take a hit. The game is also

riddled with slowdown that throws

off your timing.
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PROW: When using the mag-
netic grapple, keep your dis-

tance from tire pole, or you'll

get slammed into the wall.

Jet Moto
(By Sony)

ByAirHendrix

Price not available

Available now

Hoverbike racing

2 players

J'et Moto's the kind of lousy

game that'll make you

shake your head in dismay-

it could've been so

cool. But this hover-

bike racing game

wipes out all over

the pavement with

finicky, mushy con-

trols and painful

gameplay.

Against a field

of 19 competitors,

you race a futuristic

motorcycle that

traverses streets,

waterways, and ice

fields. The courses sport all

kinds of wild jumps and ob-

stacles, but turbo boosters

and a grappling hook improve

your chances. A very intrigu-

ing premise, but you've been

warned: The bikes' unman-

ageable handling and the ab-

surdly unrealistic jumps and

crashes spoil the fun.

PROTIP: Save turbos for either safe straight-

aways or stretches with tough wave action.

Nifty control options (like

4 5 turning off the jittery

gunsight) help even novice players

get the hang of this gamn

Sound

rd mec
4 ° (clinkin' and clankin') are

nicely mixed with great voice-

and startling explosions.

PROW: If you're about to miss

a jump, tilt back to catch your

front on the other side.

Although the menus are

loaded with decent Pulp

Fiction-esque surfer tunes, the in-

race music never catches your ear.

The sound effects fizzle with cheesy

screams and flat vehicle effects.

PROW: Because of the murkl-

ness of the Satavisa Basement

levels, you should rely on the

targeting system and missiles

to take out unseen enemies.

These bikes handle like

they're mired in mo-

-it's tough to get a feel for

the floaty handling on turns and

jumps. The magnetic grapple's a

fresh, useful tool, though.

The visuals sparkle with

I jazzy backgrounds, bikes,

and riders, but they fail to deliver

a realistic feel for the courses' 3D

aspects, such as choppy waves or

towering jumps.

* *<r

Jet Moto's race dynam-

ics—particularly how

skilled the A.I. is and how poorly

your bike responds to collisions and

catching air—are so unfair and un-

realistic that you'll stomp your con-

troller to pieces. Steer clear.

PROTIP: Listen carefully to Jim between mis-

sions. He has helpful (though sometimes

cryptic) info for you.

Fun Factor

You can play for hoi

40 and have fun but st

keep wishing for more to happen

in the game. Maybe they'll cure

the sequel to this Epidemic with

biological enemies.

Graphics

The crystal-cl

3 5 jcs are offset by unbe-

boring enemies and hall-

similar you easily get lost.

Even the underground levels are

too clean for comfort.

ast year's mediocre shooter,

Kileak: The DNA Impera-

tive, has spawned a sequel.

Epidemic outshines its prede-

cessor with better graphics

and more involved gameplay

(including puzzle solving), but

the sins of the past have not

been redressed. Stodgy, fea-

tureless, boring scenarios take

the bullets from this shooter.

I The lack of excit-

ing enemies is also

a problem. Less me-

chanical miscreants

and more blood and

guts would have

helped this sterile

game move into

the limelight. You

can rent without

' worry—Epidemic
eenmis-

jsn
'

t contagious. Q

GAMEPRO €fi% January 19 9 7
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PROTIP: Leant which obstacles,

such as red canisters, you can

smash through to save time.

ZKtreme
(By Sony)

By Dr. Zombie

Price not

available

Available now

2 players

Extreme sports

12 courses

Third-person view

PROTIP: Stay centered on the course as much
as possible to best avoid obstacles.

PROTIP: The mov-

ing barriers alter-

nate in direction;

zigzag sharply to

avoid them with-

out losing speed.

r xtreme Sports fans will be happy to hear that 2Xtreme,

L- Sony's sequel to their original PlayStation hit, is worthy

of its TV heritage. You take on nine other kamikaze racers

in such events as mountain

biking, skateboarding, inline

skating, or a new neck-break-

ing snowboard course. In

addition to the smash-and-

dash gameplay, you can also

increase your points, and

chances of winning, by at-

tempting special midair trick

moves. You can compete

through a full season, single

race, or face off in the two-

player mode. No matter what,

you're assured lightning-fast,

entertaining, Xtreme action.

Co for it!

Plenty of high-speed

action and a tough CPU

competitor will keep gamers com-

ing back for more. The biggest ap-

peal is the split-screen, two-player

mode for face-to-face action.

Smooth, responsive con-

trols enhance gameplay,

making this game easy to pick up

and play. The special moves are

also easy to learn and execute.

Digitized character anima-

tions and well-rendered

backgrounds create a believable 3D

environment for racing. Individual

touches, such as Vegas hotels and

wild animals on the loose, add to

each course's appeal.

Despite a rockin' intro,

sounds during gameplay

are kept to a bare minimum. Echoes

in tunnels and the digitized sounds

of crashes and wipeouts add a nice

touch, though.

Bubsy 3D
(By Accolade)

ByHSomniac

$59.95

Available now

2 players

dve

ubsy, a longtime veteran

of 16-bit, jumps into 32-

tm bit action with Bubsy

3D. Stranded on an alien planet,

you must run, swim, jump, and

shoot your way through 16

bizarre levels of 3D terrain,

while trying to find pieces of

rocket ship to build a ride

ick to Earth. In the era of Crash

indicoot, however, Bubsy's

) environment doesn't seem

; fast moving or as lushly

ndered. The graphics are

rather stiff, and each level

seems simplistic and barren.

Bubsy fans should rent this

game to see him in 3D, but

action fans may find Crash

more their speed. Si

PROTIP: The charged atoms sh

accurately so avoid standing too

close to alien targets.

|
Despite creating a work-

ing 3D environment, the

color palette used for characters

and level renderings is rather flat.

An uncontrollable camera perspec-

tive sometimes hinders gameplay.

I The fully orchestrated

soundtrack isn't ade-

quately reinforced by entertaining

sound or voice effects. Though the

"Bubsyisms" are clever, his squeaky

voice quickly becomes annoying.

Except for the lack of con-

I trol over the camera per-

spective in the 3D evironment, the con-

trols are smooth and easy to iearn.

a response in your im-

mediate vicinity. Search the level

to discover what happened.

PROTIP: Airtanks are refilled af-

ter time and may be revisited

for additional fillups.

Although Bubsy features

16 levels, its gameplay br

comes repetitive and predictable

due to the stiff graphics. The tw<

player tag mode is innovative am

worth a look.

GAMEPRO 8Jfo
January 1S97
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1 ) Please indicate whether you read and/or how useful you found each of the following

articles from this issue of GamePro. Circle "All" if you read the en

if you read part of the article, and "None" if you did not read 1

read any part of the article, please let us know how useful it was

"very useful" to
"1"

for "not at all useful."

The Cover All / Some / None

Letter from the GamePros All / Some / None

The Mail: Head 2 Head All / Some / None

Art Attack All / Some / None

Buyers Beware All / Some / None

ProNews All / Some / None

NetPro All / Some / None

100th Issue! All / Some / None

Handhelds for the Holidays! All / Some / None

Overseas Prospects All / Some / None

Sneak Previews All / Some / None

PC GamePro All / Some / None

Hot at the Arcades All / Some / None

PlayStation ProReviews All / Some / None

Saturn ProReviews All / Some / None

The 16-Bit Gamer's

Survival Guide All / Some / None

Sports Pages All / Some / None

Role-Player's Realm All / Some / None

Star Gladiator ProStrategy Guide All / Some / None

The Fighter's Edge:

Power Move Pro Wrestling All / Some / None

SWATPro Bonus Section All / Some / None

SWATPro All/Some/None

ire article, "Some"

e article. If you

ly circling
"5"

for

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1
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XTr-CWj can you take a few minutes to answer some questions for us? Please fill

out the following survey and fax, e-mail, or snail mail it (or a copy) back to GamePro

by January 31, 1 997. You'll be entered into a contest to win the prizes shown.

Your name Age

Address

CHy State »P

Phone

2) What game systems do you currently own?

J 3D0

J Game Boy

_l Game Gear

J Genesis

Macintosh computer

Neo»Geo

J Nintendo 64

PC

Windows 95

Windows 3.1

CD-ROM

J PlayStation

J Saturn

J Super NES

3) Please indicate which of the following publications you purchase or read at least

6 times per year:

GamePro J Tips & Tricks

J Next Generation J Ultra Game Players

Nintendo Power

_l Die Hard Game Fan

J Electronic Gaming

Monthly

J Electronic Gaming

Monthly 2

4) Have you ever visited GamePro Online on America Online?

Yes No

If yes, how useful was it? Circle
"5"

for

"very useful" to
"1

" for "not at all useful" 5 4 3 2 1

5) Have you ever visited the GamePro Online Web site?

Yes No

If yes, how useful was it? Circle
"5" for

"very useful" to
"1" for "not at all useful" 5 4 3 2 1

6) How did you get this copy of GamePro? Other
_

Subscribed

Purchased at the newsstand

A ^^ A. ^ A. ±aA. AaJ.

To be eligible to win, mail, e-mail, or fax your

completed survey (or a copy) to:

Mail: January GamePro Survey E-mail: comments.gamepro@iftw.com

P.O. Box 5959 (Please enter "GamePro Survey"

Son Moteo, CA 94402 in the subject line.)

_ Fax: 415/349-7482

197
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- _ Taking a break from RPCs,

fwhffljK n/fo_7 Square Soft enters the 3D fight-

vwti*' * r«/fc^
ing rea|m wjth Toba| No ,

"lee You start play choosing

in characters. Additional fighters, however, are made

available through the Quest mode, where players must work

their way through mazes of traps, jumps, and enemies.

The 3D controls work well but take time to master. For in-

stance, hitting Up on the directional pad steps your character

into the background. To execute a jump, you must press a cor-

responding button.

The combat smacks and music are only average, and some

of the voices become annoying. Smooth animations and clean

textures boost the visuals.

Powerful competition from Tekken 2 and VF2 keep Tobal

down but not completely out. The 3D animation and Quest

mode offer something different to fighting fans.

PROTIP: After you knock down
an opponent, simultaneously

tap Jump and Low Attack to

score an extra hit.

P %
Tobal No. 1 by Square Soft

PROTIP:Always carry food with

you in the Quest mode. The extra

life boost will help you out when
fighting a powerful enemy.

Replay value:

Medium

ESRB rating: Teen

By Scary Larry

PROTIP: Look for breaks in me
roof or celling. They're usually

the only access to other areas.

A great comic book doesn't always translate into a great game.

In the case of Iron Man, a mediocre comic-book hero translates

into an apt, enjoyable, but not terribly complex, game.

Decent side-scrolling action, including tussles with tons of

bad guys and platform-hopping galore, make the game enjoy-

able. Lifeless enemies, easy levels, and corny bosses water

down the fun.

Good rendering on Iron Man and Manowar help, as do

simple, clean backgrounds. Solid explosions also contribute

to the Fun Factor, but the

absence of good sound or

music is noticeable.

A good rental, Iron Man

will not get a medal for its

mettle, but it's a pretty heroic

effort nonetheless.

PROTIP: Always shoot into the

uaCKyrOUflu to nnO pOWBfmUpS

and niggers.

The Divide:

Enemies Within
By Scary Larry

PROTIP: Against the first boss,

Moropus, use the galling gun and

shoot while running around him.

Don't let nun hit you with that

claw—it's severely damaging.

PROTIP: Use the zoomed-out

view when exploring levels. You

can see enemies long before

they see you.

Although The Divide may interest some gamers with its com-

plex gameplay and PC look, most console gamers will be un-

impressed by the blocky graphics and boring gameplay.

The huge, dark levels are incredibly dull. You walk your mech

around, blasting hard-to-spot, lackluster enemies while acquir-

ing new weapons and items to help you on your journey into

alien territory. You also face squat, polygonal bosses that are

extremely difficult to kill.

The average sounds are dominated by nondescript music and

sound effects that make you think your mech needs a tune-up.

Controlling your mech is a jittery

process, and it often aims incor-

rectly. Shooting up and down

involves the triggers... 'nuff said.

If you do the math, you'll find

that the Divide comes up short

in all areas.

GAMEPRO (104) January 1987
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It's 2348 and ten of the mightiest galactic

warriors are fighting for control of the Earth's

PHfng Plasma power—energy drawn from the user's BIR

sntal strength—the good, the bad, and the freaking ugly are each packing

Hundreds of weapon attacks, countless combos, and the ultimate battle barrage,

[Plasma Finals. Pick from any of the 4 different game modes of this hyper-realistic
S

3D fighter and you'll discover the level of precise control only CAPCOM can deliver.

All against intense backgrounds like Neo Tokyo, Federation

Spaceport, and Planet Zeta ; the perfect arenas

to master the fine art of mercy killing.
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Tomb Raider is a massive

adventure game that

out-Jones's Indiana Jones.

As Lara Croft, you burgle nine

levels of ancient ruins to find

the mythical Scion artifact and

save the world. Raider tosses

many mazes, puzzles, and traps

at you in between a smattering

of intense gunfights. The empha-

sis, however, is more on puzzle-

solving than gunslinging.

Lara's the star of the show

thanks to the crisp, multifac-

eted controls. Excellent moves

serve you well during gunfights

and explorations alike. You

bust tremendous leaping som-

ersaults, swim, and slap some

mean leather with a pair of

deadly .45 automatics.

The visuals and animation

show nice flair. However, pix-

elated Saturn graphics make

mincemeat of the multi-textured

backgrounds, so it's tough to see

important items and enemies on

the attack.

The lack of clarity is a shame,

because Tomb's like a wild crypto-

zoo gone bad. Lions, alligators,

wolves, and even velociraptors

hunt you down.

If exploration's your thing,

then Raider is for you. Have no

fear about entering this Tomb. Q

PROTIP: Here's a quick escape/attack

move: Press A and quickly hit Down
to somersault backwards. If your guns

are drawn, hit B while you're in the

air and you'll score a few quick hits.

PROTIP: When approaching the

edge of a ledge, walk (press and
hold L and press Up) don't run.

Lara never walks over the edge.

Graphics

The camera view flows

4 smoothly and you can

stop for 180-degree scans in all

directions. However, the cam

sometimes rests behind objects,

blocking the action. Despite pix-

elated graphics, topnotch 3D

animations paints Virtua Fighter-

style movement; impressive cin-

emas add movie-style drama.

Topnotch cinema screens tell a

tale of the lost Scion.

Lara Croft certainly looks prepared

for a solid Saturn adventure.

Sound
Effects are minimal,

with attacking enemies

making almost no sound, and

music that tips off enemy at-

tacks. Cinema vocals and tunes,

however, hit the mark.

PROTIP: Bounce off slanted

structures to reach overhead

locations above your normal

jump. Press Up andA simulta-

neously to leap forward then

quickly tap A again to make
the secondjump.

PROTIP: Raider tips you off to at-

tacks. Lara automatically aims at

enemies (usually before you even

see them), and music usually

kicks in before the enemies do.

Fun Factor

Tomb Raider is a satis-

4 . tying adventure game

that favors exploration and puz-

zle-solving over gunplay.

Con
'** Great controls enable

4.5 you to pull an excellent

array of moves, from expansive

somersaults to precise sidesteps.

It is, however, time-consuming to

grab some objects.

PROTIP: To shoot down on crea-

tures from a structure, walk to

the edge, press and hold X, and

use the directionals to aim.

PROTIP: Sometimes platforms

are so far away that you must

leap and then grab onto the

edge. Press Up and A to leap,

then release the buttons and

press Up and B to catch hold

of the edge.

GAMEPRO (no) January 1997



URUIUAL IS SIMPLE,

STOP RUNNING.

"It's unique, challenging, and

packed with addictive gameplay..

-GAMEFAN

Over 57 rounds of gameplay

15 monster opponents

Two-player head-to-head action

20 independent two-player rounds

Ability to perform different magical s

While graphics powerhouses come and go,

it s titles like Grid Runner that focus

on gameplay that have the potential to deliver

long-term play to fans.

- Next Generation



Price not Action/

available adventure

Available 1 player

now

--r ,

OTIP: In the Graveyard, jump on top of

some mausoleums to find release triggers

like this one.

PROTIP: In Big Bones, bounce underneath the

skulls to skip across to your destination.

EtSPq

Pm,P:,»Gui^rlolo7^u~c7„
gV>Jmrprogress byLtMng

itei
the.™/W*1 turn blue. Quickh,

of red eyes appear.

some logs as well.

m i
j*l 5

which bongo is next t,'««
the sparks flow to each set

unfinished graphics are

just one of the game's

visual flaws. Bland enemies also

plague the game, as do uninspired

backgrounds. But there are some

great rendered cut scenes.

There s not much to do

except electrocute ene-

mies and jump. However, miscal-

culated jumps resulting in major

damage, as well as the unfair

A.I., will give you the blues.

PROTIP: These markers are gates

to another level. You must have

the correct corresponding skele-

tal make-up to pass.

Great music and weird

J sound effects make the

game interesting. Stupid commen-

tary and ridiculous voice-overs

often kill the mood, though.

Half the fun is seeing

J how much of this game

you can stomach before you give

up. The basic hop-n-bop action

may make you bury this one.

I ff" "W

—

mm 1

'" Glass Shards, use
'"'"9 platforms to as-

cend to higher levels. Try not
topay attention to the runnin
commentary,^ conta£
Z
e

J'"
e
\?

Ve" J°s»s Christ
1
had the blues. Big time.

"

(ffe ega is putting all its bones in one basket with Mr. Bones.

* "Promised over a year ago, the final product is a hodge-

_ podge of beautifully rendered graphics, kick-ass sound,

and insipid hop-n-bop gameplay.

Playing as the soulful, blue-eyed Mr. Bones, you battle bats

who snatch your limbs away; go on an old-fashioned log roll;

randomly jam on the guitar and play some bongos. The pre-

ry sharp, but are unfinished in spots

,„und of the graveyard are just ran-

lorizon). Although Mr. Bones moves

smoothly, he's very slow.

The sound is the game's shining spot. Bluesy music and

wicked guitar riffs are offset, however, by mildly annoying

running commentary about the blues (especially in the Class

Shards stage).

Mr. Bones is not the Saturn savior that owners of the sys-

tem are waiting for. There's slim pickin' on these bones.

GAMEPRO €^% January 1997



For people who care about games

And little else.

www.arcadium.com
Connect. Swap strategies. Post cheats. Get personal. Basically, feed your obsession.

And your greed. Win stuff by logging directly onto www.arcadium.com/game



f you like Descent-s

_ shooters, you'll have

with Machine Head. Armed

with the twin barrels of a

chain gun and whatever mis

siles and grenades you pick

up, you maneuver a flying

bomb just above the ground

in search of keys, terminals,

hidden areas, and enemies.

There's not much strategy

required, and the night action

grows redundant. However,

Machine Head's still a good

game when you feel like gun-

nsters.

Interactive)

$59.95

Shooter

1 player

17 levels

First-person view

-

PROTIP: Once you open

the gates of the Orbital

Headquarters, back away

so you have time to target

the onrushing enemies.

OW: Cocoons in the Train

Launch level are up on the

limbs of the towers.

PROTIP: Move quickly
_

entrance as you start new levels

like Meadows of Deception—
you're immediately targeted by

a host of enemies.

Sound WzM Control

The wisecracks between

levels are a riot, while nn Your flying bomb is pretty

squirrelly until you master

hard-driving music propels the ac-

tion. The sound effects get tire-

some, though—screams from the

enemies and more varied gun blasts

could have intensified gameplay.

Fun Factor

Derivative of other shoot-

I ers (like Doom), Machine

Head still offers enough action to be

worth a long play. The levels are big

and the enemies are numerous,

making It a good challenge.

the controls, but with a lot of prac-

tice, it becomes a quick, nimble craft.

Shooting while flying can be tough,

especially against flying enemies.

J Too much unrelenting

darkness in the back-

ground and blurring in the fore-

ground lessen the visual impact.

However, the cut scenes are enter-

taining, and the enemies explode into

satisfying pieces when you hit 'em.

ATURN

Battle Arena

j Toshinden URA
(By Sega)

- By Major Mike

Price not available Fighting

Available now 2 players
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II the wretched gameplay

_i from Toshinden Remix is

back, and this time .

there are more char-

acters to choose _
from for your fight-

ing displeasure. URA

has the same graph-

ics and sounds as

Remix, and unfortu-

nately, the same

lame play engine.

There are three '

new fighters, but PROW:

they fail to add any and whe

dimension to the
n9Mer< f

game; Ronron, in

particular, is one of the worst

fighters ever creato

put, URA is just

bad thing. Q

RA

Get ready to meet Ronron, one of

the three new fighters.

I" " _l
PROTIP: Finish the game with any character,

and when you start a new game, a new
fighter, Repli, is added to the lineup.

I
Ugly graphics, bland

sounds, and dull game-

play—the ingredients of a lousy

fighting game. Battle Arena Toshin-

den URA has all these terrible ele-

ments—and more.

I The characters suffer

\ from horrible pixelization

and blocky graphics (Sofia looks like

she has a snake growing out of her

head). The various special moves

and projectiles also look cheesy.

PROW: Instead of blocking in-

coming attacks, sidestep them.

Even blocking takes a little off

your life meter.

GAMEPRO (Q) January 1997

I Lame grunts and groans

fill the audio, though in-

telligible taunts and victory chants

are uttered. The music is mostly

generic hard rock with a few mel-

low symphonies.

The basic moves are easy

KJBJi to execute, but the spe-

cials are an unresponsive hit-and-

miss affair. Overdrive and Death

moves are difficult to pull off, and

combos are basically nonexistent.



"Overkill is not only finely tuned and balanced,

but a godsend for those fond of 40+ levels of

blasting carnage."

GameFan

A must for lovers of challenging, violent games.

EGM

"Hot rendered graphics, crazy transparencies,

burnin' music. Another fine Konami effort."

GameFan

"Overkill offers hours of blood-drenched fun,

and there's plenty of replayability...hundreds

LJ
of hidden areas."

PS Extreme
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aniuwiti* Saturn

Street
ByAirHendrixBy Captain Cameron

Street Racer, a good 16-bit rac-

ing game, becomes a ho-hum

32-bit experience on the Saturn.

Eight wacky racers compete

on themed courses or in a

chaotic bumper-cars arena. The

view takes you up close behind

PROW: In longer races, go out

of your way to grab Items early,

then work back to the front

the cars or high above for Mi-

cro Machines-style racing. Car-

toony sounds and graphics are

mildly entertaining.

The controls make efficient

use of every button on the pad,

giving each racer a complete

set of punches, weapons, and

jumps. The action's okay against

the computer or one or two pals,

but going head to head against

more than four gamers divides

the screen into small slices,

limiting the fun.

Street Racer's not a bad rental,

it's just not unique or funny

enough to warrant a purchase.

PROTIP: Save your last few

seconds of turbo for an end-

of-ttie-race boost

(49.95

Available now

Racing

8 players

Multiple views

Replay value: High

ESRB rating: Kids

to Adults

Hyper 3D delivers another

round of decent Saturn pinball,

but like Last Gladiators, it's just

more standard action with a few

minor 32-bit bells and whistles.

You blast steel balls through

six boards with themes like

Gangsters. An assortment of

PROW: Make good use of your

upper flippers to keep the ball

at the top of the table, where

the big points are.

PROTIP: Multi-ball rounds also

let you rack up high scores, so

keep the flippers moving as

much as possible.

bumpers, multi-ball rounds,

and hidden surprises treats

your flippers to a workout. The

controls respond just fine, but

launching the ball is too tricky.

Graphically, you'll find well-

I III il•IHIn'l M*JLf»Wl>miH
overall look is bland. The

sounds put on a great show

with cool tunes and effects.

Pinball wizards will get a few

thrills out of Hyper 3D. but it

sure doesn't top playing on a

real table in the arcade.

Hyper 3D Pinball by Virgin

Graphitf Sound Conirol run Tutor Chillrngr

KMm beg]

25 40 3.5 3.0 Brain

WO
Available now

Pinball

4 players

6 tables

2 views

Replay value:

Medium

ESRB rating: Kids

to Adults

By Coach Kyle

Lady Luck beckons in this

smooth collection of casino

games. You play five games-
roulette, seven-card stud poker,

baccarat, blackjack, and the

slots—and place bets against

the computer. The sharp graph-

ics are simple (big cards and

lots of green felt), the music is

mellow jazz for adults, and the

sound effects are minimal.

The biggest drawbacks are

the lack of multiplayer gaming

(two players compete only in

roulette and baccarat) and the

skill level required to win. If

you don't know when to dou-

ble down in blackjack, there's

no tutorial with detailed guid-

ance. For solo card sharks

looking for a game, Virtual

| Casino's not bad, but it's not as

fun as real-life poker parties.

By Doctor Devon

In BrainDead 13, a frustrating in-

teractive cartoon, you play a teen

trapped in a nightmarish castle

filled with ghouls. As in Dragon's

Lair, you watch pre-programmed

action and wait for key moments

to make decisions via strings of

button presses. Unfortunately,

PROW: In roulette, Wink ofyour

specific bets before the wheel

starts spinning because mere's

little time to move around chips.

iDidai
PROTIP: The computer will rarely

fold in poker, so be wary of try-

ing to bluff when you're hold-

ing a weak hand.

Virtual Casino by Natsume

PROW: In the kitchen, defeat

the blade-wielding gator by tap-

ping Left, B, Right, B, and Up.

the trial and error required to

figure out button combinations

is far too laborious for the mild

comedic payoff that results.

Sounds and graphics are

disappointing. The scenes and

characters are colorful, but bad

compression leaves objects

blurry or ill-defined. Voices are

sometimes unintelligible, and

the frantic music gets old be-

cause you hear it hundreds of

times while trying to master

the controls.

Play BrainDead 13 and you'll

be brain-dead before long.

PROW: Swat the ghosts in the

bedroom with the pillow by tap

|

ping Down, B, B, B, and Right

BrainDead 1 3 by ReadySoft

.v«*E3| tiff El
$54.95

Available

December '96

5 casino games

2 players

Multiple views

Replay value: High

ESRB rating: Teen

2 5 2.5 l.o l.o m
$49.95

Available now

Action/adventure

1 player

Unlimited lives

Replay value: Low

ESRB rating: Kids

lo Adults
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This is more than Mortal Kombat. This is ULTIMATE MO, featuring 8 new playable characters, 5 new backgrounds, 3 modes of play,

selectable ending sequences, new secret moves and combos and player selectable characters even the arcade version doesn't offer.

You've met your match.

L T

MIDWAY
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This is the next dimension of Magic: The Gathering!! Draw
on a mystic armory of 220 spells to invoke a supernatural

legion of creatures and powers! In the vortex of warfare every

unique spell reacts differently to every other spell. Prepare

yourself for another level of strata

Duel rapid-fire, real-time with up to 4 players over a \'(

.

network or two players on PlayStation and Seafl Saturn via

split-screen technology! Or wage a necromantic campaign
;ainst Battlemage RavideJ and an alliance of Wizards in

the vast uncharted world of (iorondor.

Welcome to the ultimate War of the Wizards!

"he Gathering

BATTJ.EITIAGe
BASLD ON Till I AMASY ADVENTURE WORLD OI MAGIC: THE GATHERING:

clays r a f ion Wi H DOWS 95 sic, a

E3 Vizards
ESRB

/
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www.acdaiinnation.cmn



Donkey Kong Country 3:

Dixie Kong's
Intihlo IWinhlo

(By Nintendo)

By Doctor Devon

$69.95 2 players

32 megs 5 worlds

Available now Side view

Action/adventure

S3

Super NH \

ProReview

PROW, to Rocket Barrel Me,gfi

left to the /edge behind ttw fatts,

men enter the rocket barrel that s

in the background.

OlXie KON<3'SQOUBLB TROUBLE

pro Hore your baby elephant uses

uphls^^ofm^Brell,,
by dipping his trunk in the stream.

I
Graphics

'i Simply stunning,

s o backgrounds are

and colorful, the underwater

levels are suitable for framing,

and characters display terrific

detail (watch the baby elephant's

expression when he spots a Murky

Mill rat).

PROTIP: Beat the first

boss by breaking the

barrel, flipping the bug

on its back, and toss-

ing it at Belcha's mouth
so he falls into die pit.

Control

PROTIP: In the Simon-like bonus

game in each world, match the

pattern of flashing colors.

'I Effortless

s a bounce, throw,

with perfect precision an

out a second thought. The elephant

adds some fun new control dynam-

ics to the mix: He sucks barrels

toward him, then throws them
-

1 his trunk!

PROTIP: In Ripsaw Rage, don't

hit your head as youjump or

you won't beat the saw that's

coming up the tee.

The long wait was worth

it, SNES fans. Superb

graphics and entertain-

ing (if familiar) gameplay make

DKC3 one of the best 16-bit

games of the last few years.

Repeating the successful for-

mula seen in DKC and DKC2,

developer Rare Ltd. has intro-

duced new main characters

(such as Kiddy, an overgrown

baby ape who bashes through

floors), new supporting char-

acters (instead of a charging

rhino as in DKC2, now there's

a water-spouting baby ele-

phant), and great new details

(listen when Wrinkly Kong's in

the background—she's playing

Super Mario 64). If this is the

SNES's swan song, then at

least the great old system is

going out in style.

The only drawbacks to

DKC3 are its extreme youth-

fulness (the babies make the

game a little too cute at times)

and its basic hop-n-bop simi-

larity to its forerunners. Some

cynics may have a "been there,

beat that" attitude, but most

folks will go ape for this must-

play game.

Sound
Although it sounds simi-

4.5 lar to its predecessors,

DKC3 still has great music and

sound effects that create a dense

sonic atmosphere. Notable: The

bears get their own theme mu-

sic (Blue Bear enters to his own

bluesy groove).

Fun Factor

Since most of the ga

4 s play hasn't changed,

DKC3 receives a 4.5 instead of

the 5.0 for DKC2. The coin-gath-

ering, character-switching, bar-

rel-bashing, hop-n-bop style is

still fun but hardly revolution-

ary by now.

GAMEPRO

PROTIP: Beat Arich the spider

boss byjumping off his back to

snag new barrels, men tossing

'em at his face.
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THE 16-BIT GAME E: P11011EVIEWS
Ultimate Mortal

Kombat3
(By Williams)

By Bruised Lee

Price not available Fighting

32 megs 2 players

Available now Side view

Super NES
ProReview

Pon't be fooled, fighting

fans. Ultimate Mortal

Kombat 3 is not the ul-

timate fighting game, but it

does have some new features

and fighters that should tem-

porarily satisfy hungry Mortal

Kombateers.

UMK3 supplements the

MK3 lineup with Scorpion,

Jade, Kitana, Reptile, classic

Sub-Zero, Ermac, and Mileena.

In addition to these arcade

characters, Rain and Noob are

selectable, plus there's one

hidden fighter.

Sadly, the new fighters are

all that make UMK3 a fresh

fighting experience. The re-

turning cast is the same as in

MK3, with no new moves to

learn—even the combo sys-

tem is identical! Players will

.

quickly find the gameplay

tiresome as they perform the

same combos found in MK3.

New features like the tourna-

ment modes, new Vs. codes,

and Brutality finishing moves

add only a little life to the

redundant gameplay.

If MK3 had never been

released, UMK3 would be

closer to an ultimate fighting

game. Unfortunately, UMK3

is just a slight variation of a

game that has been com-

pletely played to death. Q

Sound
Only a few screams of

4
. o terror are missing from

the arcade original. The rest of

the voices and music are dupli-

cated extremely well.

PROW: After you

defeat your first op-

ponent in the en-

durance match, you

can score a free hit

when the second

opponentjumps in.
With 23 characters and one hidden fighter,

the UMK3 lineup has many of the same
fighters as MK3.

Control

Not bad, but the SNES's

4 slow processing power,

combined with missing frames

of character animation, make a

slight difference in the timing of

combos and juggle moves found

in the arcade.

Fun Factor

UMK3 is best enjoyed

3 . with a group of friends.

Playing against the cheap com-

puter is about as fun as getting

your gums scraped by Kabal's

twin blades.
PROTIP: The best way to beat the boss Motaro is to constantly use
jump kicks and neck kicks to slowly wear him down.
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Genesis

ProReview

By Coach Kyle

A fabulous animated movie be-

comes a below-average game

on the Genesis. Pinocchio's only

for novices and Disney addicts.

As the storybook puppet,

you side-scroll through the

movie plot from Stromboli's

marionette show to a raft ride

with Ceppetto out of Monstro

the whale. The gameplay is

rudimentary platform action,

and the weak controls give you

almost nothing to do besides

walking and jumping.

With stiff characters and

undetailed backgrounds, the

graphics are like those you saw

Price not available

16 megs

Available now

Action/adventure

1 player

Side view

Replay value: Low

ESRB rating: Kids

to Adults

PROTIP: Keep ducking the entire

time you're escaping Monstro

until you come to the jumps.

in mediocre 1 993 games. The

music simplifies the movie's

classic soundtrack, and the car-

toony sound effects desperately

cry out for some voices.

What a shame that such a

long-awaited game, with such a

PROTIP: When floating on

the Pleasure Island bal-

loons, repeatedlyjump

to adjacent balloons until

you catch one that floats

up to the goodies.

famous story as a foundation,

should turn out to be so disap-

pointing. This wooden game

never comes to life.

PROTIP: In the marionette show,

study the movements of the

dancers so you can copy mem
step for step.

Super NES

ByAndromeda

A clone of the top-selling PC

game, Sim City 2000 won't

dominate the marketplace this

season, but it's a decent addi-

tion to any SNES library.

SC2000 offers you more

than the original Sim City for

the SNES. As before, you control

everything in your city, from

building the housing and parks

to figuring out how to placate

the often-angry citizens—but

since you start at the year

' II
LJU

ill

2000, you also deal with futur-

istic issues, like trying to launch

your populace into space.

The presentation is uneven.

The graphics look okay and the

sound effects are fun, but the

music is repetitive. The control

interface is awkward, especially

if you're used to the mouse or

keyboard from the computer

version. Despite the flaws, if you

love sims, you'll be happy to see

this cart. It's real Sim Fun. D

PROTIP: Floods cause damage
only at sea level. Use the Raise

Terrain button to build protec-

tive dikes around low-lying ar-

eas to take less flood damage.

PROTIP: Power plants are cru-

cial. Unless you're In the No
Disaster mode, they'll eventu-

ally wear out and shut down.

Keep track of their life span so

you can rebuild as necessary.

Sim City 2000 by T-HQ

$69.95

16 megs

Available now

Strategy

Battery backup

Replay value: High

ESRB rating: Kids

to Adults

Super NES
frQtevl*' By Captain

Cameron

Unheralded and unexpected, Realm is one of the season's better

SNES games.

You play a cyborg who leaps upward through trees, scales

castle walls, and blasts every moving thing in sight with an ar-

ray of futuristic guns. Don't let the simple shoot-em-up game-

play fool you: This is one tough game. In these four huge

worlds, you face hundreds of enemies, bosses take forever to

vanquish, and extra ammo and health are rare. Expect to start

over frequently once you enter this Realm.

The colorful graphics show fine attention to detail and boast

imaginative settings deep in the game. However, your cyborg

and the enemies move pretty stiffly, and the annoyingly repeti-

tive disco music doesn't fit in.

Realm is a well-crafted throwback to Cunstar Heroes-style

gameplay that will deliver a much-needed blast of excitement

to bored SNES owners.

GAMEPRO (122.) January 1997
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PROTIP: Take out this Stage One

statue enemy byjumping over

the lit globes It throws and aim-

ing for Its head.

PROTIP: Dent grab all the shields

from the crystals at once; save

some of the shields for when
you've taken damage later.

PROTIP: This tough flying enemy

falls with you from the castle

towers; stay between Its bombs

and rays, then nail Its body.

Realm by Titus

f f QJ]
3.5 3.5 Adjustable

$54.99

Megs not available

Available now

Action/adventure

1 player

Side view

Replay value:

Medium

ESRB rating: Kids

to Adults
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Are yen j tired
itthis?

Get that boot priNt off your butt ONce

aNd for all. Call the Sega 900 liNe. You'll

learN hiddeN Moves, secret power ups,

boNus levels aNd tips that vffl Make you

the video qaMe Master of all tiMe. ANd

you caN eveN order a Sega calliNg card,

already stocked vith SlO of calliNg

tiMe. Just thiNk,

you caN get all

the juicy tips you

vaNt 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. No

More eMbarrassMeNt. No More iNSults.

Just you, puMMeliNg your oppoNeNts aNd

laughiNg while you do it. DoN't waste

aNother MiNute. ChaNge your life today.

Call NCW
1-900-200-SEGA

U.S.: 1-900-200-SEGA $ 95/min (recorded), $1 .50 Anin (live) Must be 18 or have parental permission.

TT Ptione required In Canada:! -900-451 -5252 US$1.50/min (recorded/live)
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CREATE YOUR OWN
SUPER TEAM

Tecmo Super Bowl allows the

user to trade any player, to any
team, at any time. With this

feature you have the ability to

create your own Super Team.
Just be careful when you're

playing a friend. You had better

make sure he didn't set you up.

The only advice we can give is

check your opponent's roster.

LIVE COMMENTARY
Tecmo Super Bowl's announcer
gives true play by play
commentary, not just an
occasional phrase or two. If

perhaps you think he's an idiot,

you always have the option of

turning him off.

TOURNAMENT MODE
Over the years Tecmo Super
Bowl players have let us

know about the friendly

competitions which sometimes
take place. This new version has

pwv< E™1'"!

IWWifMUi

a built in tournament mode for

a total of 8 players playing one
on one till one of the players

wins the tournament. Chips and
drinks are sadly not included.

DIFFICULTY LEVELS
Knowing that some people
haven't been playing Tecmo
Super Bowl for years we've
included 3 difficulty settings.

Easy, Normal and Hard. Our
football game gives you the

ability to grow with the game.
Internally we call this a screen

save cause you don't have to

throw a rock through the TV
screen when you get frustrated

with the game.

INSTANT REPLAY
If you want to analyze the last

several seconds of play, simply

pause the game and start the

instant replay. In addition you
can go frame by frame to fully

analyze all of the action. Then
again, you may not want to see

the interception again, and
again, and again, and again.

NEW RECORDS & STATS
Tecmo's stats engine has always
been unsurpassed. This year
we've added the ability to keep
the stats from any player in any
position even if it's only for 1

play during the entire season.

Here's your one and only chance
to re-write the record book.

NEW PLAYBOOK
From the game play menu, you
now have access to the entire

playbook for the immediate
play. ...for more plays than you
can possibly want, use, call,

send-in, modify, change, and/or
run as the case may be.

VARIABLE WEATHER
CONDITIONS

Ordinary football games
sometimes have weather
conditions. So far as we know,
Tecmo Super Bowl is the only

game to actually change the

weather during the game. So
one minute it could be raining,

and then it could start snowing,

or then again stop or actually

it's too variable to give you all of

the possible scenarios.

MORE, MORE AND MORE
We've tried to highlight some of

the most important new
features of Tecmo Super Bowl
for the Sony PlayStation.

Obviously there are more
features than we can possibly

list. Tecmo Super Bowl is one of

the most realistic and
sophisticated football simulators

ever created. Aside from all of

the technical improvements,
think about the following:

1 TECMO" SUPER BOWL™
I SONY™ PLAYSTATION™
1 TELEVISION

+ 2 OR MORE PLAYERS

= GREAT FOOTBALL FUN

If you like REAL FOOTBALL WITH REAL PLAYERS you'll LOVE TECMO® SUPER BOWL™

ilESi
%yu'f&

Visit Tecmo Interactive at: http://www.tecmo.co.jp
Tecmo's Deception answers fThere are no correct answers... Welcome to Tecmo's Deception)

PLAYERSs



The Great One Scores a Decent N64 Debut

PROTIP: Don't let an opponent park in front of

the crease, or his teammates will quickly set him

up with deadly one-timers.

Wop Grerzhq's 3D Hockey
By Air Hendrix

fjinl-nntjn CA The very first Nintendo 64 sports title, Wayne Gretzky's

3D Hockey delivers raucous multiplayer action and solid

graphics. But hockey fans won't find the kind of topnotch gameplay that

they've grown accustomed to on the Genesis and PlayStation.

Open Ice

Gretzky faces off with

the right features: Exhi-

bition, Season, Playoff,

and Practice modes; all

the NHL players and

teams; moves like dives,

one-timers, trips, hooks,

and so on; and a Burst

button that jacks up

speed, shot, and check

power. Unique, snazzy

extras include the Fox

TV streak that high-

lights the puck and finishing moves during fights. The controls handle

fairly well, though the button layout's too complex.

This cart appeals to both camps of sports gamers by offering Open

Ice-style three-on-three action (replete with flaming pucks and actual

brick wall goalies) or regulation five-on-five matches. Both modes,

however, fall squarely in the arcade

realm with a flashy, fast-paced feel

that focuses less on realistic, tight

gameplay and more on high-octane

twitch excitement.

Unfortunately, the shallow

A.I. means the one-player thrills

fade quickly. A few shooting tactics

always score, the defense always

shuts down breakaways, and your

CPU teammates respond poorly when you set up plays. Multiplayer

matches are definitely Gretzky's strong point.

Into the Boards

Visually, the rinks come alive with great color and detail, and the spiffy

polygonal players sport awesome animations as goalies lunge for the

puck or players splatter across the ice when tripped. However, the

player graphics could use more detail, and the skating and stick han-

dling has a stiff, unrealistic look.

Scoring with a power shot sets the

net on fire!

On the sound side, an announcer tracks the action with decent

color commentary that unfortunately gets too repetitive. The on-ice

skating effects and crowd roars

perform nicely.

Blaring Siren

If fast, simple hockey appeals to

you and your buds, Gretzky's there

with all the right bells and whistles.

Just don't expect the depth and stay-

ing power of EA's NHL series or

Sony's Faceoff '97.

ami-p'tro TheTopTen
L NMbV Sports Games Ever

Wayne Gretzky's 3D Hockey

By Midway Entertainment

mm

1. Madden NFL '97 (PlayStation)

2. NHL Faceoff '97 (PlayStation)

3. Andretti Racing (PlayStation)

4. NFL GameDay (PlayStation)

5. NBA Jam (Super NES)

6. Triple Play '97 (PlayStation)

7. NBA Live '97 (PlayStation)

8. World Series Baseball '95 (Genesis)

9. International Track & Field

(PlayStation)

10. TIE: Ken Griffey Jr.'s Winning Run

(Super NES) & NHL '97 (Genesis)

PRO IIP: I he single best way to

score is one-timers from either

\\in» to the center.

SAMEPRO 128) January 1897
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Offensive Coordinator.

A back-breaking, *
pressure-filled,

tension -soaked,

utterly frustrating and

entirely thankless job.
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And it's all yours.
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NFL '97's exclusive Play Editor feature lets you design your own plays and run them with any offense in the NFL.
So you're offensive coordinator, you're head coach, you're in charge of all 1,500 NFL players. Now all you need is the game.

Sega Sports" NFL '97. Play football like real football players play football. Only on Sega Saturn."
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The King of Hockey Scores with a PlayStation Slap Shot

'37 lips

PlayStation

By Air Hendrix

EA's hallmark hockey series goes 32-bit with a Play-

Station debut that delivers more of that familiar, flashy

action. Despite the excellent graphics, NHL '97's addictive gameplay

still finishes second to the top-ranked NHL Faceoff '97 (see "Sports

Pages," December '96).

Dekes Like Fedorov

NHL '97's puck drops in Exhibition, Season, Playoff, and Shootout

modes, and all the pro teams and players fill the benches. The game

delivers all the right moves, including three checks, quick stops, 360-

degree spins, fake shots, players hitting the ice, drop passes, hooking,

and one-timers. You can also trade and create players, get in fights,

and fire off fancy signature moves with star players.

However, NHL '97 falls behind on the strategy side by failing to

provide the icon-based passing and coaching strategies (which enable

you to call different offensive and defensive plays) that added unprece-

dented depth to Faceoff '97. Still, NHL '97 certainly isn't a shallow

game, and many players may prefer its high-octane gameplay.

Genesis pros will

readily adapt to the com-

fortable controls. Skat-

ing and stick handling

respond very smoothly

with a much more life-

like feel that's mildly

tricky at first. On the

down side, the finicky

player switching some-

PROTIP: If you don't

have time to nail the

puck carrier with a

check, help out your

goalie by laying down

in front of the shot,

which reduces the

scoring

oppor-

tunities,

PROTIP: When taking control of

your goalie, anticipate your oppo-

nent's shot early and begin your

save before he actually shoots.

PROTIP: Signature mo\es. espe-

cially fancy dekes like Paul Cof-

fey's, are among the best ways

to juke the defense.

mrn^m

PROTIP: If you're controlling an agile player

like Mario Lemieux, lure the goalie into react-

ing early, then use some snappy stick han-

dling to maneuver around his save attempt

NHL <97 by EA Sports

Hockey

8 players

ESRB rating: Kids

to Adults

PROTIP: The hip check (Button PROTIP: If you're in a faceoffat

R2) is the most effective way to your opponent's net, you'll score

take down opponents, especially regularly with a one-timer to the

vt hen controlling powerful players wing in front of the goal,

like Chelios.

times interferes with taking over the key player, and occasionally it's

hard to set up precision passing with just the directional pad to aim

the puck.

Polygon Power

NHL '97 rules the rink in graphics. Spectacular animations bring the

game to life as goalies scramble for the puck and players splatter into

the boards after blistering checks. The polygonal look, though chunky,

adds a strong 3D feel, and you'll find names and numbers on the jer-

seys, as well as real-life masks on all the goalies. A faster pace would

have helped because the action slows significantly at times.

Good organ music and a decent but uninspired announcer round

out the sounds. The on-ice effects score with cool touches, like the

scratch of skates digging in, but the grunts begin to grow repetitive.

Faceoff Finesse

Hardcore hockey buffs will turn to Faceoff '97, favoring its

deeper, more strategic features and gameplay. But if

you want to juke goalies and rack up

the score, NHL '97's setting off sirens

with gorgeous graphics and its own

brand of fun, furious action. Q



Over 2,000,000 served.

Have you had your breal
"Sports Game of the Year"- PC Gamer

"5 out of 5"- Multimedia World

"Game of the Year"- Games Magazine

Over 2 million pool players have taken their break with Virtual Pool™, the

J>est-selling pool simulation ever. Virtual Pool is so real it will improve your

actual pool playing. It has all the angles and all the shots of the real

game. Take a lesson from a pro, learn trick shots or take a his-

toric multimedia tour of the sport. Then immerse yourself

k in the pure fun of Virtual Pool, where four different

^^'^^ games, computer opponents, network play and high-

™ J^^^ speed graphics will have you racking

^\ ^k up hours of fun and entertain-

^ ^f ^^ ment. If you love pool, take

your break today.

today?
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forms now availa

Macintosh, Windows 95,

Sega Saturn and Sony PlayStation.

The ultimate pool simulation with all

the physical action including friction,

speed, collision and roll. BY GAMERS. FOR GAMERS.
M*CPi.»v
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Mac'OS

Realtime, 360°, 3-D environment with

four great pool games including 8-ball,

9-ball, straight pool and rotation.

*\»
SSSA SATURN

1:11 lit'li
DOS VERSIONI #Celeris

© 1996 Cclcns, Inc. All rights reserved. Virtual Pool, Interplay and MacPlay are trademarks of Interplay Productions. All rights reserved. Exclusively licensed and distributed by Interplay Productions. Microsoft,
Windows and the Windows logo are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation. Macintosh is a registered trademark of, and the Accelerated for Power Macintosh sticker and Power Macintosh are trade-
marks of, Apple Computer, Inc. Mac and the Mac OS logo arc trademarks of Apple Computet, Inc.. used under license. Sega and Sega Saturn arc trademarks of SEGA ENTERPRISES, LTD. PlayStation and the
PlayStation logo arc trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment, Inc. All other trademarks and copyrights are the property of their respective owners. All rights reserved.
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MLB Pennant Race Slides into Second

# MLB Pennant Race
By Air Hendrix

The eternally delayed Pennant Race finally hit store

rldtJjIdllUli shelves just in time for the World Series, but its closest

competitor, Triple Play, walks off the field with top honors—especially

in terms of graphics and sounds. Pennant Race still scores well with

strong features and entertaining gameplay.

Long Fly Ball

Pennant Race digs in at the plate with a fairly exhaustive list of fea-

tures. Gamers will find all the major-league teams and players, a com-

plete set of modes, trades and player creation, and arcade or sim action.

Cool standouts, like switching fielder depth on the fly and the perfectly

staggered difficulty levels, add to the fun.

The controls generally respond well. Batters blast away with three

swings and two controllable slides, while pitchers sling three pitches at

three speeds in sim mode or just control the break with the directional

pad in arcade mode. Dives, jumps, and speed bursts help you chase the

ball in the field.

That all adds up to a thorough arsenal, but the list of flaws is siz-

able, too. Pitching and batting are shallow in comparison with Triple

Play, which gives you

much greater control

over details like batting

stance and position on

the mound. More seri-

ous problems pop up.

too: When fielding,

you're often stuck con-

trolling a player that's

too far from the ball,

and a few lingering

bugs crop up (swung-on

strikes are sometimes

balls). Even with these

problems, Pennant Race's gameplay packs enough depth and realism to

deliver a fun day at the park.

I illicit! Fly

Visually, Pennant Race goes for an illustrated 2D look that falls short of

Triple Play's gorgeous polygonal style. If you like the look, though,

Pennant Race does it well—the fluidly moving fielders are particularly

nice. Best of all, its zippy frame rate makes for much smoother action

compared to how slowly Triple Play chugs along.

Padres announcer Jerry Coleman calls the action with a colorful

PROT1P: You can tap the throw buttons early

to set up a siring of throws between bases, so

always go for the multiple outs.

MLB Pennant Race by Sony

PROTIP: Position your batting cursor inside the strike zone before the pitch

is thrown so you can quickly judge whether it's a ball.

variety of phrases, but frequently (and frustratingly) he's just dead

wrong. The in-game effects perform well, but the crowd's too quiet.

Safe at Second

If you're a casual PlayStation baseball

fan who needs only one baseball game,

stick with Triple Play. But the hardcore

will get a lot out of Pennant Race.

Despite its quirks and flaws, this solid

baseball title earns its place among

Sony's topnotch sports line. Q

G AMEPRO (l34) January 1997
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3D Baseball
By Scary "Swing King" Larry

5 1

Although this graphically impressive game brings base-

ball into the 32-bit stadium with ease, it's a double-

PROTIP: (letting your runner back to base on an unsuccesful steal re-

quires more time than ifs worth. Use the hit-and-run to advance instead.

edged bat. Great graphics are offset by substandard controls and the

most infuriating play-by-play since the O.J. Simpson freeway chase.

Swing Time

The rendered polygonal graphics

are done with a sense of realism

unseen in baseball games so far.

Players swing, pitch short double-

play balls to second base, and slide

with major-league panache.

3D Basebai by Crystal Dynamics

Price not available

Available now

Baseball

2 players

Multiple views

Replay value: Medium

ESRB rating: Kids

to Adults

The sounds don't square up so solidly. The announcer is funny

d direct in his comments—but he wears very thin after a short while,

also favors some players with more verbal kudos than others.

Control is the

game's biggest offender.

Fielding the ball is

ridiculously hard

—

throws to first base on

easy grounders to the

shortstop are often inter-

cepted by the second

baseman. Also, pop flies

are hard to catch because

getting your player to the

bail is a long, laborious,

and often unsuccessful

prospect.

Balk!

The control and sound

problems might have

been overlooked if the

game had flawless game-

play and a better license

(you get real players, but

no real teams or stadi-

ums). Without these

problems, 3D Baseball

would have rivaled

World Series for the Sat-

urn king of the swing.

As it is, it's better than

Big Hurt but less than

satisfactory for hardcore baseball fans. L3
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« FIFH Soccer '97

By Johnny Ballgame ' ^^^^^

FIFA '97 kicks the competition to the curb with im-

NOlJ jlullOn proved graphics, superior sound, and World Cup-win-

ning gameplay that will have you shouting "G-O-A-L!" at the top of

your lungs for weeks.

Dribble Delirium 7Ml

FIFA Soccer '97 by EA Sports

uripnics sound umrol timUMnr Lhlllingi

4.5 5.0 4.5 4.5 Adjustable

$59.95 Multiple views

Available now Replay value: High

Soccer ESRB rating: Kids

2 players to Adults

FIFA features four modes of play and more than 4200 professional

players from 12 international leagues. You can play in "friendly" single

matches, tournaments, leagues, or playoffs, and you can change condi-

tions like the game's length, field, injuries, and fouls. New this year is

the option to play in either the traditional outdoor stadium or the new

indoor arena, where the field is shorter and the action rockets by at an

lob-pass him the ball for a header

or bic\cle ku'

jour opponent's shots-on-goaL

unsoccer-like feverish pace.

The players are fully rendered,

and with the use of motion-capture

technology, they perform realistic,

smoothly animated moves like bicy-

cle kicks, headers, heel kicks, and

one-timers. Goalies dive heroically

to save games, dribblers use'turbo to

speed toward the goal, and defenders slide-tackle with a viciousness un-

seen in other soccer titles. The only problem graphically is that when

the ball hugs the wall in the indoor stadium, it's sometimes difficult to

see what's going on.

The sound scores in ways that will make other game companies

jealous. Three international play-by-play announcers provide detailed,

side-busting commentary on the action, while the crowd's cheers and

chants totally envelop you in

all the excitement and enthu-

siasm of the world's most

popular sport.

Worth Its

Weight in Goals

FIFA '97 demands attention

and respect not only from

soccer fans, but from sports

gamers in general. You'll be

kicking yourself all winter if

you let it pass you by. 13
out by accident \ou'll he automati-

Sega Worldwide Soccer '97

By The Weekend Warrior

„ ,
The slick soccer action in Sega Worldwide Soccer '97

jOIUIII rates as fast fun on the Saturn. A major enhancement

of last year's Worldwide Soccer, Worldwide '97 features more teams,

more options, and sharper graphics, delivering a completely fresh,

must-play gaming experience.

Everything and the World
Worldwide '97 serves up 48 international teams from the USA to

Cameroon. The game is bursting with options, including four modes

like Exhibition and World Cup Tournament, customizable rosters,

player creation, four difficulty levels, and the ability to adjust all

play parameters from the time to the weather.

Sega Worldwide Soccer '97

By Sega Sports

48 teams

4 views

Replay value: High

ESRB rating: Kids

to Adults

Soccer strategists will ponder

long and hard over a wide assort-

ment of offensive and defensive

options, which feature seven types

of tactics and 12 player formations.

You can change strategies on the fly,

and detailed stats follow each game.

Visual Goals

Worldwide '97 scores many visual goals with sharp graphics, clearly

rendered players, detailed on-field environments, well-designed menu

screens, and extremely smooth player animations. Four camera angles

and an Instant Replay mode present a comprehensive overview of the

field and action. The impressive graphics are complemented by smooth,

easy-to-leam controls, pumping rock soundtracks, and sharp digitized

sound effects that complete the soccer experience.

Worldwide '97 rewards

the Saturn faithful with a

great sports game that would

be a standout on any sys-

tem. The great gameplay

and graphics make World-

wide '97 accessible to soc-

cer diehards and novices

alike. Go for the goal! Q

BAMEPRO (i36) January 1817
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3D Baseball
By Johnny Ballgame

3D Baseball is the equivalent of a muscle-bound minor

r 1 L|D TOllOn leaguer who looks like a top prospect, but strikes out in

every at bat when he finally gets his shot in the majors.

Bichette Happens
All your favorite real players

are represented, from Bonds to

Belle, but there are no authen-

tic teams, uniforms, or stadi-

ums. Instead you play in four

fields of screams with names

like Crystal Yards and The

Stadium. The only two modes

available are Exhibition and

Pennant Race, and although

the graphics rank among the

best of any baseball game, the

gameplay's among the worst.

Player movement is in-

credible and includes every-

thing from lifelike batter

stances to sweep tags on slid-

ing base runners. The problem

is that when the ball is in play,

the camera switches to a close-

up of the fielder to show off

the awesome animation. This

makes it difficult to know

what's happening on the rest

of the field, and it throws off

the timing of both the base

runner and defender.

Even worse, the physics

of gameplay are so screwed up

that you'll witness fly balls

that start to fall, only to rise

back into the sky. When a

pitcher throws a change-up,

your swing frustratingly slows

down along with the ball.

Van Earl Wright is the

glitchy announcer who's to-

tally off-base with most of his calls, and the crowd sounds more like a

car speeding by than people cheering.

For Whom the Belle Tolls

Disappointing to say the least, 3D
Baseball is strictly minor-league ma-

terial. Fans of the diamond should

stick to Triple Play for the best Play-

Station baseball game to date.

EAMEPIO (137) January 1897
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SPEC IFICATIONS
COMPATIBLE WITH ALL SONY PLAYSTATION GAMES
t KONAMI'S LETHAL ENFORCERS I & II™
• KONAMI'S CRYPT KILLER™
t DIE HARD TRILOGY™
• PROJECT HORNED OWL™
• AREA 51™
WEIGHT: 7 OUNCES
RANGE: 5-7 FEET
SIZE: 8 INCHES FROM NOSE TO BUTT

THE LICENSED GUN FOR THE SONY PLAYSTATION.

PROJECT HORNED OWL ts a trademark c* Sony Interactive Entenainmeni inc. © 1996 Sony Computer EnterteJrvnerW
Inc. ©I996MOVIC OIE HARD TRILOGY™ 4© 1996 Twentieth Century Fox Film Corporation M rights rewrved.
AREA S

'« C '

®

95 A,Bft 0arn8B Corporation A' 1 "(jfila reserved. Developed by Mesa Logic, Inc.
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JUSTlRER®are registered trademarks, and CRYPT KILLER'" and LETHAL ENFORCERS I & II™ are
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PlayStation game console. PlayStation and the PlayStation logos are trademarks of Sony Computer
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Sega's preparing for gridiron

battle with NFL '97, a title that

it hopes can compete with EA's

football legend, Madden NFL
'97. Sega's NFL '97 offers play-

books unique to each team and

a play editor that allows you to design and run plays that you have created.

All 30 NFL teams are represented, along with all the players updated to the

start of the '96 season. The graphics and gameplay aren't up to Madden's

high standards yet, but there's still

time left in Sega's preseason to pull

together a possible title contender.

—Johnny Ballgame

Developed and published

by Sega Sports

Available now
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: In The Zone 2

PlayStation

In The Zone returns for its second season

of arcade-style five-on-five basketball

with high-flying graphics but brick-laying

depth. New this year are substitutions

and the ability to play both a full season

or playoffs, but any type of strategy is still sorely missing.

So far the only play you can run is the post, and on of-

fense, players don't move away from the ball. Konami

needs plenty of practice before the upcoming season if

it hopes to compete

with NBA Live '97.

—Johnny Ballgame

Developed and published

by Konami

Available December '96

Doiitoiiu USD Championship

Circuit Edition
Sega tries to heat up the racetrack as Daytona USA Championship

Circuit Edition power-shifts onto the Saturn. Circuit Edition's features

include two new tracks, several new cars, and a two-player split-screen

option. All the courses are now supposed to zip by in high-res graphics

and with a frame rate

faster than before. How

ever, the caution flag is up as the

frame-rate upgrade and planned

retooling of the original Daytona's

redraw problem weren't available

in this early version. Hopefully,

these problems will be corrected

before Circuit Edition rolls off the

Sega assembly line.

—

Bruised Lee

GAMEPRO (i38) January 1997



GRETZKY 3-D HDCKEY. WE CHANGED THE RULES.

Hddking

Slashing

The Great One

THE KING DF THE ICE. NUMBER 99. NDW WAYNE GRETZKY HA.

NEW TITLE: VIDED GAME DESIGNER. THE PLAYER WHD IS HDCKEY
HAS DESIGNED THE ULTIMATE DAME. SHDW YDUR RESPECT ""

GETTING GRETZKY 3-D HDCKEY TDDAY. ONLY ON NINTENDO

©1996 Alar, Games Corporation. All rights reserved. THE NHLPA S NHL PRESENT WAYNE GRETOY'S 3-D HOCKEY is a trademark of Wayne D. Gtetzky and the National Hockey league Players'
Association. Bkcluding the word NHL NHL National Hockey League, the NHL Shield, and the Stanley Cup are registered trademarks of the National Hockey League. All NHLIogos and marks and

IWIf}\A/AV ""'" '°,0S 8nd m,,kS ""'"'' t[""" a" "" P'°P er,Y of the NHL and the respective teams and may not he reproduced without the prior mitten consent of NHL Enterprises L P ©1996 NHL Used***UfT¥*%f. under license by Atari Games Corporation Officially licensed by the National Hockey League, ffi 1996 NHLPA!" and IB designate trademarks ol the National Hockey League Players' Association
and are used, under license, by Atari Games Corporation. Officially Licensed Product of the National Hockey League Playeis' Association. Midway® is s registered tredemerk of Midway Games
Inc. Used by permission. Nintendo. Nintendo 64 and the 3-D N' logo are trademarks ol Nintendo of Amerce Inc. ©1996 Nintendo of America Inc. Licensed by Nintendo.



MAKE HASTE

Blue is back. Sonic's new world is in 3D.

Which means the little blue guy has a lot
more territory to cover this time. so put
it in gear. There are flickies to rescue.

Power-ups to grab. And moves like The
Blast Attack that make this Sonic
the fastest and wildest you've ever seen.

New Sonic games now available on
Genesis, Game Gear and PC.

SEGA and Genciu are reguwrcd in the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office. Game Gear, Sonic )D Wait, Sonic Blaii, and VectorMan 2 are trademark, of Sega.

01996 SEGA. P.O.Box 8097, Redwood City, CA 91063. All right, reserved. Made in the USA. Primed in Japan.
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OR MAKE VASTE.

¥M&7iJ&}iM

With a load of new morphs and the motherlode of new
weapons, vectorman now has even more ways to turn
his mutant insect enemies into landfill. do battle as a

SCORPION, A GIANT TICK, OR A RHINO BEETLE. Or JUST DO
A TON OF DAMAGE WITH The FlREBALL, The BOOT BLAST, OR
The Overkill. Spare nothing. Shoot everything.

www.sega.com
» into, vuit Segi'i web liie *t htipJ/wwwjcga.com or on CompuServe u GO SEGA.
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Grand Prize 1

Win Your Own PRIVATE

Game Room!
Equipped with a Sony Big Screen

TV, two Speakers, a 32-bit System

of your choice, five hit titles from

Capcom's 32-bit Library, and a

fully stocked mini refrigerator fully

stocked with Pepsi!

irst

One 32-bit System of your choice

plus five hit titles from Capcom's
32-bit Library! ,

TO ENTER: No purchase necessary Complete trie entry blank found on the displays at titles from Capr

Second Prize
Two hit titles from Capcom's
32-bit Library, a GamePro
Magazine Subscription, and

a GamePro T-shirt!

xciusive property oi GamePio Media Group, and Capcom Enl

e acknowledged 01 returned I

r its affiliates, subsidiaries, divisio

Prizes: Third Prize winners will leceive one (11

Third Prize has an approximate retail value ol i

number ot all eligible entries received Winner

prize v

Jtilied by phone and/oi mail Grand

1.1997 ELIGIBILITY: This

cept for residents of Rhode Island

irs ol age. a parent or guardian must be designated the

Third Prize
One Capcom T-shirt and

One GamePro T-shirt!

eitainmeiit KJWUirpornon

omolion are (inal GamePro Medo Group. Capcom

oration and Pepsi and its alliliates. subsUaris

n lor any injuries, losses n i

.-u.. or use ol the praetsl Winner ludrr

Group Kmart Corporation, Capcom

ir Illness PRIZE RESTRICTION:

s described above f
!

;

v™,,s may apply

Send in your entry to:

Kmart/Capcom Sweepstakes
P.O.Box 5960/San Mateo, CA 94402



Sensors with
Paradise!

COLL

ft

/

/Vie #1 Multipiatform Gaming Ma^minc

CAPCOM VIDEO GAME
$5.00 MAIL-IN REBATE

Purchase any selected Capcom video game at

Kmart and receive a $5.00 rebate! Send
completed coupon with your original Kmart
register receipt for a Capcom video game,

along with a self-addressed, stamped envelope
to: Capcom/Kmart Sweepstakes, Capcom
Entertainment Inc., 475 Oakmead Parkway,

Sunnyvale, CA 94086.

Name

Address

CltJ State Zip

Attention retailer: Mail-In rebate offer. Do not redeem
coupon at register. Offer expires 3/31/97.
No substitutions. No photocopies accepted.

GAMEPRO $1.00
MAIL-IN REBATE

Receive a $1.00 rebate when you purchase
GamePro Magazine at any Kmart. Simply send a

completed coupon with your ORIGINAL dated
Kmart sales receipt for your issue of GamePro,
along with a self-addressed, stamped envelope

to: GamePro Rebate, GamePro Magazine,

P.O. Box 5960, San Mateo, CA 94402.

City State Zip

Attention retailer: Mail-in rebate offer. Do not redeem
coupon at register. Offer expires 3/31/97.
No substitutions. No photocopies accepted.
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t \ S UIKODEN
ByArt Angel

Konami's highly anticipated

Suikoden delivers a superla-

tive RPC experience. What

separates Suikoden from

other RPCs are a great story

line, sensational sounds, and

a user-friendly interface.

Suikoden's Story
You play as the general's son

who must choose between

your loyalty to the Emperor

or your promise to a dying

friend who's a member of the

rebelling Liberation Army.

Since correcting the injustice

in the kingdom requires care-

ful decision-making, you inter-

act with over 100 characters

and many subplots that neatly

tie up the final denouement.

ill

PROW: Spread your nines among
all your characters so you can

take on bigger creatures with

lots of HP.

Though its gameplay is

similar to classic RPCs such as

Chrono Trigger, Suikoden has

one big difference that makes

it stand out: Its user-friendly in-

terface. Inventories are clearly

laid out, making this an espe-

cially effortless game to play,

and the three types of combat

(person to person, party ver-

sus party, and army battles)

are entertaining enough to

PROW: Boost your army's

power before going into battle

so you'll have a better chance

when you're undermanned.

make Suikoden appealing to

every gamer, even those who
typically don't like RPCs.

Hits and Misses
Graphically, Suikoden is un-

even. The character sprites

are nice and crisp until you

see the pixelated closeups.

The backgrounds, especially

in the isometric 3D view, are

PROW: Save all healing items

until you're facing the larger

monsters because they can kill

you with just one or two hits.

a bit bland. The special effects

for spells and special attacks

are a sight to behold, but the

gameplay lacks any full-

motion-video (FMV) or eye-

opening cut scenes.

Balancing the inconsistent

graphics is Suikoden's out-

standing sound. Most notable

is the game's soundtrack,

which captures the true feel

of each setting and

scenario. The loud-

and-clear effects for

attacks and spells all

ring true.

Overall, Suikoden

is a topnotch, classic-

style RPC with a deep,

evolving story line

and smooth, efficient

gameplay. If the graph-

ics had been tweaked

and more FMV/cut

scenes been inserted,

this game would be one

^FS^TheTopTenBest RPGs Euir

2. Final Fantasy 3 (Super NES)

3. Lunar: Eternal Blue/Silver Star

(Sega CD)

4. Breath of Fire II (Super NES)

5. Phantasy Star IV (Genesis)

6. Secret of Mana (Super NES)

7. Chrono Trigger (Super NES)

8. Super Mario RPG (Super NES)

9. Might and Magic II (Genesis)

10. Final Fantasy 2 (Super NES)
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PROTIP: Place your missile-carrying

characters in the rear of the formation.

Hand weaponry is useless when it's

kept in the back row.

PROW: Appraise any unknown
antiques. You may have a spe-

cial item, or you may be duped

by merchants.

of the best ever. However, it

stands as one of the best RPCs

on the PlayStation, and proba-

bly won't be surpassed until

Final Fantasy VII is released. L3

PROTIP: Avoid lower-level enemies

whenever possible; ifyou duke it

out with all of them, they're likely

to score a hit.

Suikoden by Konami

Price not available

Available now

Fantasy/RPG

1 player

Angled overhead view

Replay value: High

ESRB rating: Kids

to Adults

GAMEPRO (144) January 1997



'rojafliliB^E^einoiiSiluSl^is
In the near future, mankind has conquered dimensional travel but

the door we have opened swings both ways. The peaceful city vou

have grown up in has become a haven for dark creatures from

another world— Demons! Now it's up to you and your friends to

harness the hidden power within you by entering the fantasy

game known as Persona.

Vou awaken with incredible abilities that you will need to defeat

the scores of Demon invaders and cleanse the land of their forces.

Converse with them before doing battle to determine your best

course of action. Fight them or enlist their aid in your mission.

Hither way, you arc set for the fantasy adventure of a lifetime!

tr^vccial Acaturcs

Based on the ultra-popular, mega-hit, Megami
Tensei series: first time to hit US shores

100+ hoursj^tjoulse pounding gameplay

» Over 300 different monsters to do battle with

1 Morph any member ot your party into a j
'

more powerful source known as "Persona'

Fight your way to one ofmany endings—

«SC
m

i_ft

5 .1 - IS

v/2r»ifK^B

Wl^KH ,_J_1.\ -^ §_
.iMfc*

4 i 1 1 ICT EVELATIONS I

<i? 1996 Alius Co .
LTD. Persona Revelations Series are trademarks of A1li

Call 1-800-771-3772 lorG
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MAGIC: The Gathering-

Magic, the wildly popular card game that's the biggest RPG sensation

since Dungeons and Dragons, finally materializes in the video game
world, ready to cast spells of enchantment on all who venture to play.

The Story
Six mighty wizards are lured to the land of Corondor by

Ravidel, a ruthless plainswalker who's gone insane from the

hardships of war. His desire is that the wizards weaken each

other so he can destroy them all, thereby becoming the most

powerful creature in the universe. Three of the warring wiz-

ards are Conquerors, who are trying to capture as much land

and power as possible, while the other three are Defenders,

seeking merely to protect the land and people of Corondor

from battle and bloodshed.

You summon a*Shiv:

Dragon and advance

Gameplay
Magic offers two modes of gameplay: The Duel mode enables

one or two players (using a split screen) to engage in Magic-

style war, just as if they were playing the card game. This

means you battle your opponent with cards that display over

200 creatures, spells, artifacts, and enchantments from the

Magic: The Gathering series. In addition to pre-made, ran-

dom, or custom decks of cards, you can also choose new

cards from the expansion deck called Mirage.

The Campaign mode is more like a strategic war-sim ad-

venture where players build armies, research spells, and con-

quer territories on their way to a final showdown against Ravi-

del. When you encounter enemies, play shifts to the Duel mode,

where you must once again use spell and creature cards to

destroy the enemy and capture his mana.

With all the expectations surrounding this game, hope-

fully Acclaim,wiH make some 32-bit Magic this holiday season.

EAMEPRO (l46) January 1997



Hell at!war.
In

the hellish world

of Warhamraer,

powerful armies >

clash in cataclysmic

battles. Ore hordes

batter at the gates of the

Empire, mighty bastion

of humanity. As the leader of

the infamous Grudgebringers,

command your mercenary

army to stop this

tide of evil.

Now for play on the

PlayStation'" game console,

WARHAMMER: shadow of

THE HORNED RAT has

everything you'd expect in

a fantastic wargame:

More than 40 amazing 3D
battles include gorgeous visuals

and challenging strategies.

Stunning animated sequences and
detailed mission briefings provide

in-depth backgrounds.

Command a mercenary army,

choosing your forces from over

25 troop types.

Battles are linked together

by a detailed story line.

TO ORDER: Visit your retailer

or call 1 -800-60 1 -PLAY with

Visa/MC (North America only),

*~W*

A MUTOSCAPE* COMPANY

Artwork and imagery © 1 996 Games Workshop Ltd.

All rights reserved Program © 1996 Mindscape. Inc.

Ml rights reserved The SSI logo is

a registered trademark of Strategic

Simulations, Inc.. a Mindscape Company Warhammer and the Games
Workshop logo are registered trademarks and Shadow of the Horned

Rat is a trademark of Games Workshop Ltd PlayStation and the

PlayStation logos are trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment inc

Call 1-800-771-3772 for information on Game Ratings
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Star Gladiator breaks Capcom's old trend of 2D

fighting, and opens up a whole new 3D fighting

world. Here, we give you a breakdown of the

general gameplay skills that will help you get

used to and soon excel in the 3D fighting

environment. We include a complete move list

for the nine fighters and show you how to

perform some of their best combos.

By Bruised Lee

Basic Skills
Here are some basic skills you should know and use during a fight.

3D Movement
Each fighter has the ability to circle

around an opponent and attack from

different directions. This movement

can also be used to avoid any ring-

out victories.

Plasma Reversals
Use Plasma Reversals to predict an

opponent's attack and counter it. To

properly counter an incoming move,

you must counter with the same

move your opponent attacks with.

For example, if an opponent attacks

with a Vertical Slash, you must

counter with a Vertical Slash.

Note: You can't counter kick attacks.

Plasma Revenge
A Plasma Revenge move blocks and

counters incoming moves.

Tap (* G) to circle toward the

screen; tap («- G) to circle away

from the screen.

s Tap (<- A G) for a Vertical Slash

counter; or tap (« B G) for a Side

Slash counter.

Plasma Reflect
Plasmajjeflect moves ricochet at-

tacks, thus leaving your opponent

off balance for an attack.

Knockdown

Attacks

—.-.»

wjMii««»*rt«»w«»;jMsa« * >.itf;<.vi| >:J

Tap (-» A G) for a Vertical Slash

counter; or tap (-» B G) for a Side

Slash counter.

When you knock down an oppo-

nent, tap t and any attack button

to score an extra hit.

Plasma Special Whei

Each fighter has a super move that
°unn

can't be blocked which inflicts major
ways

damage. A Plasma Special can be
cle 'en

performed only once each round. ffgll

IS*? 1

Tap (A B K) to execute a Plasma

Special.

Get Up and Fight
When your fighter is knocked down

during a match, there are several

ways to recover offensively and

defensively.

Roll Backwards
While on the ground, tap <

Roll Forward
While on the ground, tap *

Roll to the Side

While on the ground, tap G

Getting-Up Attack

While on the ground, tap K

Low Getting-Up Attack

While on the ground, tap (I K)

Against AirAttack

While on the ground, tap I, (t K)

-* = Toward B

* = Away G

A = Vertical Slash K = Kick

Motion = Move the joystick in one

smooth, continuous motion.

Charge = Hold the direction or button

indicated for the time indicated.

u ()= Execute commands in

parentheses simultaneously.

Note: All techniques are described under the assumption that your character is

facing to the right. If they're facing left, reverse any Toward and Away commands.

GAMEPRO ^2) January 1997



Overhead Swing Turnaround Slice

Super
Overhead Swing Grab Move

BASIC

SKILLS
Overhead Slash
Tap (-» A)

Charging Slash
Tap (-» B)

Side Kick
Tap (-» K)

Juggle Attack

Tap [•* A)

Trip Slash

Tap (* B)

Sidestep Kick

Tap (* K)

Charging Stab
While running, tap A

00t/6/e Side-Stab

While running, tap B, B

F/y/fM/ K/cfc

While running, tap K

Motion -» ^a 4- nr «- A When your back is to an With the dagger, motion » When in close, tap (A B)

opponent, tap A * 4- tf <- A

Takedown Sword Extender Super Grab Behind Grab

Motion 4* * -» B, tap B

Small Jump

Tap • , I , I With the dagger, tap ->, **, When behind an opponent,

Sword Control *.*••* tap(AB)

Wote: Bw moi/es can to//oiv

the Sword Control move. Uppercut Crouching*Grab

Ulll
:

Tap (G K) Do the Sword Extender, With the dagger, motion -» When both players are

then tap A, A, », G, B 4 * A crouching, tap (A B)

Small Jump Attack Small Dagger Power Bomb
L*«l

Tap (G K), A or B Do the Sword Control, With the dagger, tap *, «-, When in close, tap *, «-, K
then tap 4, 4-, 4- -»,«-,-,«-, K

Four-Hit Juggle-Stab Combo HGtter Combos!
Four-Hit Juggle-Kick Combo

Tap («- B) Tap (* A)

Two-Hit Grab Combo

n

iw
Tap («- B) Tap (A B)

Final Combo
Tap (* A) Tap K

F*T

in
Tap(t A)

(%£% January 1997



Special Strategy Section: STAR GLADIATOR
Punch Combo Flash Kick Snap-Kick Combo Cartwheel Grab Move

Motion I^ A, tap A Tap 4.
,
(t K) Motion 4. * «- K, tap K Motion I \i «- G

Spin Combo Flash to Uppercut Big Bang Back Flip

When in close, tap (A B)

Behind Grab

Motion 4. * » A, tap K Tap *,{t K), A Tap (K G), A, A, *, (G B) Tap (K G)

North Star Flying Spin-Kick Moonsault Kicks Camel Clutch

When behind an opponent,

tap (A B)

Crouching Grab

Tap «-,(-» B),K Motion 4- * «- K

is> Overhead Slash
1 Tap(-»A)

Spin Slash

9^| Tap(->B)

w Roundhouse Kick

I
Tap(-»K)

Low Slash

Tap (* B)

Knee Charge
Tap (* K)

When your back is to an

opponent, tap K, (K G)

Sweep Kick

Tap (* K)

Butt Flip

While running, tap A or B

Slide Kick

While running, tap K

Juggle Attack
Tap(*A)

When an opponent is face When both players are

up on the ground, tap », crouching, tap (A B)

<-,K

June
Final Combo

Five-Hit Flash-Kick Combo

Tap4.,(tK) Tap A Ta|

Three-Hit Turnaround Combo

Tap(tK)

Five-Hit Juggle Combo

T^r-^
Tap («- B) Motion 4- * «- Tap K

K

GAMEPRO €^% January 1997



l Strategy Section: STAR GLADIATOR

' III Un n
Trapeze Combo Top Spin Double Surprise Grab Move

Motion I * -» A, tap A Motion I ~» » B

flrasf/c Fo//ow Acrobat Combo

Tap(-»K),A

Dancing Feet

When in close, tap (A B)

Cartwheel

\0Sm3&;
-

...

Tap (-» B), B Motion 4 *• «- B, tap B, B Tap (4 K), (-» K)

Spin-AroundAttack Firecracker Behind Grab

Motion 4- \i *r G

Crouching Grab

BASK
Sum
Overhead Slash

Tap (* A)

Side Slash
Tap (-» B)

Head-Butt

Tap (-» K)

Knockdown Attack

Tap (* A)

tow S/as/i

Tap (* B)

Juggle Kick

Tap (* K)

Diving Head-Butt
While running, tap A or B

Chest Dive
While running, tap K

Tap «-, (» K) Tap«-,(-»K) When behind an opponent, When both players are

tap (A B) crouching, tap (A B)

Six-Hit Bouncing Combo

Final Combo

iKUIerO
Four-Hit Turnaround Juggle Combo Five-Hit Ground-to-Air Combo

Tap(<-B) Tap->,(*K) Tap A Tap (-» A)

January 1997



ECIAL STRATEGY bECTION.* rlciWUIkVWr]
Up-Lift Combo Gamof Press Swing and a Hit Jump Over Stab Sbot

Q Tap(-»A),F When an opponent is face When in close, motion 1> Tap (G K)

down on the ground, tap ^ » K, tap B
*-,[* K)

Spinning Pile Driver Giant Swing Grab Move Tornado Strike

Tap(lB),(-»A)

The Swing

f ^~+

BASIC

SKILLS
Overhead Slash
Tap (-» A)

Side Slash
Tap (> B)

Head-Butt
Tap (» K)

Juggle Attack
Tap(^i A)

Low Slash
Tap [* B)

Flip Kick

Tap(*K)

Diving Flip Kick
While running, tap A or B,

or tap B, B

Chest Dive
While running, tap K

Four-Hit Big-Fist Combo

When behind an opponent, When in close, tap (A B) Tap **, (-» B), B, B
motion -» * 4- tf «- K

Forward Boll Behind Grab

When in close, motion l

Crouching Grab

Motion 4- * * (G K) When behind an opponent, When both players are

tap (A B) crouching, tap (A B)

*
Three-Hit Juggle Combo

Killer
Final Combo

Tap [* A) Tap K

Five-Hit Ground-Smack Combo

GAMEPRO €$% January 1997



Special Strategy Section: STAR GLA
High Beam Low Beam Hover Strike Mad Dive Back Dash

Tap (-» A)

Chainsaw

Tap(*A)

Drill Kick

Motion 4- * <- A

Laser Strike

Tap 4, t,K

Flying Drill

Tap K G K)

Grab Move

Tap(-»B) Tap(^K) Motion 4. *-» K Tap i>, t, K,(4< K)

Behind Grab Special Behind Laser Behind Grab Leg Split

When in close, tap (A B)

Crouching Grab

When behind an opponent, When behind an opponent, When behind an opponent, Tap (-» K), K
tap (A B), A tapK tap(AB)

When both players are

crouching, tap (A B

V*>cto

ai

BASIC
C 1/ 1 1 I c Low 5lash Shoulder Charge Charging Drill Kick
JrMLLj Tap(^B) While running, tap A or B While running, tap K

Five-Hit Laser Combo

Final Combo

iKillei
Three-Hit Takedown Combo

Tap A Tap K Tap A

Five-HitAir-Shot Combo

GAMEPRO j^% January 1997



Special Strategy Section:

C-»r»\l
Joust Stab Flip Attack Diagonal Roll Grab Move

Tap («- A)

Charging Storm

Tap «-, (-» A K)

Spinning Attack

Tap «-, (-» G K)

Elbow Smash

When in close, tap (A B)

Snap-Kick Combo

Motion l * » A, tap A Tap «-, «- A, tap A, A Tap », (-» K)

Rising Arrow Standing Storm Arrow Trip

Motion 4* ^ -» A, tap K

/Irroiv Snap K/cfr

snus
Low Stab

Tap(-»A)

tow 5//ce

Tap (» B)

Snap Kick

Tap (» K)

JuggleAttack
Tap (* A)

Low Trip

Tap (* B)

Sweep Kick

Tap (* K)

Elbow Charge
While running, tap A or B

Slide Kick

While running, tap K

Motion -* ^ * \i «- A, tap Motion -» * I * «- A, tap Motion » * I \£ «- A, tap Motion -» * 4- * « A, tap

Behind Grab Wild Kicks The Cracker

When behind an opponent, When both players are Tap (* K), («- K)

tap (A B) crouching, tap (A B)

When an opponent is face

down on the ground, tap

Three-Hit Turnaround-Kick Combo Four-Hit Juggle Combo

Killer
Final Combo

Tap («- B) Tap (* K) Tap («- K) Tap [* B) Tap (» A)

Three-Hit Backbreaker Combo

Tap(«-B) Tap(«-A) Tap -»,(«•«)

GAMEPRO <^| January 1997



cial Strategy Section: STAR GLADIATOR

Rimqa

JlilLLJ

Overhead Swing
Tap (» A)

Base Hit

Tap(-»B)

Meal Bite

Tap (-» K)

Low Charge
Tap (* B)

Charge Knockdown
Tap (* K)

Tail Whip
Tap («- K)

Fa// Tirip

Tap (* K)

Skull Drive

While running, tap A

Crazy Wave
While running, rapidly tap B

Sliding Bite

While running, tap K

Three-Hit Volcano-Kick Combo

Dino Flame Double Volcano Kick Lie-Down Bite Back Dash

Motion 4 * » K

Super F/ame

Motion I * «- K, tap K

Sidestep Kick

Tap *, 4., K Tap-»,(«-GK)

Lie-Down Low Flame Grab Move

u%ai

Motion « X 4 * » K Tap «-, f* K) Tap 4-, 4-, motion 4 ^ -» K When in close, tap (A B)

Volcano Kick Lie Down Hell Float Behind Grab

(f) Motion 4 * * K Tap 4-, 4 When an opponent is

behind you, tap K

Air Attack

When behind an opponent,

tap (A B)

Crouching Grab

7VW
When an opponent is in When both players are

the air, tap 4 ,
(t K) crouching, tap (A B)

Tap (*- B), », Motion 4 * «- Tap K
» K

fffia/ Combo
Combos

Tap A Tap A Tap K

Four-Hit Juggle-Stab Combo

IRHfl
,1

i A

Tap(-»K) Tap A

^f| January 1997



Special Strategy Section: STAR GLADIATOR
Bubble Attack Stone Cold Super Stomp

BASIC

SKILLS
Overhead Swing
Tap (-» A)

Sideswipe
Tap (-» B)

Snap Kick

Tap (-» K)

The Stab
Tap (* A)

Low Spin Attack

Tap(^B)

Kick Knockdown
Tap (* K)

Back Flip

Tap (*- K)

Charging Kicks
While running, tap A

Kick Slide

While running, tap K

Four-Hit Sphere-Bite Combo

Motion 4- * * A

Maximum Stab

Motion i * •* B

Get-Up Attack

Motion I * « K, tap K, K Tap I, I, J>

Suicide Attack Maximum Size

When you reach maximum After being knocked down, When an opponent is

size, tap (-» A) tap (^ K) behind you, tap A

The Stomp Behind Grab Lie Down

After growing, tap 4>, i,

I; to shrink, rapidly tap i

Grab Move

LU IJML

When an opponent is

down, tap (* K)

When behind an opponent, Tap (4- G K) to lie down;

tap (A B) tap G to get up

Jump Slice

When in close, tap (A B)

Power Ball

When an opponent is face

down on the ground, tap

»,{« K)

Tap («- B) Tap *, (-» K) Tap K

Eight-Hit Super-Juggle Combo

Tap -»,(«- K)

Tap B Tap B

Final Combo

January 19S7



Special Strategy Section: STAR GLADIATOR
Stab Attack Flying Roundhouse Fast Descent Grab Move

BASIC

SKILLS
Overhead Swing
Tap(-»A)

Side Slash

Tap (-» B)

Hammer Kick
Tap (-» K)

Rising Blade

Tap(*A)

Sliding Blade

Tap (* B)

Sky Snipe

Tap(«-A)

Dashing Blade

While running, tap A or B

Spring Missile

While running, tap K

Tap «-,(» A) When your back is to an While jumping, tap (4- G) When in close, tap (A B)

opponent, tap K, K

Thunder Blade Super Jump Air Dash Behind Grab

Tap<-,(-»B)

Air Dive

Tap i, t

Air Float

Tap+.t,

Blue Storm

When behind an opponent,

tap (A B)

Crouching Grab

During a jump, tap (4* A) While jumping, tap (A B) Motion -» * I \i «- K, tap When both players are

K, K crouching, tap (A B)

iKJlIcr Combos!
Four-Hit Turnaround Combo

Tap(«-B) Tap A

Two-Hit Grab Combo Final Combo

I; '

Tap (<- B) Tap (A B) Tap(t A)
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OK, GamePro readers. How much
GamePro history do YOU know?

Here are 10 brain twisters for you to find

the answers to. The answers are spread
throughout this issue of GamePro.
Look sharp and you'll find them.

Write all your answers on a 3X5 postcard and send the card to: GamePro 100th Issue!,

P.O. Box 5960, San Mateo, CA 94402. If your entry is chosen, you get a shot at winning

YOUR SHARE of the tons of awesome, exclusive video game
I

i I i i i - prizes that we've received from our game company spon-

I I I
sors! Thanks for being a GamePro reader for our past 100

I \ ( ^ issues, and here's to the next 100!

<« What game was voted by our editors *« Which system has the most games
as the best 16-bit action/adventure on the editors' list of top-ten sports

game ever?
1V^ F°"

[ In what month did GamePro switch

from being a bimonthly to a monthly
magazine? K

™ n r i rnn
>- If C L C D n

[
What was the first game to get perfect

ratings from a GamePro reviewer?

On what date did the SNES make its

U.S. debut?

How many video game magazines
besides GamePro have sold 500,000
issues in one month?
, None B. One

C. Two D. Three

top-ten sports

games?

Name the four other pseudonyms used
by Dr. Zombie.

One of our editors used the persona
"Conan," but he wasn't Conan the

Barbarian. What was our Conan's
occupation?

^J What were our ProReviews originally

called?

(A

I •~~~~*A W" " ;--** \
I'

Dtnewhere in this issue is a statement

about how many pages of GamePro that

have been printed during the last 100

issues. What is that quoted number?
A. "over 10,000 pages" yyn
B. "over 20,000 pages"
C. "over 50,000 pages"
D. "over 500,000 pages"

ACCOLADE

ACTIVISI0N

AMERICAN S0FTW0RKS

ATARI

ATARI INTERACTIVE

BMG- INTERACTIVE

CAPC0M

CORE

DATA EAST

ELECTRONIC ARTS

GAMETEK

INSCAPE

INTERPLAY

K0NAMI

LABTEC

MACPLAY

MPLAY

MTV

NAMC0

NINTENDO

PAPYRUS

SEGA

SEGA SPORTS

SHINY ENTERTAINMENT

SIERRA ONLINE

SILICON GRAPHICS

SONY

TOTAL SPORTS CONTROL

UBI SOFT

UBI SOFT/PS

VIRGIN

VIRGIN INTERACTIVE

VR SPORTS



Win with GamePro!
\ZEi

Three grand prize win

will reci

game system, Super Mario

64, Star Wars: Shadow

sf the Empire, and

Pilotwings 64 games!

Accolade game pack

including a PlayStation

game system, three

Accolade games and more!

6 2^ ,^4
2nd prize winners A>

V will receive a game ^
backpack tilled with a *^\

Game Boy Pocket,

Wk video games, and

other great

^v game gifts!

f^^PF 3rd prize winners will

receive a 1 year subscrip-
\

tion to GamePro magazine, a ^4
GamePro t-shirt, poster and a bundle j-q

of other game-related goodies! «-^

prize winners

will receive a

GamePro t-shirt and

a special surprise!

Official Rules and Regulations >

No purchase necessary. One entry per person. Answer all (10) questions on a 3x5 card and
send it with your name, full address, your age. and complete phone number with area code to:

GamePro 100th Issue!. P.O. Box 5960, San Mateo. CA 94402. All official entries must be
received no later than February 14,1 997. All duplicate entries of violator will be voided.

GamePro Media Group assumes no responsibility for late, misdirected, incomplete, or illegible

entries. Void where prohibited.

Awarding ol Prizes The following prizes (with corresponding estimated retail values) are guar-

anteed to be awarded. Three (3) Grand Prize winners will each receive a Nintendo 64 game
system, Super Mario 64, Star Wars: Shadows of the Empire, and Pilotwings games. (Total prize

package estimated value $1 500.00.) One ( 1 ) First Prize winner will receive a PlayStation game
system. 3 Accolade games of their choice, and 1 other PlayStation game. (Totat prize package
estimated value $500.00.) Six (6) Second Prize winners will receive a game backpack filled with

a Game Boy Pocket, video games, and other game gifts. (Total prize package estimated value

$2000.00.) Fifteen (15) Third Prize winners will receive a one-year subscription to GamePro. a
GamePro t-shirt, poster, and other game gifts. (Total prize package estimated value $1800.00.)

Thirty five (35) Fourth Prize winners will receive a GamePro t-shirt and a surprise gift.

(Estimated value $900.00.) Winners will be determined on February 28,1997. Winners will be
notified by phone and/or mail. Grand prize winners will be required to reply within five days fol-

lowing notification. In the event of noncompliance within this time period the grand prize will be

I Eaij

forfeited and a new grand prize winner will be selected. Winners' entries and acceptance of

prizes constitutes permission to use their names, photographs, and likenesses for purposes of

advertising and promotion on behalf of GamePro Media Group without further compensation.

Winners are responsible for any and all federal, state, and local taxes if necessary. A complete
list of prize winners will be announced in a future issue of GamePro magazine.

Eligibility Employees of GamePro Media Group and all participating sponsors, their sub-

sidiaries, affiliates, advertising agencies, and their immediate families are not eligible

Liabilities This promotion is operated by GamePro Media Group, which is solely responsible for

its conduct, completion and awarding of prizes. All decisions of GamePro Media Group on all

matters relating to this promotion are final. GamePro Media Group assumes no liabilities result-

ing from the use of prizes.

Prize Restrictions Alternative prizes or cash will not be offered in lieu of prizes described

above. Prizes may not be substituted, transferred, or exchanged. All prizes will be awarded by
March 28, 1997. Eligible to residents of the contiguous United States only, except for Rhode
Island. Contents of each prize may vary from photograph.

Unclaimed Prizes If an individual winner does not claim their prize by May 2. 1997. the prize

will be forfeited back to the perspective supplier. Prizes cannot be claimed after the sweepstakes
has been completed.



TOURNAMENT-WINNING COMBOS AND STRATEGIES

^N>\\j 3fMow PlayStation*

Pro Wrestling
Step into the ring with some ofthe most realistic wrestling to

date! We show you Power Move's gameplay features, the moves

for all 12 wrestlers, and how to play as the three hidden characters.
By Bruised Lee

Basic Skills
Here are some basic skills for each wrestler.

Run
To run, tap

Get Out of the Ring
When near the ropes, simultane-

ously tap and press the direc-

tional pad toward the ropes.

*#* V
V Ke

Turnbuckle Attack
When your opponent is facing the

turnbuckle, tap to bash his head

into the turnbuckle.

Turnbuckle Move

Throw Opponent

Out of the Ring
To throw an opponent out of the

ring, tap when you and your

opponent are near the ropes.

To start a turnbuckle move,

simultaneously tap x and press

the directional pad toward the

turnbuckle you wish to climb.

Moves are determined by where

your opponent is standing.

Downed Opponent
Use these skills after you knock down an opponent The moves

vary depending on where you're standing.

Face Down
on the Mat
When near an opponent's head,

tap A

When near an opponent's feet,

tap A

When near an opponent, tap x

Face Up on the Mat
When near an opponent's head,

tap A

When near an opponent's feet,

tap A

When near an opponent, tap x

The Drag
To drag an opponent across the

mat, tap when standing near

your opponent's feet. This is best

used to set up a turnbuckle move.

Flip Over
Tap when near your opponent's

midsection to flip him over.

Dizzy Opponent

When near an opponent's head,

tap D to pick him up by the hair

and make him dizzy. You can

then perform another move.

Spin Dizzy Opponent
When near a dizzy opponent, tap

to turn him around. You can

then perform your next move.

Charge = Hold the direction or button

indicated for the time indicated.

()= Execute commands in

parentheses simultaneously.

Note: All techniques are described under the assumption that your character is

;
facing to the right. If they're facing left, reverse any Toward and Away commands.
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THE FIGHTER'S EDGE

D*

Standard Moves
Note: Performed when
opponent is facing you.

Headlock

Dizzy: Facing You
Note: Performed when
opponent is dizzy and
facing you.

Ann Breaker

Power Suplex

Tap A

Neck Breaker

Tap A and any direction

Snap Mare
TapO

Body Slam
Tap and any direction

Kick

Tapx

Uppercut

Tap x and any direction

Tap A

Small Package

Tap A and any direction

Suplex

TapO

LegSweep
Tap and any direction

Forearm Smash
Tapx

Dizzy:

Facing Away
/Vote: Performed when
opponent is dizzy and
facing away from you.

Abdominal Stretch
Tap A

Backslide

Tap A and any direction

TapO and any direction

Suplex

Tap

Flying Kick

Tapx

Turnbuckle
Moves

Cross Body Block

Do this move when an

opponent is standing.

Knee Drop
Do this move when an

opponent is on the mat

Superplex

Do this move when an

opponent is dizzy and

facing you.

Backward
Superplex

Do this move when an

opponent is dizzy and

facing away from you.

Danny
Mcdee
Standard Moves
Note: Performed when
opponent is facing you.

Body Slam

Dizzy: Facing You
Note: Performed when
opponent is dizzy and
facing you.

Power Bomb

Octopus Stretch

Commandant
Standard Moves
Note: Performed when
opponent is facing you.

Spinning Back Kick

Frankensteiner

Tap x and any direction

Headlock

Tap A

Arm Breaker

Tap A and any direction

Body Slam
Tap and any direction

Forearm Smash
Tapx

Dizzy: Facing You
Note: Performed when
opponent is dizzy and
facing you.

Arm Takedown
Tap A

Small Package
Tap A and any direction

Tap and any direction

Backbreaker

TapO

DropKick

Tapx

Dizzy:

Facing Away
Note: Performed when
opponent is dizzy and
facing away from you.

Bulldog

TapO

Abdominal Stretch

Tap A

Octopus Stretch

Tap A and any direction

Suplex

Tap and any direction

Forearm Smash
Tapx

Turnbuckle

Moves

Flying Drop Kick

Do this move when an

opponent is standing.

Moonsault

Do this move when an

opponent is on the mat.

Frankensteiner

Do this move when an

opponent is dizzy and

facing you.

Backward
Superplex

Do this move when an

opponent is dizzy and

facing away from you.

Cross Body Block

Do this move when

an opponent is outside

the ring.

Tap and any direction

Headlock

Tap A

Neck Breaker
Tap A and any direction

Snap Mare
TapO

Kick

Tapx

Slap

Tap x and any direction

Tap and any direction

Arm Breaker

Tap A

Arm Takedown
Tap A and any direction

Suplex

TapO

Clothesline

Tapx

Dizzy:

Facing Away
Note: Performed when
opponent is dizzy and
lacing away from you.

Abdominal Stretch

Tap A

Back Suplex

Tap 0, or tap and any

direction

Standard Moves
Note: Performed when
opponent is facing you.

Neck Breaker

Dizzy: Facing You
Note: Performed when
opponent is dizzy and
lacing you.

DDT

Tap A and any direction

Headlock

Tap A

Snap Mare
TapO

Body Slam
Tap and any direction

Chop
Tapx

Power Kick
Tapx and any direction

Tap and any direction

Arm Breaker

Tap A

Neck Breaker

Tap A and any direction

Suplex

TapO

Uppercut or Kick

Tapx

Dizzy:

Facing Away
Note: Performed when
opponent is dizzy and
facing away from you.

Octopus Stretch

Tap A, or tap A and any

direction

Flying Kick

Tapx

Tap A and any direction

Flying Kick

Tapx

Turnbuckle
Moves

Double Axehandle

Do this move when an

opponent is standing.

Flying Knee-Drop

Do this move when an

opponent is on the mat.

Superplex

Do this move when an

opponent is dizzy and

facing you.

Backward
Superplex

Do this move when an

opponent is dizzy and

facing away from you.

Backward Suplex

Tap 0, or tap and any

direction

Turnbuckle
Moves

Flying Shoulder

Do this move when an

opponent is standing.

KneeDrop
Do this move when an

opponent is on the mat.

Superplex

Do this move when an

opponent is dizzy and

facing you.

Backward
Superplex

Do this move when an

opponent is dizzy and

facing away from you.

Shoulder Block

Do this move when
an opponent is outside

the ring.
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THE FIGHTER'S EDGE

Standard Moves
Note: Performed when
opponent Is lacing you.

Body Slam

Dizzy: Facing You
Note: Performed when
opponent is dizzy and
lacing you.

The Buster

German Suplex

mmkf.",
1,.-

£* 1
" *«***

5r9 :-JH^]

direction

and any

Suplex

Tap and any direction

Chop
Tapx

m*
Tap x and any direction

Tap and any direction

Ann Breaker

Tap A

Arm Takedown
Tap A and any direction

DOT
TapO

Chop

Tapx

Dizzy:

Facing Away
Note: Performed when
opponent is dizzy and
facing away from you.

Arm Takedown
Tap A, or tap A and any

direction

Backward Suplex
TapO

Tap and any direction

Sweep Kick

Tapx

Turnbuckle
Moves

Elbow Drop

Do this move when an

opponent is on the mat

DropKick

Do this move when an

opponent is standing.

DOT
Do this move when an

opponent is dizzy and

facing you.

Backward
Superplex

Do this move when an

opponent is dizzy and

facing away from you.

fW£E
Standard Moves
Note: Performed when
opponent is lacing you.

Belly Suplex

Dizzy: Facing You
Note: Performed when
opponent is dizzy and
facing you.

Northern Lights

Suplex

Clothesline

Tap and any direction

Headktck

Tap A

Neck Breaker
Tap A and any direction

Snap Mare
TapO

Slap

Tapx

Chop
Tap x and any direction

Tap and any direction

Arm Breaker

Tap A

Arm Takedown
Tap A and any direction

Choke

TapO

Uppercut or Kick

Tapx

Dizzy:

Facing Away
Note: Performed when
opponent is dizzy and
facing away from you.

Arm Takedown
Tap A

Backslide

Tap A and any direction

Tapx

German Suplex

TapO

Flying Suplex

Tap and any direction

Turnbuckle

Moves

Knee Drop
Do this move when an

opponent is on the mat

DropKick

Do this move when an

opponent is standing.

Belly Flop

Do this move when an

opponent is dizzy and

facing you.

Chock Slam

Do this move when an

opponent is dizzy and

facing away from you.

Vane?
Standard Moves
Note: Performed when
opponent is facing you.

Dizzy: Facing You
Note: Performed when
opponent is dizzy and
facing you.

Arm Takedown

Tap x

Headktck

Tap A

Arm Breaker

Tap A, or tap A and any

direction

Body Slam
TapO

Kick

Tap 0, or tap and any

direction

Chop

Tap x and any direction

Tap A, or tap A and any

direction

Hard Press
TapO

Power Bomb
Tap and any direction

Kick

Tapx

Dizzy:

Facing Away
Note: Performed when
opponent is dizzy and
facing away from you.

Arm Takedown
Tap A and any direction

Bulldog

TapO

Sleeper Hold

-irmm*

Tap A

Back Suplex

Tap and any direction

Clothesline

Tapx

Turnbuckle
Moves

Flying Clothesline

Do this move when an

opponent is standing.

Elbow Drop
Do this move when an

opponent is on the mat

Superplex

Do this move when an

opponent is dizzy and

facing you.

Backward
Superplex

Do this move when an

opponent is dizzy and

facing away from you.

Egyptian
Sleeping Hold

' I'"

Standard Moves
Note: Performed when
opponent is facing you.

Heck Breaker

DDT

Tap A and any direction

Headktck

Tap A

Body Slam
TapO

Suplex

Tap and any direction

Slap

Tapx

Chop
Tap x and any direction

Dizzy: Facing You
Note: Performed when
opponent is dizzy and
facing you.

Arm Breaker

Tap A

TapO

Arm Takedown
Tap A, or tap A and any

direction

PowerBomb
Tap and any direction

Kick or Drop Kick

Tapx

Dizzy:

Facing Away
Note: Performed when
opponent is dizzyand
facing away from you.

Arm Takedown
Tap A and any direction

Bulldog

TapO

JIT^S
Tap A

Suplex

Tap and any direction

Clothesline

Tapx

Turnbuckle
Moves

Flying Butt-Smash

Do this move when an

opponent is standing.

Flying Stomp
Do this move when an

opponent is on the mat

Superplex

Do this move when an

opponent is dizzy and

facing you.

Backward
Superplex

Do this move when an

opponent is dizzy and

facing away from you.
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THE FIGHTERS EDGE

AM \j~

i)

Standard Mov
Note: PerfoS^M
opponent is facing

]

Dozy: Facing ¥00
Note: Performed when
opponent is dizzy and
facing you.

Arm Breaker

CrossFace

Tap and any direction

Headtock

Tap A

Neck Breaker

Tap A and any direction

Suplex

TapO

Slap

Tap x

Punch
Tap x and any direction

Tap A

Arm Takedown
Tap A and any direction

Frankenstemer

TapO

Power Bomb
Tap and any direction

Slap

Tapx

Dizzy:

Facing Away
Note: Performed when
opponent Is dizzyand
facing away from you.

German Suplex

TapO

Back Suplex

Tap and any direction

Tap A, or tap A and any

direction

DropKick

Tapx

Turnbuckle
Moves

StarPress

Do this move when an

opponent is on the mat

Flying Drop Kick

Do this move when an

opponent is standing.

Superplex

Do this move when an

opponent is dizzy and

facing you.

Body Drop
Do this move when an

opponent is dizzy and

facing away from you.

Back Drop

Do this move when
an opponent is outside

the ring.

EL TEMBLOR
Standard Moves
Note: Performed when
opponent is facing you.

Kick

$p££:-m*mi

Tap x and any direction

Headlock

Tap A

Neck Breaker
Tap A and any direction

Snap Mare
TapO

Body Slam
Tap and any direction

Slap

Tapx

Dizzy: Facing You
Note: Performed when
opponent is dizzy and
facing you.

Arm Takedown
Tap A

Backbreaker

Tap and any direction

Frankenstemer

Tap A and any direction

Suplex

TapO

BackKkk
Tapx

Dizzy:

Facing Away
Note: Performed when
opponent is dizzy and
lacing away from you.

Suplex

Tap and any direction

Arm Takedown
Tap A

CrossFace

Tap A and any direction

German Suplex

TapO

Forearm Smash
Tapx

Turnbuckle
Moves

Moonsault

Do this move when an

opponent is on the mat.

Spin Kick

Do this move when an

opponent is standing.

Frankenstemer

Do this move when an

opponent is dizzy and

facing you.

Backward
Superplex

Do this move when an

opponent is dizzy and

facing away from you.

Hying Body Block
Do this move when
an opponent is outside

the ring.

Hgent
Orange

Standard Moves
Note: Performed when
opponent is facing you.

Suplex

Tap and any direction

Headlock

Tap A

Arm Breaker

Tap A and any direction

Body Slam
TapO

Slap

Tapx

Chop
Tap x and any direction

King Og
Standard Moves
Note: Performed when
opponent is facing you.

nCwutSC

Neck Breaker

Tap A

Bearing

Tap A and any direction

Body Slam
TapO

Suplex

Tap and any direction

Chop

Tapx

Kick

Tap x and any direction

Dizzy: Facing You
Note: Performed when
opponent is dizzy and
facing you.

Bearhug

Tap A, or tap A and any

direction

Press Slam
TapO

Piledriver

Tap and any direction

Kick

Tapx

Dizzy:

Facing Away
Note: Performed when
opponent is dizzy and
facing away from you.

Sleeper Hold

Tap A, or tap A and any

direction

Back Suplex

TapO

Forearm Smash

' * im,**'* •

Tapx

German Suplex

Tap and any direction

Turnbuckle
Moves

Head-Butt

Do this move when an

opponent is on the mat

Axehandle

Do this move when an

opponent is standing.

Carry Drop

Do this move when an

opponent is dizzy and

facing you.

Backward
Superplex

Do this move when an

opponent is dizzy and

facing away from you.

Dizzy: Facing You
Note: Performed when
opponent is dizzy and
facing you.

Choke Lift

Sleeper Hold

Tap A

Arm Takedown
Tap A and any direction

Press Slam
TapO

Backbreaker

Tap and any direction

Clothesline

Tapx

Dizzy:

Facing Away
Note: Performed when
opponent is dizzy and
facing away from you.

Press Slam
TapO

Backbreaker

Tap and any direction

Tap A, or tap A and any

direction

Clothesline

Tapx

Turnbuckle
Moves

Elbow Drop
Do this move when an

opponent is on the mat

Flying Clothesline

Do this move when an

opponent is standing.

Superplex

Do this move when an

opponent is dizzy and

facing you.

Backward
Superplex

Do this move when an

opponent is dizzy and

facing away from you.
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THE FIGHTER'S EDGE

The Hidden Characters
To play as the three hidden characters, enter the

following codes at the title screen.

w n in i-

UVV.V Mil

.H*I*»J* •'

MilBL

V II in-

uwmvi nut
UIWW1..W

tmi-.

Sparrow
PressO,-»,A, t.D,*-, x, *,

x, I, D,«-, A, t, 0-»,Select

Then, at the wrestter-select

screen, highlight "Comman-
dant" and press Select.

PressL1,L1,L2,R2,R2,R1,A,

i , x , t , Select Then, at the

wrestler-select screen,

highlight "Agent Orange"

and press Select.

OVJIOS! MJirs;
JWl> AH;; KW MLl-

SWMJK c iinm-uuvi
row; 5" '

'
J Till 1

c-.*s\\s-" « ••,. :n.y».6'iW!

IMLBilMKE WC I . .,'.-, II .Mill

HME ;:
'

' L'AC:

nifrr.ipriw .
! ;•'•

. TErnvFiu
AM^SI .ME\a
nrenv

fl i mi mi

JW\6E
'

fi itm rc

urn; hiv, nr,

CA' jlOjC DA'JjOGt

l\\t.- MLbbt l.«MUIil
il-VdJM IUWH.V>JA\ a
2V>EE --—Jk mm

tii*«:v1 : *•P vmsva
vn in «k«; ^w 'Amm ww

IAMI TJ '
• ; LVD

Hrtinl'llVI .
' IHtMilNH

«H5I Aflf \ 51
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Same:
The Referee

1 1, +,«-,*, A, x,0,0,L1,

R1, L2, R2, Select. Then, at the

wrestter-select screen, highlight

"El Temblor" and press Select

spar; Hidden Character

Standard Moves
Note: Performed when
opponent is lacing you.

Body Slam

Suplex

Tap and any direction

Headlock

Tap A, or tap A and any

direction

Snap Mare
TapO

Body Slam
Tap and any direction

Chop
Tapx

Spinning Back Kick

Tap x and any direction

Dizzy. Facing You
Note: Performed when
opponent is dizzy and
facing you.

Arm Breaker

Tap A

TapO

Neck Breaker

Tap A and any direction

Suplex

TapO

Backbreaker

Tap and any direction

Kick

Tapx

Dizzy:

Facing Away
Note: Performed when
opponent is dizzy and
facing away from you.

Octopus Stretch

Tap A and any direction

Abdominal Stretch

Tap A

Bulldog

TapO

Suplex

Tap and any direction

Droplock
Tapx

Turnbuckle
Moves

Double Axehandle

Do this move when an

opponent is standing.

Moonsault

Do this move when an

opponent is on the mat.

Superplex

Do this move when an

opponent is dizzy and

facing you.

Backward
Superplex

Do this move when an

opponent is dizzy and

facing away from you.

Body Block

Do this move when

an opponent is outside

the ring.

(§ ® IF S5 ® UD o "UTS)® ^DDIJD®(!ODDe@F SALUEs THE REFEREE!

Standard Moves
Note: Performed when
opponent is facing you.

Carry Drop

TapO

Neck Breaker

Tap A

Chock Lift

Tap A and any direction

Man Buster

Tap and any direction

Slap

Tapx

Clothesline

Tap x and any direction

Dizzy: Facing You
Note: Performed when
opponent is dizzy and
lacing you.

Arm Takedown
TapO

Shoulder Block

r-1 J i V"

Tapx

Headlock

Tap A

Bearhug

Tap A and any direction

Power Bomb
Tap and any direction

Dizzy:

Facing Away
Note: Performed when
opponent is dizzy and
facing away from you.

Bulldog

Octopus Stretch

Tap A and any direction

German Suplex

Tap and any direction

Hying Kick

Tapx

Turnbuckle
Moves

Flying Clothesline

Do this move when an

opponent is standing.

Kneedrop

Do this move when an

opponent is on the mat

Frankensteiner

Do this move when an

opponent is dizzy and

facing you.

Backward
Superplex

Do this move when an

opponent is dizzy and

facing away from you.

Body Block
Do this move when
an opponent is outside

the ring.

Standard Moves
Note: Performed when
opponent is facing you.

Leg Takedown

TapO

Takedown
Tap A

Small Package
Tap A and any direction

Frankensteiner

Tap and any direction

Kick

Tapx

Back Kick

Tap x and any direction

Dizzy: Facing You
Note: Performed when
opponent is dizzy and
facing you.

NeckBreaker
Tap A

TapO

Frankensteiner

Tap A and any direction

Suplex

Tap C and any direction

Punch
Tapx

Dizzy:

Facing Away
Note: Performed when
opponent is dizzy and
lacing away from you.

TapO

BackSlide

Tap A

Cross Face

Tap A and any direction

Tiger Suplex

Tap and any direction

LegSweep
Tapx

Turnbuckle
Moves

Star Press

Do this move when an

opponent is standing.

Body Block

Do this move when an

opponent is on the mat

Superplex

Do this move when an

opponent is dizzy and

facing you.

Choke Slam

Do this move when an

opponent is dizzy and

facing away from you.

Flying Back Drop

Do this move when
an opponent is outside

the ring.
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SYMPTOMS :

Uncontrollable
compulsion

to play Super
Puzzle Fighter

Obsession

iwith color
patterns and
falling gems

Victory
induced
Euphoria

Extreme
competitive
tendencies:

gloating, etc.

WARNING :

H I G H LY
CONTAGIOUS

> Continue
regimen

of frequent
game playing

Defeat friends
repeatedly to

relieve anxiety

TURBO

;tj-tt

"Ferociously
competitive,

unfairly addicting ...

you just won't be
able to stop."

NEXT GENERATION
Oct. '96

ngg

i and ths Playstation logo

www.capcom.com



Johnny Dallgame's Complete

Walst-mud. To

Silverload is one of the most difficult point-and-click

adventures to hit the PlayStation. This strategy guide
helps you battle werewolves, kill the infamous

preacher, and complete the game.

ByJohnny Ballgame

Day One

Start your journey by clicking the

boot icon on the wagon to the left,

then ask the couple about the raid

and the storm. The man hands you

a compass; place it in your inven-

tory. Next, open the chest to the

right by clicking on the operate

icon, then pick up the teddy bear

and give it to the man lying on the

bed. Add the goggles to your inven-

tory, then leave the caravan. Walk

to the man by the fire and let him

tell you about his son. After you ex-

plain your exhaustion, he hands

you some beans. Place them in

your inventory. Exit, and place the

goggles on the gunslinger icon.

When the screen darkens, place the

compass in your hand, and head

off between the two caravans into

the storm.

Follow the direction of the red com-

pass until the storm passes, then re-

move your goggles and place them

and the compass in your inventory.

Night One

To proceed, click the boot icon on

the center of the gates, then move

to the right until you see the skull.

To enter town, walk toward the

area above the skull where the

road disappears.
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Enter the hotel and walk to the

desk. Ring the bell, then tell the

innkeeper that you're just passing

through, but would like a room.

Place the key he gives you in your

inventory, then walk behind the

desk by placing the boot on the far

left of the screen. Pick up the pa-

pers and the key underneath the

desk, add them to your inventory,

then go up the stairs to the right. In

the hallway, pick up the chair and

place it in your inventory.

Use the key the innkeeper gave you

to open the second door, and enter

the room. Close the door behind

you, and use the chair to wedge it

shut. Open the wardrobe to the right

of the room, and pick up the note

inside. Place it in your inventory.

Use the operate icon on the chest

of drawers to uncover a secret

door. Unlock it using the key you

found under the hotel's front desk.

After Leo speaks to you, click on

the sleep icon at the foot of his bed

to fall asleep.

Day Two

When you awaken, return to your

room, place the chair in your inven-

tory, and leave. Go down the hall-

way, and get your gun from behind

the desk. Place it in your inventory,

and exit the hotel.

Once outside, walk over to the

group of people fighting and tell

the man who approaches you that

you're going to teach him some

manners. An Old West shootout

ensues. After the shooting has

stopped, enter the barn at the left

of the screen.

Place the stick in your inventory, and

leave the barn. Go down the alleyway

between the hotel and the barn, open

the door, and enter the room. Once

inside, pick up the cleaver and the

pan, and exit the room.

Walk further down the alley into the

gun store, and walk toward the

center display. Place your money-

bag on top of the bullet press to

purchase it, and before you leave,

be sure to grab the book, read it,

and place it in your inventory.

Walk to the gallows and climb

above the hanging man. Use the

cleaver to cut him down. Pick up

the rope and add it to your inven-

tory, then search the dead man's

shirt pockets by using the hand

icon, and steal his dice. The next

stop is the general store. Buy the

lamp, oil, matches, three bottles of

medicine, and three bandages. Exit

the store and walk to the saloon,

where you purchase two ales and

talk to the woman on the balcony.

Tell her you're looking for a kid-

napped child, exit the saloon, and

go to the screen that has the big

dumb cowboy.

%wm
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your inventory and return to the

blacksmith's.

Give the cowboy both beers, and he

falls asleep. Take his crowbar and

mallet, then exit back to the street.

Click the boot icon on the window

with the light to enter Sheila's

room. Sheila shouts for you to

hide, so quickly click the boot icon

underneath the bed to avoid the

sheriff. When he leaves, come out

from under the bed and talk to

Sheila. When the conversation is

over, you're back on the street.

Visit the undertaker, who's to the

right of the saloon, and offer to buy

one of his pictures. When he leaves,

take the hammer that's to the right

of the doorway and the hook off the

corpse's hand. Place them in your

inventory, then walk to the area with

the statue. Click the boot icon on

the building between the town hall

and the saloon to find the livestock

shed. At the livestock shed, exit to

the left and enter the doors to the

far left of the following area.

Select the rope from your inventory

and place it on the well outside the

blacksmith's. Enter the well and

grab the bucket. Before leaving the

area, place your rope in your inven-

tory. Go back and enter the live-

stock shed. Walk up the ladder,

then place the bucket under the

hung pig and slice away with your

cleaver. Add the bucket of blood to

use the small key you just found to

unlock the picture frame. Next, op-

erate the switch above the keyhole,

then operate the bookcase to find

the torture room. Enter the room,

and walk onto the magic circle on

the floor. Make sure the scroll is in

your hand.

Give the bucket of blood to the crazed

man in the blacksmith's, then wait

for him to leave. After day turns to

night, grab the tongs, diary, and

shovel for your inventory.

Night Two When you enter the preacher's se-

cret room, smash his crystal ball

with your mallet, and exit the screen.

Turn to the right and grab the potion

off the shelf and place it on the char-

acter icon. Exit that screen, walk to

the left, and smash the voodoo doll

with your hammer. Place the scroll

next to it in your inventory.

Return to the area with the statue

and use the tongs at the statue's

base to grab the gold seal for your

inventory. Walk to the doors of the

town hall, and use the crowbar to

break the lock. Once inside the

town hall, enter the door at the top

of the stairs, and use the eye icon

to look at the pile of clothes. Pick

up the key, place it in your inven-

tory, then click the hand icon on the

middle shelf of the bookcase and

grab the scroll. Place it in your

hand, then walk to the desk and un-

lock the drawer with the key you

just found. Get the small key inside.

Take the book on the desk, read it,

then place it in your inventory. Re-

turn to the screen that shows the

entire room.

Teleport back to the town hall by

walking on the circle—but make

sure you're still holding the original

scroll from the town hall. Exit the

hall, and go back to the kitchen be-

tween the hotel and the barn.

Look at the picture on the wall, then

Use your hammer to smash the

floorboards, and enter the base-

ment. Once inside, use your crow-

bar to bust open the crate, then use

the eye icon to look at it. Pick up the

skull and place it in your inventory.

The next place you need to visit is

the graveyard. Go up to the cross

and select the shovel. Dig at the

base of the cross, then use the eye

to look down at the bodies. Pick up

the locket from the dead man's

neck and place it in your inventory.

Exit the area and return to the street

by the saloon. Enter Sheila's win-

dow, and tell her you're tired of

talking. She tries to bite you, but af-

ter she fails, tell her that you still

want to help her. Once Sheila is on

the bed, click the sleep icon on her

to safely fall asleep.

Day Three

iS :ihi:itJJ.
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When morning breaks, ask Sheila

what you should do, then leave her

room and return to the screen with

the undertaker. Exit to the far right

to enter the bridge screen, where

you find Sheila waiting.

Go toward the church under the

mountain. When you get to the

screen that has both the church

and the house, enter the house to

the left. Once inside, be sure the

first thing you do is pull down the

cover at the top of the bird cage.

Next, operate the chair to the left of

the screen and pick up the white

robe inside the closet. Look at the

book on the preacher's desk, then

exit the reading screen and enter

the next room. Operate the tele-

scope to see a train, then leave the

house and return to the bridge.
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Head to the mine entrance by click-

ing the boots on the end of the

road. When you reach the gates,

click the speech icon on the left

gate. You're asked to show a pass.

Pull out your gold seal and click it

on the gates to enter. Beware—an

extremely difficult shootout awaits.

After you've killed all your enemies,

enter the hut at the back of the

screen. Use the eye icon to look at

the boots, then pick up the key you

discovered. Search the jacket that's

hanging, and take the gloves you

find and place them directly on

your character icon. Exit the hut

and use the key you just found to

unlock the door of the mine en-

trance. Walk inside.

Operate the mine cart to the left of

the screen. Make sure your hands

are empty, then select the oil lamp

and place it in your hand. Next, se-

lect the oil and place it on top of the

lamp. Then take the matches and

put them on the lamp to light it.

Exit the screen to the far left, then

remove the lamp from your hand

and place it back in your inventory.

Place the hook in your hand, then

select the rope from your inventory

and place it on the hook. Use the

grappling hook you've just made to

swing across the gap in the floor by

clicking it on the beam and press-

ing operate. When you land on the

other side, pick up the stick to the

right of the screen, then put the

lamp in your hand and exit to the

far left.

Smash the rock in front of you twice

with the mallet to release some sul-

fur. Pick up the sulfur, place it in

your inventory and return to the

previous screen.

Johnny Ballcame

WALETnnoucn To

.»
Take the skull from your inventory

and click it on the center of the

screen to make Wolfstar appear.

Tell him the old evil is trying to es-

cape, and you reappear back at the

mine. Exit all the way back to the

screen with the mine cart. Operate

the mine cart, and move it to the

left. Remove the lamp from your

hand and replace it with the dyna-

'S COMfLETE

Enter the screen to the right and

place the sulfur at the feet of the

werewolf that stands before you.

Take the matches out of your in-

ventory and put them on the sulfur.

This causes the werewolf to fall into

a pit! Pick up the pick-axe head and

place it in your inventory.

mite. Light it by selecting the

matches and placing them on top,

then pick up the lit stick and dump
it in the cart. Move the mine cart

back to the right and there's an ex-

plosion. The mine exit becomes

blocked. Combine the axe head

with the stick you found to make a

pick axe, and place it on the pile of

rocks to open the exit. Leave the

mines. Go back to the screen where

you chose between the undertaker

and the train station, and head to-

ward the station. When you get

there, place the goggles on your

face and exit the screen by heading

toward the tracks. A storm begins,

but exit the storm by clicking on

top of the screen until you reach

the train.

gloves, place the bullet press in

your gloved hand, then use your

tongs to pick up the pan of melted

silver from the fire and onto your

hand. Make sure the bullet press

is in your hand.

You now have the deadly silver bul-

lets you need to finish the game.

Place them in your inventory and

exit the train screen. When you exit

the screen outside of the train, you

enter the second to last shootout

sequence.

Night Three

When the shootout ends, you're

outside the church. Return to the

town hall, and teleport to the

preacher's secret room. Once in-

side, light a stick of dynamite and

put it on the pole to the left of the

room. Place the scroll you found

next to the voodoo doll in your

hand, and walk into the magic cir-

cle. You're teleported to the top of

the church for the final showdown

against the werewolves and

preacher.

Walk to the screen in the distance

and pick up the dynamite. Use the

eye to look at the piping on the

floor, then place your hand on the

pipe to strike it rich and find the sil-

ver. Enter both the dynamite and

the silver into your inventory and

exit the screen. Walk into the center

of the next two screens and you

come to the shrine screen.

Walk to the train's cabin and go

inside. Operate the furnace, then

place the coal inside and use your

matches to ignite the flames. Place

the frying pan in your hand, put the

silver inside the pan, then place them

both inside the furnace. Select the

It's preacher time! Kill him to com-

plete your journey. Watch out,

though—he takes multiple shots

at you, and if you're low on health,

one bullet can seal your doom.
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Game clock frozen (no time limit)

Start at stage 3

Start at stage 4

Start at stage 5

Start at stage 6

Start at stage 7

Start at stage 8

Start at stage 9

Start at stage 10

Start at stage 1

1

Start at stage 12

Start at stage 13

Start at stage 14

Start at stage 15

Machine gun has infinite ammo

Flamethrower has infinite fuel

Grenade launcher has infinite ammo

Infinite hand grenades

First-aid pickup restores energy gauge to capacity

Long falls don't reduce energy

Falls into turbine fans don't reduce energy

Never lose radar

Infinite lives

Ripley jumps much higher

DFD7-FA6D

88D7-FAAD
D4D7-FA6D

35D7-FAAD
D7D7-FA6D

CED7-FAAD
D0D7-FA6D

28D7-FAAD
D9D7-FA6D

A6D7-F26D

74D7-F36D

74D7-FE6D

DDD0-FE6D

FDDF-F2AD

DEDF-F26D

4EDF-FA6D

2DDF-FAAD
2DDF-FA0D

77DF-FAAD

E7DF-FAAD
E7DF-FAOD

EED9-93DD

EED9-930D

EED9-936D

EED9-93AD

EED9-9EDD

EED9-9E0D

Start with about 500 energy tanks

Start with about 700 energy tanks

Start with about 1000 energy tanks

Start with about 1 200 energy tanks

Start with about 1 500 energy tanks

Maximum of 200 missiles

Maximum of 50 super missiles

Maximum of 50 super bombs

Set hours played to zero (for better ending)

Add charge beam

Get ice, wave, spazer, and plasma beams

Add ball, varia suit, spring ball, screw attack, and

gravity suit

Add X-ray, grapple, and bomb

Add bomb and all boots

Add all boots, bomb, grapple, and X-ray

Crateria is already mapped out

Brinstar is already mapped out

Norfair is already mapped out

Wrecked ship is already mapped out

Maridia is already mapped out

Tourian is already mapped out

Genesis (Came Genie)

Castlevania Bloodlines

Note: For these codes, leave the number of players at 3 on the options screen.

aaoa-da42 Infinite lives

REST-C6XR Protection from most hazards, except falls

AXJA-AA5N Infinite continues

A26T-AA22 Always restart on the last level

0B8A-D960 Meat power-up heals fully

jb7a-dnxa Weapon power-ups take you to maximum level

RG5T-C6Z0 No items use up any gems when used

J Super NES (Came Cenie)

Scooby Doo Mystery

DD60-1467 Start with one life

D060-1467 Start with five lives

D160-1467 Start with seven lives

DB60-1467 Start with ten lives

c2bf-3dad Infinite lives

dded-3foi Infinite energy

eeed-3foi Most enemies are more frightening

C26D-ifd5 Scooby snacks do nothing

EE64-1DD5 Scooby snacks reduce fright

1
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"This arcade joystick can seemingly do no wrong."

Rating 9.5 - P.S.X. Magazine

"PsychoPad K.O.'s greatest strength lies in

its move programming abilities."

Rating 9.0 - EGM2

EMifckSay^
Compatible with all 3 major game platforms!

Available for: Sega Saturn, Sony Playstation and Super NES

BSun

terminate J
vapori2e 'annihilate,

your opPo^} b
"•

ACTSi«4eVoef
and go metlt

^legear
competition^

°n y°ur
Available for: Sega Saturn and Sony Playstation

Available at:

Electronics Boutique, Best Buy, Software Etc., Babbages, Fry's, Nobody Beats The Wiz, Meijer, Incredible Universe, Good Guys, Musicland, Media Play

1 -800-980-9997
Sony PlayStation is the trademark of Sony Computer Entertainment. Inc.,

Sega Saturn is the trademark of SEGA ENTERPRISES LTD, Nintendo.

Super Nintendo and Super NES are registered trademarks of Nintendo of America, Inc.
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Mortal Kombat Trilogy

Play as Chameleon

row nqrr

3SK!M J

To play as the hidden fighter Chameleon, at the fighter-select

screen, select Human Smoke. Then press and hold Left, LI,

R2, D, and A. Hold these buttons until the fight starts. When
the match starts, Human Smoke explodes into Chameleon.

Chameleon has the powers of Classic Sub-Zero, Rain, Smoke,
Ermac, Scorpion, and Noob Saibot.

ToddMcGillen

Hawthorne, NJ

Secret Honfigure

IMtlttT KOrtFIQUKt

1 BUTTON FHTfLITIfS: OH
IHITfHT fOQUtltOK: OH
HOKUM BOSS DQHfidE Off
lOW PflHHOl art
H101TH *trowft:

At the title screen, select Options. In Options, simultaneously

press and hold R1, R2, L1, L2, and Up for five seconds. After

five seconds, the screen will shake. Now you can highlight the

green "?" box. Inside this options are several cheats, including

one-button fatalities.

KombatZone Select

At the fighter-select screen, put the cursor over Sonya, and

press and hold Up, and press Start. You'll hear a thud. Select

a character and a Kombat Zone select option will appear. Now
you can fight on any stage.

Christopher Sprader

Prince George, VA

Formula 1

Extra Track, Bike Mode, Buggy Mode, German
Mode, Gibberish Mode, and Lava Mode

Extra Track

To access a race track the shape of a race car, at the Race Qual-

ify screen, press Left, O, O, A, A, O, Up, Right. At the Circuit

Select screen is a new track, the Grand Champion Bonus Track.

Note: The following codes are entered at the Race Qualify

screen.

Bike mode: Press and hold Select, then quickly press Up,

Down, O, A, Right, Up, , A. The words "Bike Mode Acti-

vated" will appear in the box. When the race starts, you'll race

as a bike.

Buggy mode: Press and hold Select, then quickly press Right,

Up, A, Left, Up, , A. The words "Buggy Mode Activated"

will appear in the box. When the race starts, you'll race as a

funky buggy.

German mode: Press and hold Select, then quickly press

Down, Up, Left, Left, , O, x. The words "German Mode
Activated" appear in the box. When you start a race, you get the

German commentary.

Gibberish mode: Press and hold Select, then quickly press

Left, O, Up, Down, Down, Right O, , . The words "Gib-

berish Mode Activated" appear in the box.

Lava mode: Press and hold Select, then quickly press , O,
Up, Right, Right, O, x . The words "Lava Mode Activated"

appear in the box. When you start a race, you'll race on a lava-

colored track.

SAMEPR

Virtua Fighter 2 (Saturn)

Mortal Kombat Trilogy

(Nintendo 64)

Super Street Fighter II Turbo

(Arcade)

5. Marvel Super Heroes (Arcade)

6. WWF: The Arcade Game

(PlayStation)

7. Killer Instinct (Arcade)

8. Night Warriors:

Darkstalkers' Revenge (Saturn)

9. Mortal Kombat II (Arcade)

10. TIE: Primal Rage & (Arcade)

Street Fighter Alpha 2 (Saturn)—

—
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Street FighterAlpha 2

Play as Original Zangief, Dhalsim,

Evil Ryu, and Powerful Akuma

Play as original Zangief: At the Player Select screen, move the

cursor over Zangief and press and hold Start. While still hold-

ing Start, move the cursor over these fighters in the following

order: Sagat, Sodom, Rose, Birdie, Charlie, Dhalsim, Ryu, Adon,

Chun Li, Guy, Ken, Zangief. Then press any button. When the

match starts, you'll play as Zangief with his original moves.

Play as original Dhalsim: At the Player Select screen, move the cur-

sor over Dhalsim and press and hold Start. While still holding

Start, move the cursor over these fighters in the following order:

Zangief, Sagat, Charlie, Dhalsim. Then press any button. When the

match starts, you'll play as Dhalsim with his original moves.

Play as evil Ryu: At the Player Select screen, move the cursor

over Ryu and press and hold Start. While still holding Start,

move the cursor over these fighters in the following order:

Adon, Akuma, Adon, Ryu. Then press any button. When the

match starts, you'll play as a much deadlier version of Ryu.

Play as powerful Akuma: At the Player Select screen, move the

cursor over Akuma and press and hold Start. While still hold-

ing Start, move the cursor over these fighters in the following

order: Adon, Gen, Sakura, Rose, Sodom, Dan, Guy, Rolento,

Sakura, Rose, Birdie, Akuma. Then press any button. When the

match starts, you'll play as a deadlier version of Akuma.

Madden '97

Extra Teams

Start a game in any mode, and pick your team. Then, at the

User Records screen, enter Tiburon or High score.

Press O to go back to the Team Select screen. Now, when you

cycle through the teams, there are several new ones.

Ultimate Mortal Kombat 3

Cheats, Secrets, and Killer Codes

At the Start Game/Options screen, press A, C, Up, B, Up, B, A,

Down. Three new selections will appear—Cheats, Secrets, and

Killer Codes.

Christopher Moise

Miami, FL

Play
WipeoutXL

All Tracks, Piranha Ship, and Infinite Weapons

Access to All Tracks
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To access all the tracks in the game, at the Essential Options

screen, simultaneously press and hold L1, R1, and Select.

With these held down, press , O, A, O, .
Piranha ship: To access the Piranha, at the Essential Options

screen, simultaneously press and hold L1, R1, and Select.

With these held down, press x, x, x, x, O, A, .
Infinite weapons: Pause the game any time during a race. While

the game is paused, press and hold L1, R1, and Select. With

these buttons held down, press x, x, , , o, O, A. Press

Start to unpause the game and you'll have all the weapons.

unary 1SSJ



Andrew Racing

Different-Colored Cars

Start a new race and select the Begin Career option. At the Reg-

ister screen, enter the following password: Go Bears! (for

stock cars) or Go Bruins s (for Formula One cars). At the

screen where you select your car, you'll see vehicles with differ-

ent paint jobs and company logos.

Die Hard Trilogy

Beretta at Start and Good-Cop Bonus

Beretta at Start

Tq'Iij nnnnnmcnn -

,

To get the Beretta pistol at the start of Die Hard 2: Die Harder,

shoot down the helicopter at the start of the game.

Good-Cop Bonus

i
vm-

I
At the beginning of Level 1-1 of the Die Hard 2: Die Harder

game, don't shoot any civilians or blow up any cars. When the

game takes you inside the airport, shoot the terrorist with the

hostage behind the counter and you will be rewarded with a

Good Cop Bonus. This takes you back outside with several

metal containers. These containers are filled with better wea-

pons and power-ups.

Roberto Hamilton

Guaynabo, Puerto Rico

Black Dawn
Maximum Fuel, Armor, and Weapons; Cycle

Through Gun Modes; Mission Skip; and More

Enter the following codes while the game is paused.

Maximum fuel and armor: Press Select, L2, Select, R2, A, A,

A, O.

Maximum weapons: Press Select, L2, Select, R2, L1, L2,

R1.R2.

Cycle through gun modes: Press Select, L2, Select, R2,

Select, Select, Select.

Summon Wingman: Press Select, L2, Select, R2, , , , O.

"Perfect" pause: Press Select, L2, Select, R2, Down, R1, R2.

Mission skip: Press Select, L2, Select, R2, A, A, A, Down,
Down, Down.

Upgrade current weapon: Press Select, L2, Select, R2, L1,

L1,R1,R1.

The King of Fighters '95

Team Match with Three of the Same Character

W2££«&4n|
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TERM EDIT?
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At the Game Select screen, pick Team Play. Pick Team Edit at

the next screen. At the fighter-select screen, press and hold

Start and press Down and A simultaneously, Left and x
simultaneously, Right and D simultaneously, and Up and O
simultaneously. You should hear a sound. Now you can pick

the same fighter up to three times. This cheat also works in the

two-player mode.
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To access the debug menu, select Option Mode at the title screen.

At the Options menu, highlight Exit. With Exit highlighted, press

and hold X, B, and Z. While still holding these buttons, press

and hold Down so the cursor moves to Dip Switch. The moment
the cursor is on Dip Switch, press A (you must press A quickly

because the cursor will start moving through the other options).

If you did the trick correctly, you'll enter the Dip Switch menu,

which has three new options, Enemy Level Display, Next Exp.

Display, and Debug. If you turn on the Debug, you can do any

of the tricks listed below.

See all the endings: Select Test Mode from the Options menu.

This takes you to an Ending Test menu where you can see any

of the seven game endings.

In Story Mode:

Stage select: There is a stage-select option at the start of the

game after you pick your character. Press Left or Right to pick

a stage.

Twisted Metal 2

Play as Sweet Tooth

1
SHK 1 ( AR . .
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At the Select Car screen, press Up, L1 , A, Right. You'll hear

a gunshot. Now, when you cycle through the cars, you'll find

Sweet Tooth between Shadow and Hammerhead.

Maximum attributes: When you select your character, you start

at level 200 with 200 bonus points. This allows you to max out

all of your character's attributes.

The following cheats are done any time during play:

Boxes around characters: Pause the game and press L, then

unpause. Wireframe boxes will be drawn around the charac-

ters. Pause the game and press L again, and the boxes are

more pronounced. Pause and press L again, and you will turn

off the boxes.

Refill life meter: Simultaneously press X, Y, Z, and Up.

Commit suicide: Simultaneously press X, Y, Z, and Down.

Skip ahead one stage: Hold R, then press Start.

Skip ahead two stages: Hold R and A, then press Start.

Skip ahead three stages: Hold R and B, then press Start.

Skip ahead four stages: Hold R and C, then press Start.

Go back one stage: Hold L and R, then press Start.

Go back two stages: Hold L, R, and A, then press Start.

Go back three stages: Hold L, R, and B, then press Start.

Go back four stages: Hold L, R, and C, then press Start.

In the Versus Mode:

Select any fighter: You can pick any of the heroes or villians.

Project Overkill

Cloak and Speed

Enter the following cheats during gameplay, but not while the

game is paused.

Cloak: Press and hold A. While still holding A, press D, O,

O, . Release A, then press and hold x and press A, A, then

release x. The word "Cheater!" will appear at the top of the

screen, and you will be cloaked.

Speed: Press and hold Up. While still holding Up, press A,

A, A. Release Up, then press and hold Down, and press x,

, O, then release Down. The word "Cheater!" will appear at

the top of the screen and you will move faster.

BAMEPRO iBiiary 199r
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It's the ultimate pick-up game.

Bugs Bunny, Porky Pig, Daffy

Duck, Lola and Michael Jordan

vs. a mean team of outlandish alien

"Monstars!" This is intergalactic hoops

according to the Big Slam Theory! Extraterrestrial dunks! Anti-gravitation-

al alley-oops! Stellar gameplay! And a bunch of mini-games overstuffed

with wacky cartoon mayhem! Earth just wasn't big enough. SPACE JAM!

.WtlAMJ J SEGA S
SPACE JAM: TM & ID 1

marks ol SEGA ENTERPRISES. LTD All

Entertainment. Inc. All rights reserved.

DOS
COROM

4«laim
entertainment inc.

www.acclaimnation.com



Game Strategies, Weapons, an

Super
Ultimate Mortal Kombat 3
Play as Human Smoke

At the fighter-select screen, pick Smoke. Then simultaneously

press and hold High Punch, High Kick, Run, Block, and Left.

Keep these buttons held until the fight starts. At the start of the

match, cyber-Smoke will explode into human Smoke.

Star Gladiator

Play as Bilstein and Kappah

Play as Bilstein

Start a game in Arcade Mode. Then, at the Character Select

screen, press and hold Select, put the cursor on Gore, and

press x, O, x, O, D, , , A, A, A, simultaneously

press x and O. Bilstein appears. Move the cursor to the right

of Gore, and you can play as Bilstein.

Play as Kappah

'**SC.?Ba^3
Note: You must first enter the code to play as Bilstein.

Start a game in Arcade Mode. Then, at the Character Select

screen, press and hold Select, put the cursor on Hayato, and

press O, , A, , x , , A, , O, , simultaneously

press x and A. Kappah appears. Move the cursor to the left of

Hayato, and you can play as Kappah.

ion
Bogey: Dead 6

999 Seconds
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At the Now Loading screen that appears before the mission

(after you select your fighter and armaments), press and hold

L1, L2, R1, R2, A, O, , x, and Left until the mission starts.

In the upper left corner, the timer will show 999 seconds.

Gunship

Invincibility

Ht$\

*v \
Start any mission and at the Loading screen, simultaneously

press and hold L1, L2, R1, and R2 until the mission starts.

The word "Cheat" appears in the upper left corner of the screen.

Now you are invincible.

uper
Ultimate Mortal Kombat 3
Tournament Mode

U L M 111

At the Start/Options screen, press and hold L and R, and press

Start. This takes you to an eight-fighter tournament.

January 1997
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Level Passwords

To enter these passwords, press

Select at the screen where you

pick a game. Then enter the

Memory Control option, and

select Game Code. After you've

entered any of the codes, the

words "Official Game Code"

appear at the top of the screen.

Die Hard

Note: Each of the following

codes gives you 15 lives and

25 of each grenade. A _ desig-

nates a blank space.

Level 2: Reception

ZN116HTWZJ1HF
GK5N5W7CX7JZR
V!CYHPZRV!CXH
KZRV ! CYHPZRVJ
Level 3: Construction

T41X_3_4TD1DP
5B9W974MM6DT7
4XMLG9T74XMMG
FT74XMLG9T74J
Level 4: Office

Q_1WSX3WQK!CD
! 6FSS 1M1FFPQ2
SC1D5JQ2SC1F5
NQ2SC1D5JQ2S_
Level 5: Maintenance #1

Y41 1 ZDT3YJHZZ
Y1BPYY6MW7DY7
NZMVH9Y7NZMWH
FY7NZMVH9Y7KJ
Level 6: Computers #1

F8279HY3FLM6X
1 5 K 1 I TGNWWHF9
P6NVMBF9P6NWM
GF9P6NVMBF9P

DannyAmouk
Brooklyn, NY

Level 7: Executive #1

74225VHK7WVMW
H7GRVLCLH1X74
XHLG9T74XHLH9
Y74XMLG9T74XJ
Level 8: Construction #2
TN1ZN9JCSJ_XL
7X5R9N4WL68TR
6XWMGFTR6XWLG
9TR6XWMGFTR6J
Level 9: Office #2
H425H75XGGVRV
BXK479!L!3XH5
XRLZCTH5XRL ! C

YH5XRLZCTH5XJ
Level 10: Ballroom

3D231ZZI23CK!
8BS_QV9Q7JZ3D
FKQ6SW3DFKQ7 S

I 3DFKQ6SW3DFJ
Level 11: Maintenance #2
W82GN88TVSCFX
WCM79Q5PRZJWC
FFPQQVWCFFPRQ
ZWCFFPQQVWCF„
Level 12: Office #3

942RCHX88Z14N
RL3WL4XLM2D95
4NLLB9954NLMB
F9S4NLLB9954J
Level 13: Construction #3
TJ2HGHDSD1DP
Z_VN4 5NTLG9TM
6DTH6DTM6DTL6
8TM6DTM6DTM6_
Die Hard 2: Die Harder

Note: Each of the following

passwords gives you five

lives.

Level 2: New Wing
14_JJ2JB144JL
289144JB Fl_
4JLKT3GS9_L38
F144JL289144J

Do You Have a Secret Weapon?
If so, send it to SWAT and, if we publish it, we'll send you a

free GamePro T-shirt! Send your best tips and secrets to:

GamePro Magazine
Secret Weapons

P.O. Box 5828

San Mateo, CA 94402

Level 3: Tunnel

SS_XHKG5SW3DF
KQ6SW3F ! QQ1SH
3DDQRNCCVDFJQ
2SW3DFKQ6SW3_
Level 4: Runway
F416QVMBF5NQL
VC9F5NNSLCHF9
NQM1W6TDP6LWC
FF5NQLVC9F5NJ
Level 5: Plane Interior

N V38Y3N2JB1
85_N2J955Y1NL
JB_1L4Q7TV195
4N2JB185_N2J_
Level 6: Church
8NN8KL68P2NB
RB58P2RQ1L581
2NB698681NBJB
18P2NBKB58P2J

Level 3: Downtown #1

ZSl 1 CYHPZWWHF
YRQZWWF7 PRJZR
WHD67TBLVY7QR
TZ3! ! !BK1_2BJ
Level 4: Central Park #2
KS28P3DFKV78Y
3NGKV7BRCN8KQ
78XS415M6VCC4
_K63SGSJDFD2J
Level 5: Chinatown #2
Z4115XRLZ7SI3
XRKZ7SY9NHRZC
S ! 27 1 ZBGTD7LR
J17XHK!CVWFG_
Level 6: Urban #2
181!HZHTICYHP
ZRV!CYF!QRX17
YHN57PC2XX9MH
TZ3T17VPFC4H

Level 7: Snowmobile Chase Level 7: Downtown #2
8D142J2_8F1N6
JV38F1JJ3B_8P
1N7BGCBSV46KV
78F1N6JV38F1J
Level 8: Plane Intercept

N_1B58Y3N2JB1
85_N2JHHXP2MZ
JB_76LXXNV195
4N2JB185_N2J_
Die Hard With a Vengeance

Note: Each of these passwords

starts you with nine lives and

nine turbos.

Level 1: Central Park

XJ1GFT 1 7XHLG9
T74XMLD3K72X1
LG82RC8VMZKSH
HXWQZWH7GVHSJ
Level 2: Chinatown #1

T81XHLG9TC5DP
LQBTC5GIVQDT7
5DN965F24Y7QQ
7TW1X6CK5JV6J

5422VBKB54NLL
B9954NJS29H58
NLMKT6KFP6VT1
C48J2198NRN6J
Level 8: Aquaduct #1

S82DFJG1SC1D5
JQ2SC1GHSQ4S7
1D4C6FD2_SM_6
7TW5XQ4QGC62_'
Level 9: Wharf
7N2 3LHKZ7NZHV
H9Y7NZKJ79W7S
ZMWNTLMY ! 6ST9
T6_V38MH9T9RJ
Level 10: Aquaduct #2
8J24_KV78K248
K248K262T228Y
249BLCXS3K66L
3996NV535LHKJ
Final Level: Simon Gruber

9N24LMLG9P6NV
MBF9P6QJWBC9T
6NW8V2YX72L82
C89248C9MQZN

E-mail us your tips and tricks through America Online

or at this Internet address:

swat.gamepro@iftw.com

inuary 1 997
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Fighting Game Guides

Editor's Best Holiday
Strategy Guide Picks

The Complete Mortal
~

Kombat Strategy Set |

Includes the Official Player's

guides for Mortal Kombat I «J
and Mortal Kombat II.

S10.00 plus $5.25 Shipping and

Handling A SNES. Genesis. Game
Boy, Game Gear (Offer valid only

while supplies last.)

Code: MKIISet '

The Complete Street r

Fighter Strategy Set
By Matt Taylor, Graham |

,

Wolfe, GamePro Editors

Includes complete Street '

Fighter II, Super Street

Fighter II, and Street Fighter
'

II Turbo strategy guides.

Plus, order now and receive a FREE 3d Street Fighter poster!!

$18.95 plus $5.25 Shipping and Handling a SNES. Genesis. Game
Boy. Game Gear, Arcade A (Offer valid only while supplies last

)

Code: SFIISet

Cheats
Cheats! The Ultimate

^uide for Genesis
id SNES

By GamePro Editors

Hundreds of secret tips and
tricks for hundreds of Genesis
and SuperNES games.

$9.99 A SNES, Genesis A Code: 0798

Ultimate PlayStation

Cheats
By GamePro Editors

Hundreds of secret tips

and tricks for all the top

PlayStation games.

$9.99 A PlayStation a Code: 0852

Power Player's Guide
By Corey Sandler

Tips and strategies for your

favorite Genesis and SNES
games.

$9.99 A Genesis - Code: 0194 a SNES •

Code: 0208

uuiMAif marsiAlioN

tJUlll

The Complete Primal Rage Strategy Set
By GamePro Editors

Includes full-color Primal '

Rage strategy guides for

home and arcade systems!

$10.00 plus S5.25

Shipping and Handling I _

"

SNES, Genesis, Game Boy. Game Gear. I
"'""

PC CD-ROM, Arcade (Offer valid only

while supplies last.)
—— -

Code: RageSet V.

GamePro Presents

Fighter's Edge
A special issue of GamePro
packed with tips, strategies,

and secret move lists for 18

fighting games—including

Tekken 2, Street Fighter Alpha

2, and more.

$4.95 A PlayStation, Saturn, Genesis,

SNES, Arcade A Code: Edge

Role Play Game
Strategy Guides
Role Play Run Through
Final Fantasy III [~

—

Players Guide
By Peter Olafson

164 pages of never-before

seen hints, tips, and a com-
plete game run-through.

S12.95ASNES.\Code:0399

Other Fighting Game
Guides .Available.

Mortal Kombat Triology meum
$9.99 A PlayStation A Code: P0732

Ultimate Mortal Kombat 3:

Official Arcade Secrets

$9.99 a Arcade A Code: P5865

Killer Instinct II: Unauthorized

Arcade Secrets

$12.99 A Arcade A Code: P5512

Tekken 2 Unauthorized Game Secrets

$12.99 A Arcade/Console A Code: P5849

j

rS*'*

Unauthorized Insider's Guide to

Nintendo 64

$12.99 a Nintendo 64 a P0523

Super Mario 64 Game Secrets:

Unauthorized

\ Nintendo 64 a P0892

Breath of Fire II

By Ray Greer

Hits, tips, secret characters, a
hidden ending, and gorgeous
full-color official game art.

514.95 A SNES A Code: P396X

Phantasy Star IV: Official

Player's Guide

$12.95 A Genesis a Code: 0291

Lufia & the Fortress of

Doom
$9.95 A Genesis/SNES A Code: 0364

Kings Quest VII: Official

Player's Guide

$18.95 \ PC CD-ROM A Code: 0321

Other Available RPG Guides.
Brain Lord: Official

Player's Guide

$9.95 \SNES.\Code:016X

Doom II: The Official

Strategy Guide

S19.95.\PCACode:P7113

Duke Nukem 3D:

Unauthorized

Game Secrets

S14.99APC.\Code:P7833

Final DOOM: Unauthorized

Secrets

$19.99.\PCACode:P723X

Quake: Game Strategies

$19.99APCACode:P5326

Ogre Battle

$14.95 A SNES A Code: Ogre

To order, fill out prod

uct order form (or a

copy) and mail to:

GAMEPRO
RO. Box "P"
San Mateo, CA
94402

Please allow 2-4 weeks

for delivery.

GP0197

Products Order Form
Credit card no: Expiration:

Signature:

Name:

Address:

City: State: ZIP Code:

Phone: (_

J Check/Money Order 3 VISA J MasterCard Am Exp

Complete the order form (or a copy) • Add shipping and handling (see chart)

Add sales tax, residents of CA, IL, NJ and TO only (CA = 8.25%, IL = 6.25%, NJ = 6%, TO = 8.25%)

Qty. Code Description Unit Price Total

ORDER!5 MUST BEWEWlD

Shipping and Handling Charges
us - Canada Outside the U.S.

Subtotal

Sales Tax

M.50 each $7.00 each $12.50 each
Shipping

$2 50 each additional $2 SO each additional $6 SO each additional Grand Total
(US dollars only)



Funco Mail Order
Nintendo SNES SEGA PlayStation Gameboy

5 Marble Madns 4 7th Saga M NBA Live 96 45
11^ 9 Mano Brothers 4 Act Raiser 2 m NBA Showdown 5
ItoOHoio 1b Mega Man 1 22 Aladdin .15 NFL QB Club 9

ManoxJ damo K Mega Man 3 8 Aliens/Predator 29 NHL Hockey 94 R
3 Mega Man 4 15 Batman Forever 2(1 NHL Hockey 95 ID

Bid Dudes 3 Mega Man 6 Q Batman Returns 1? NHL Hockey 96 .19

3 Metal Gear 3 Beavis & Bullhead 79 NHL Hockey 97 SCI

Bases lo30l'Q 2 Metroid 4 Big Hurl Basebll M NHL Stanley Cup 5M Loaded

.

Mickey Mouse 5 Boxing Legends

Breath Of Fire

15 NHLPA93
Bases Loaded 3 9 Millipede 22 M Paperboy 2 ??
Bitman Monopoly 19 Bubsy 35 Pilot Wings B
Bttfle Chess u Nightmare Elm Si 4 Bugs Bny Rampage 18 Pitfall Harry n

Ninja Gaiden Cap! America II Populous A
Bone Commando Ninja Gaiden 2 5 Cast levama 4 17 Power Rgrs 19

Operabon Woll 2 Chrono Trigger M Pnmal Rage .-&

Pacman 25 Clayfighler Hi Ren & Sbmpy-Vdts

Robocop vs Term
1?

Blast* Master 3 Paperboy 5 Contra 3 77 Is

Bombennan Pinball 4 Death Valley Rly fl ?7
Boy & Hts Btob

Bubble Bobbie

3 Pinball Quest 18 Demon's Crest ^ Secret Of Evrmr 39
Pro Am Racing 4 Desert Stnke a Secret Of Mana M

Bugs any Bday H Pro Wrestling

Punch Out Mt

3 Donkey Kong Cty M Shadowmn 29
Buronjme

Calif Games
1 3 Donkey Kong Cty2 M Sim City H

QFJert 15 Donkey Kong Cty3 m 1S
Capt Skyhawh 2 Rad Racer 4 Doom i<i B
CastJevama 4 Rad Racer 2 15 Drakkhen a 1?
CasBevania 2 4 Rampage 8 Earthoound N B
Champ Bowling t) RBI Basbl 2 Earthworm Jim M Star Fox B
Commando 2 Rescue Rangers 4 Earthworm Jim 2 M Star Trek-Nxt Gn 19
Contra Ring King 3 Eye Of Beholder 9 Slar Wars Ifi

RoboCop 3 FZero 13 StreeiFtr2-Trb
Disney Adv 8 Roger Rabbit 3 FIFA Soccer ?5 Street Fir 2 5
Donkey Kong 3 19 Rygar 3 Final Fantasy 2 39 Street Fir Alpha 2

Stunt Race FX
S9

Donkey Kong CIs n Sesame St 123 8 Final Fantasy 3 49 rs

Donkey Kong Jr Sesame St ABC 9 Final Fantasy MQ 9 Supr Double Drag n
Double Drag Shadowgate 4 Final Fight b Supr Empire Strks tfl

Double Drag 2 Silent Service 2 Flashback 12 Supr Ghouls fl

3 Simpsons-B vs Sm 4 Gradius 3 9
DrMano 5 Simpsons-B vs Wrtd 5 Gnfleys Bsbl 86 Supr Mario Alstr ?s

Dragon Warr Skate Or De 1 3 Gnrfeys Wng Run Sh Supr Mano RPG H
Dragon Wan 2 Skate Or De 2 4 Home Atone 2 9 Supr Mario VWd 7
Dudk Tales Spy Hunter 4 Illusion Of Gala K 15
E»citetxke 4 Spy vs Spy 5 Joe&Mac is Supr Play Act Fb 3
Faxaredu 3 Star Tropics 4 John Madn 92 '1 ia
Foster's Quest 2 Supr Contra 4 John Madn 93 8 5
Fnday 13th Supr Jeopardy 9 John Madn 94 B Supr Return Jed i 20
Gaiaga Supr Mano 2 5 John Madn 95 IS 1

GaunDet 3 Supr Mano 3 5 John Madn 96 .15 Supr Sir Ftr 2 IB
Ghost Bstrs 3 Supr Mano/Ok Hi 1 John Madn 97 ss R
Ghosts S Gblns 3 Supr Off Road 5 Jurassic Park 18 1?

3 Tecmo Bowl 5 Killer Instinct 29 Tecmo Supr Bwl 3 49
Goonies2 3 Tecmo Bowl 2 ia Kirhy Super Star

Lthal Entrcr (No Gun
H Tecmo Supr NBA 5

Gunsmoke Tetns 9 n Teiris2 36
Hogans Alley 3 Terns 2 22 Lion King N Tiny Toons/Buster IS

Tiger Heh 2 Lufia 45 TMNT 4
IkanWar 4 Tiny Toons

TMNT
15 Magical Quest 19 TMNT Toum Ftrs 8

Iron Sword 2 2 Mano Is Missing IA Top Gear is

Jackal 3 TMNT 2 3 Mario Karl M Toy Slory 49
Jaws b TMNT 3 9 Mario Paint Game 5 Ultimate MK 3 fi9

Jeopardy Ifl Top Gun 3 Maximum Carnage 17 UN Squadron is

Jeopardy 25th 15 Top Gun 2 6 Mech Warrior If) Ml
Jordan vs Bird 2 Ultima 2 Qsl 19 Mega Man X 18 Wizardry 5 IP

Joust 8 Vegas Dreams 29 Mega Man X2 55 Wrestlemama 8
Jurassic Park Wheel Fortune 9 Mickey Mama n WWF Raw 35
Karate Champ 2 Wizrds & Warm 3 MLBPA Bsbl 72 WWF Royal Rumble 1fl

Karate Kk) 1 Wrestlemama 3 Monopoly n WWF Wrslmna-Arc 29
Kid Icarus b WWF Challenge 3 Mortal Kombat B X-Men W
Kirby'sAdv u Yoshi 8 Mortal Kombat 2 15 Yoshis Island as

KungFu
Lite Force

3 Zelda 4 Mortal Kombat 3 M Zelda .5 19
Zekla2 5 NBA Jam-Toum Mt 15

Lib Nemo Dream
Utapr Lg Bsbl Nintendo Deck 25 NBA Live 95 IS Super Nintendo Deck 49

6 Pak Game
After Burner 2
Aladdin

Altered Beast

Batman & Robin

Batman Forever

Baiman Returns

Beavis 4 Butthead

Bill Walsh Fb 95

Boogerman

Bubsy

Bulls vs Blazers

Bulls vs Lakers

Capt America

Castlvnia Blood

Coach K Bsktbf

College Fb

College Fb USA96
Columns

Contra Hrd Corps

Desert Stnke

Earthworm Jim

Earthworm Jim 2

Ecco The Dolphin

Eternal Chmpns
Evander Hlyfld

F 22 Intercptr

FIFA Soccer

FIFA Soccer 95
Flashback

General Chaos
Golden Axe
Golden Axe 2

Greatest Hvywts

Incredible Hulk

Joe Mntna 2

Joe Mntna 94

John Madn 92
John Madn 93

John Madn 94

John Madn 95

John Madn 96

John Madn 97

Jungle Strike

Kid Chameleon
LethlEnfrcrfNoGun}

Lion King

Mano Andrti Racng
Maximum Carnage

Mickey Mania

Mickey Ms CstJ

MLBPA Bsbl

Mortal Kombat
Mortal Kombat 2

Mortal Kombat 3

Ms Pacman
Mutant Lg Ftbl

NBA Action

NBA Jam-Toum
NBA Jam
NBA Live 95

NBA Live 96

NBA Live 97

NBA Showdown
NFL 95
NFL QB Club

NFL 08 Club 96

NHL Hockey
NHL Hockey 94

NHL Hockey 95

NHL Hockey 96

1!)

39 NHL Hockey 97

35 NHLPA93
19 PGA Tour Golf

8 PGA Tour Gotf 2

22 PGA Tour Golf 3

22 Phanl Star 2

9 Phant Star 3

15 Phanl Star 4

5 Pitfall Harry

29 Power Rgrs

Primal Rage
Prime Time NFL

3 Quackshot

15 RenASbmpy
15 Road Rash

22 Road Rash 2

5 Robocop vs Term
18 Rocket Knight Adv

25 Samurai Shodown
25 Shadow Dancer

19 Shadowrun

35 Shaq Fu
45 Shining Drkns

15 Shining Force

8 Shining Force 2

6 Shmobi 3

9 Some 4 Knuckles

8 Some Hdghog

25 Some Hdghog 2

6 Sonic Hdghog 3

22 Sonic Spinball

9 Spiderman

15 Spiderman/X-Men

22 Sports Tlk Bsbl

22 Star Trek-Nxt Gn
2 Street Ftr 2-Sce

3 Streets Rage
2 Streets Rage 2

3 Subterrama

4 Supr Str Ftr 2

8 Tazmania

28 Tecmo Supr Bwl

55 Tecmo Supr Bwl 3

29 Terminator 2-Arcd

15 Tiny Toons

29 TMNT Hyperstone

19 TMNT Toum Ftrs

39 Toe Jam & Earl

15 Toe Jam & Earl 2

29 Tom Lasorda Basbl

18 Tony Larussa

6 Tony Larussa 95
13 Toy Slory

18 Triple Play 96

39 Ultimate MK 3

29 Urban Strike

9 Vector Man
5 Warrs Etml Sun

22 Winter Olympics

9 World Series

15 World Series 95

39 WWF Raw
59 WWF Royal Rumble

5 WWF Sup Wrstmnia

4 WWF Wrslmna-Arc

9 X-Men
16 X-Men 2

4 Zombies Ate Nghbr

8 Sega Gen Deck 1

79 Sega Gen Deck 2

Air Combat 35
Alien Trilogy 39
Arcade Clscs-Wms 45

Bases Loaded 96-DH 25

Battle At Tsh 25
Battle Ar Tsh2 39
Big Hurt Baseball 35

Crash Bandicoot 49

Cribcom 19

Cyber Speed 19

Cyberia 25
Cybersled 19

D (3 Discs) 38
Dark Stalkers 39

Descent 18

Destruction Drby 39
Die Hard Trilogy 49
Discwortd 29
Doom 45
ESPN Extreme Gms 39
Fade To Black 49
FIFA Soccer 96 39

Gex
Hardball 5

In The Hunt

John Madden 97

Jumping Flash

Jumping Flash 2

Kileak-DNA Imprt

Kings Feld

Krazy Ivan

Lemmings 3D
Loaded
MLBPA Botm 9th

Mortal Kombat 3

NBA In The Zone

NBA Jam-Toum
NBA Live 96

NBA Shootout

Need For Speed
Na Game Day
NHL Faceofl

Off Work) Extreme

PGA Tour Golf 96
Philosoma

Primal Rage
Raiden Project

Rayman
Resident Evil

Return Fire

Revolution X
Ridge Racer

Ridge Racer Revltn

Rise-2 Resurrcln

Road Rash
Shockwave Aslt

Street Ftr-Alph

Street Ftr-Mov

Tekken

Tekken 2

Thunderstnke 2

Tnple Play 97

Twisted Metal

Viewpoint

War Hawk
Wing Commander3
Wipeout

WWF Wrslmna-Arc

X-Com-UFO Defense 38

Zero Divide 19

38

29

Alleyway

38 Playstation Deck 179

Batman
Battletoads

Bugs Bny

Caesars Palace

Castlevania Adv
Donkey Kong

Donkey Kong Land

Donkey Kong Land 2

Double Drag

Double Drag 2

Dr Mario

Duck Tales

F 1 Racer

Final Fant Adv
Final Fan! Leg
Final Fant Leg 2

Final Fant Leg 3

Fortress Fear

Gargyls Ost

Golf

Home Atone

Home Alone 2

Jurassic Park

Kid Icarus

Killer Instinct

Kirbys Drmlnd

Kirbys Drmlnd 2

Kwirk

Mega Man 1-DrW
Mega Man 2

Metroid 2

Mortal Kombat
Mortal Kombat 2

Motor Cross Mniac

9 NBA All Star

9 NBA Jam
9 NFL Football

15 Operation C
18 Pacman
22 Paperboy

8 Play Act Ftbl

19 Oix

29 Ren & Slimpy-SC

18 Revenge Of Gtr

9 Simpsons-B vs Jug

9 Simpsons-Escape
13 Solar Striker

17 Spiderman

12 Spiderman 2

37 Supr Mario Lnd

28 Supr Mano Lnd 2

38 Supr Mano Lnd 3

39 Supr RC Pro Am
8 Tecmo Bowl

9 Tennis

9 Terminator 2

13 Tetns

12 Tetns 2

17 Tetns Attack

12 TMNT 1 Foot Clan

19 TMNT 2

19 TMNT 3

33 Work) Cup Sccr

9 WWF Superstars

24 WWF Superstars 2

24 Yoshi

12 Game Boy Unit

Saturn Game Gear
Astal

Battle Ar Tshrmx

Black Fire

Bug
Clockwork Knt

Clockwork Knt 2
College Slam
Cyber Speedway
Cybena

Daytona USA
FIFA Soccer 96

Gex
Ghen War
Guardian Heroes

Hang On GP
Iron Storm

John Madden 97

Legend Of Oasis

Mansion Hdn Souls

Mortal Kombat 2

Myst

Mystana

NBA Action

NBA Jam-Toum
Need For Speed
NFL QB Club 96
NHL Allstar Hky

*)V# Holiday Hours: Mon-Fri Oct 28 thru Dec 20 9am to 9pm. Saturdays in Nov & Dec 10am to 4pm.

zgP Sundays in Dec 10am to 4pm. Closed: Oct 31, Nov 28, Dec 22-25, Dec 31, Jan 1.

19 NHL Hockey 97 49 Aladdin 19 Ren & Sbmpy 17
NHL Powerplay 96 49 Batman Returns Ristar

19 Night Warriors 39 Beavis 4 Butthead 19 7*
28 Nights

Off World Extreme
39 Clutch Hitter 7 Shinobi 9

15 25 Columns 8 Shinobi 2
jy Panzer Dragoon 18 Defenders-Oasis Ifi Sonic Blast If)

19 Panzer Dragoon 2 38 Ecco-TkfesrTime ia 15
lb Pebble Beach Golf 75 Ecco The Dolphin |fl Sonic Hdghog 13
an Road Rash 39 GLoc 9 A
3d Robobca 15 GariieU-Caught 18 Sonic Spinball 19

Sega Rally Champ 35 Joe Mntna ft Sonic Trpl Trbl ?5
Shining Wisdom 45 John Madn 95 1S Spiderman-Sin 6 13

36 Shinobi 25 Jurassic Park k l?

19 Street Ftr-AJph 35 Lemmings 1A Star Wars 18
Jb Street Ftr-Mov IB Lion King 19 Streets Rage 9

Thunderstnke 2 29 Mickey Ms Cstl 17 Streets Rage 2 13
45 Mortal Kombat « Supr Columns 15

Vidua Cop 28 Mortal Kombat 7 75 Supr Monaco GP 18
Vidua Fightr 8 NBA Action 12 Supr Monaco GP 2 15
Virtua Fighlr2 39 NBA Jam 13

2b Virtua Ftr Re-Mix 18 NFL 95 H Tom 4 Jerry-Movie 17
IS Virtua Racing 25 Ninja Gaiden It World Senes A
98 World Senes 29 PGA Tour Golf a World Series 95 17

49 Worid Senes 2 55 PGA Tour Golf 2 n WWF Steel Cage 17

25 Worldwide Soccer 15 Poker Face Blkjk 9 X-Men 9
ss X-Men-Cruld Atom 35 Power Rgrs-Movie 2b X-Men/Legacy H)

Power Rgrs 18
15 Saturn Deck 179 Pro Baseball 7 Game Gear Unit :

>

Holiday Deadline: Be sure to

place your orders by Dec 21, 1pm

We Accept:

^4^k u m
Personal Checks and Money Orders

Are Also Accepted.

RUSH
DELIVERY!

is available on all in stock items.

Holiday Deadline: Be sure to

place your orders by Dec 21, 1pm.

These are Partial Lists
More Titles Available!

We also offer: Sega CD,

CDX, and 3DO
Want Something? Can't

Find It?

WE'VE GOT IT!

We Sell Previously Played

Video Games and
Accessories at Great Prices.

We also Sell New Product!

CALL FUNCO TODAY!
612-946-8101

Funco Order Form

Name _
Address

Phone
(

System Title Qty Price

Tax

Shipping

Handling

Total

$4.00

To purchase Call for Current Prices, send check,
money order, or credit card number lo Funco, Inc. 10120
West 76th Street, Mpls. MN 55344 Add $1.99 per item
($3 99 per control deck) for shipping and $4 00 handling
charge For Canada, Guam, Puerto Rico, and Virgin
islands please double the per item charges CA CT IL

IN, KS, MA, MD. Ml, MN, MO. PA, NJ, NY, TX. VA, & wi
residents please add applicable sales tax All prices
based on US funds. WE DO NOT CHARGE YOUR
CREDIT CARD UNTIL YOUR GAMES HAVE BEEN
SHIPPED Most games delivered within 5-7 business
days Whenever possible games come with boxes
and/or instructions but this is not guaranteed. Rush deliv-
ery is available All sales are final Defectives replaced
with same item All prices are subject to change (We
reserve the nght to refuse any purchase or sale.) PR

All Games Come With a 90 Day Warranty!

ONE YEAR Warranties are Available

Hours: Mon-Fri 9:00am to 7:00pm Central

612-946-8101
Look for us on the World Wide Web!

http://www.funcoland.com

i

r
WinT$^5"FuncoGift"Certificate!"!

DOWN

1. Hidden Fighter in Virtua

Fighter 3,

2. Fatal Fury Brothers Andy &
Terry .

3. The werewolf in

Darkstalkers Jon
,

ACROSS

4, Shiny Mario In Mario 64

5, Tomb Raider villain

Jaqueline
,

I
Contest Rules No purchase necessary to enter Complete the crossword puzzle, cut it out and
then mail, along with your name address and phone number to

January Mail Order Contest, Funco, Inc.. 10120 West 76th Street, Mpls, MN 55344 All correct
entries will be entered in a drawing Entries must be postmarked no later than January 30, 1997



PLAYSTATION
Title: New/Used
Playstation Cora $2t 0/1 GO
Playstation

w/Toaninden $240/Call

Analog Joystick $64/Call

Qama Gun Call

Game Pad 8 By STD $23/Call

Game Shade SSQ/Call

Unk Cable S2G/Call

Mad Catz Arcade
Steering Wheel S62/Call

Memory Card S28/Call

Memory Card Plus S45/Call

PSX Controller $26/Call

RFU Unit By Sony S34/Call

Traval Master Hard Case $36/-

Travel Maatar Soft Cass $30/-

2-Xtreme $61/40

AOU) Iron 6 Blood $62/42
Allan Striker $62/40

Allan Trilogy $61/41
Allied Gsnaral $62/40
Alone In The Oark $62/35
Alphastorm $61/40
Andrettl Racing $61/40

Ansa 61 $62/40
Ballblazer Champions Call

Battle Arena Toshlnden 2 $48/38
Battlesporl $46/36
Beyond The Beyond $61/40
Big Baas World
Championship $63/40

Black Dawn $62/42
Blades Of Rage Call

Blast Chamber $60/35
Blazing Dragons $62/42
Burning Road $48/36
Cheesy $48/35
Chronicles Ot The Sword $61/41

City Of Lost Children $61/40

Crash Bandicoot $61/40
Deadly Skies $62/40

Death Crusader CaM
Death Race Call

Damon Driver $48/36

Deception $64/40
Destruction Derby 2 $61/40

Die Hard Trilogy $61/40
Dtemptor $62/40
Dragonheart $46/36
Dream 1 8 Golf $48/35
Drsarrrteam Basketball $62/42
Family Feud $47/37
Formula 1 $51/41

QT Sports Football $61/40
QT Sports Basketball $61/40
Ootf: The Final Round $46/36
Grand Slam '97 $62/40
Grand Theft Auto $61/40
High Velocity $62/40
Hive 2 $47/37
Impact Racing $45/41

Jalamaru $61/40
John Madden S7 $64/40
Jumping Rash 2 $61 /40

K-1 Super Kick Boxer $62/40

King Of fighters 96 $61/40
King's Raid 2 $61/40

Lagacy Of Kaln $62/42

MLB Pennant Race S61/40
MVP College Football '96 $62/40
Machine Head $51/40
Mass Destruction $61/40
Monster Truck Rally $61/40
Mortal Kombal Trilogy $62/41

Motor Toon Grand Prix $61/40
Myet $61/41

NBA Live '97 Can
NCAA Football

Gamebreaker $61/40
NFL Full Contact Football $45/36
NFL Gameday '97 $61/40
NFL Quarterback Club '97 $62/41

NHL -V7 $61/40
NHL Face Off -97 $61/40
NHL Powarplay '96 $62/40
Near Death $62/40

Need For Speed $53/43
Offensive Call

PGA Tour '97 $50/40
Peak Performance $62/40

Protect Overkill $45/36
Qad $48/35
Raxorwlng $61/40
Resident Evil $62/42
Revelations $62/40
Ridge Racer Revolution $47/37

Road Warrior $47/37
S.T.O.R.M. $51/40
Samurai Showdown $51/40
Space Hulk Vengeance $62/42
Speed King: Road Rage $46/35
Spider $61/40

Star Trek Generations $52/40
Star Wars: Dark Forces Call

Star Wars: Rebel Assault 2Call

PLAYSTATION SNES
Title: New/Used
Steel Harbinger $48/38

Street Fighter Alpha 2 $52/42

Supersonic Racers $45/35
Syndicate Wars $63/43

Tacmo Superbowl $54/40
Tekken2 $47/37
Thunder Truck Rally $51/40

Top GumFire At Will $62/40
Triple Play '97 $53/40
Twisted Metal 2 $61/40
VRGolf $52/40
VR Pro Plnball $62/40
Virtuoso $48/38
Williams Arcade's $47/37

Wlpeout XL $51/40

World Circuit Racing $46/35

X-Com S3S/25
X-Men: C.O.T.A. $62/40

SNES
Title: New/Used
SNES Core Unit $99/60
SNES System
W/Kan Griffey Jr S130/Call

Act-Raiser 2 $26/14
Addams Family $36/23
Adventures Of Batman
& Robin $34/32

Art Of Fighting S-/10

Batman Returns $30/18
Breath Of Fire 2 $66/36
Brutal: Paws Of Fury $66/14
Bubsy 2 S-/42
Bulls Vs Blazers S4S/7

Chrono Trigger $68/52
College Slam $62/42
Demon's Crest $25/15
Donkey Kong Country $62/28
Donkey Kong Country 2 $61/48
Donkey Kong Country 1 $62/50
Doom $66/38
Earthworm Jim $68/40
FIFA Soccer '97

Gold Edition $56/45
Fatal Fury 2 $30714
Frankenstein $52/14
Geartieads $48/36
Gradius 3 $24/7
Illusion Of Gala $39/20
Incantation $51/38
Indiana Jonas:

Greatest Adventures $64/24
John Madden NFL '93 $36/7
John Madden NFL '94 $39/11

John Madden NFL '97 $66/46
Judge Dredd $59/18
Jurassic Park $35/19
Jurassic Park 2 $66/32
Justice League $62/24
Ken Griffey Jr Baseball $47/28
28344 Kan Griffey Jr
Winning Run $61/34

Killer Instinct $6(^36
King Arthur's World $24/17

Klrby Superstar $62/60
Legend S-/12

Legend Of Zelda

Unk To The Past $42/17
Lobo $66/38
Lufla2 $65/55
Mario Paint W/Mouse $64/24
Marvel Super Heroes $53/34

Math Blaster $48/19
Maximum Carnage $61/14
Micro Machines $66/24
Mortal Kombat $34/11

Mortal Kombat 2 $37/16
Mortal Kombat 3 $66/35
Mr. Do.' $45/36
NBA Hangtlme $66/50
NBA Jam $34/15
NBAJamT.E. $67/28
N8A Ltve'96 $31/19
NBA Live '96 $56/42
NBA Live '97 $66/45
NCAA Basketball $19/10
NHL '97 $68/48
NHL Stanley Cup $29/10
NHLPA Hockey '93 S33/7
PGA European Tour $61/48
Populous S-/6

Power Rangers Zeo $57/45
Primal Rage $62/28
Prince Of Persia 2 $52/30
Rise Of The Phoenix S-/42

Robotrek $31/26
Samurai Showdown $62/23
Secret Of Evermore $60/46
Sim City $35/25
Sim City 2000 $58/45
Star Fox $29/12
Stargaie $62/24

Title: New/Used
Street Fighter Alpha 2 $62/50

Super Bases Loaded $50/9
Super Battle tank $29/10
Super Mario All Stars $35/18
Super Mario RPG $66/52
Super Mario World $24/6
Super Metroid $24/13
Super RBI Baseball $54/28
Super Star Wars $35/14
Super Street Fighter 2

Turbo S32/12

Ultimate Mortal Kombat 3 $66/55

Urban Strike $58/28

Warlock $51/18
Waterworid $56/39
Whin $51/34
Zoop $45/28

For a Free
CRAVE Catalog,

Call Us At:

(612) 942-9920

Fax Us At:

(612) 942-5341

Or Email Us At:

CRAVE2RB©
AOL.COM

CRAVE Will Meet Or

Beat Any
Mail Order

Competitor's Prices!

We Now Carry

Japanese
Imports! Call

For More
Information.

3DO
Title: New/Used
3DO Digital Video Module
W/Total Recall SUO/Calt

3DO Goldstar

W/Shockwave & FIFA $199/Cali

3DO Panasonic w/Gex $1B6/Catt

Controller - Goldstar $32/Cail

Controller - Panasonic S387Call

Game Guru S35/Call

Alone In The Dark 2 $47/1

5

Battlesporl $53/1

4

Burning Soldier $51 n
Cannon Fodder $35/1

4

Casper $46/19

Corpse Killer $49/12
Crash 'n Bum $35/7

$58/28

Doom $54/22
FIFA Soccer $52/4
Frying Nightmares $63/12

Guardian War $61/12
Hell: Cyberpunk Thriller $46/1

2

Immercenary $52/9

Killing Time $51/28
Kingdom.. Far Reaches $46/12

Luctenne's Quest $43/20

Need For Speed $48/24
PO'ed $63/14
Pebble Beach Ootf Links $61/4
Primal Rage $49/22
Quarantine $37/1

Real Plnball $61/9
Rebel Assault $48/1

1

Road Rash $58/24
Shanghai Triple Threat $48/5
Shockwave $68/4
Slam 'n Jam '86 $49/1

B

Space Hulk: Vengeance $48/1

9

Starblade $48/9
Theme Park $52/15
Twisted $53/5

Wing Commander 3 $52/1

8

SATURN
Tffle: New/Used
Saturn Core Unit $21 0/1 40
Satum W/Vlrtua Fighter S2307Call

Saturn w/Sega Rally $240/Call

3D Control Pad S30/Call

Arcade Racer $65/Call

Back Up Ram Cartridge S46/Call

Game Shark $69/Call

Memory Card Plus S40/Call

Mission Stick 565/Call

RF Unit $29/Call

Saturn Controller $35/Call

Travel Master Hard Case $35/CaH
3D Baseball '95 $62/40
AD4D Iron 6 Blood $52/40
Aerial Striker $62/40
Allen Trilogy $62/38
Area 51 $62/40
Armed $61/40
Battle Arena Toshlnden $52/35
Black Dawn $52/36

Blast Chamber $50/35
Blazing Heroes (Mystaria) $69/45
Braindead 13 $61/24
Bum: Cycle $48/35
Casper $47/24
Command 8 Conquer $62/36

Crime Patrol $45/35
Cybersled $62/38
Dark Sun $62/28
Danv.net $61/40
Oawn Of Darkness $48/38
Demon Driver $48/38

Die Hard Trilogy $51/40
Dragon's Lair 2 $51/34
Dragonheart $45/36
Dreamtaam Basketball $62/40
F-1 Challenge $48/38
Fighting Vipers $47/35
Fox Hunt $63/2B
Grand Slam '97 $52/40
Grand Theft Auto $61/40
Grid Runner $47/35
Ha" $47/37
Incredible Hulk $51/36
Jalamaru $51/40
Jeopardy! $47/35
John Madden 97 $54/44
Lagacy Of Kaln $52/40
Loaded $52/42
MLBPA: Bottom Of

The Ninth $47/28
Machine Head $51/36
Mass Destruction $52/40
Maximum Surge $62/38
Mortal Kombal 1 & 2 Quo $34/20
NFL Full Contact $47/37
NFL Quarterback Club '97 $62/40
NHL Powerplay '98 $52/40
Nights w/3D Control Pad $81/50
PGA Tour 97 $60/40
PoUeenauts $45/35
Return Fire $61/28
S.T.O.R.M. $61/40
Space Hulk Vengeance $60/36
Spider $61/40
StanTghter $45/36
Street Fighter Alpha 2 $52/42
Supreme Warrior $47/30
Tanktlcs $51/40
Tecmo Superbowl Call

TetrisPlus $15/35
Three Dirty Dwarves $47/34
Triple Play '96 Can
Tunnel B-i $46/35
Ultimate Mortal Kombat 3 $54/44
VR Pro Plnball $62/38
Waterworid $48/38
World Series Baseball 2 $62/40
World Wide Soccer 97 $47/35
X-Men: C.O.T.A. $61/40

GENESIS
Title: New/Usee
Genesis Core $99/50

Doc's Cleaning Kit $7/Call

Game Genie $39/Call

Air Diver $-/12

Bass Masters Classic '96 $62/40
Battletoads $36/23
Beyond Oasis $65/48
Buster Douglas Boxing $27/7
Capt America &
The Avengers $46/14

College Football USA '96 $65/20
Collage Football USA 97 $66/40
College Slam $67/38
Comix Zone $54/38
Dashln' Desperados $21/9

Double Dragon $-/13

Double Dragon 5 $53/25

Earthworm Jim 2 $59/46

Ecco The Dolphin S-/18

GENESIS
Title: New/Used
Eternal Champions $38/1

4

FIFA Soccer 97

Gold Edition $56/42

Fatal Fury $35/14
Garfield :Caughl In The Act$58/28
Golden Axe $22/1

1

Incredible Hulk $34/18
Joe Montana 2 $31/6
John Madden NFL '95 $31/9
John Madden NFL '97 $56/42
Judge Dredd $-/18

Jurassic Park $41/14

Kid Chameleon $41/14

Lightening Force $28/9

Lion King $47/22
MLBPA Baseball $38/9
Maximum Carnage $32/1

6

Mlg-29 Fighter Pilot $44/22
Mortal Kombat $44/12
Mortal Kombat 2 $32/20
Mortal Kombat 3 $66/40

Mutant League Hockey $45/34

NBA Action '94 $51/4

NBA Action '96 $54/16
NBA Hangtlme $66/56
NBAJam $34/15
NBA Live '95 $33/20
NBA Live '97 $56/42
NFL 95 $64/12

NFL Quarterback Club '96 $62/18
NHL '97 $66/42
NHL 94 $31/12
NHLPA Hockey 93 $31/7

Phantasy Star 4 $77/44
Primal Rage $59/28
Prime Time NFL $56714
Prince Of Persia 2 $48/38
Ristar $46/32

Road Rash 2 $38/29
Samurai Showdown $50/28
Shaq-Fu $23/10
Sonic 8 Knuckles $54/28

Sonic 3D Blast $62/40
Sonic The Hedgehog 2 $42/8

Sonic The Hedgehog 3 $68/38
Sub-Terranla $28/6
Super Street Fighter 2 $-/18

TM NT Tournament Fight $55/1

8

Taiespln $34/18
Tecmo Super Hockey $56/16
Thunder Force 2 $37/6
Toe Jam 8 Earl $-/38

Tony Larussa Baseball $32/6
Toy Story $61/42
Triple Play 96 $59/42

Ultimate Mortal Kombat 3 $66/52
Unnecessary Roughness $50/9
WWF Raw $59/28
WWF Royal Rumble $24/1

4

Williams Arcade's G.H. $41/20
Work) Series Baseball $61/1

7

Work) Series Baseball '96 $66/32
Work) Series Baseball '96 $62/42
X-Men 2: Clone Wars $51/26

PUaai Call Pur CuaTtomur S«rvic« Numbc About leading In Your Uwd Earn— - ImiJaO— Unary"-"- t^t

Nintendo 84 Cora $214
Arcade Shark Stick Controller $47
Cleaning Kit $16
Controller Black $34
Controller - Blue $34
Controller - Grey $34
Controller - Green $34
Controller - Red $34
Controller Yellow $34
Extension Cable $15
Flight Force Pro 64 Controller $68
Memory Card Plus $36
RFU Adapter $34
Sharkpad Pro Controller $34
Crusln' USA $84
Gretzky 84 Call

M.K. Trilogy Cell

NBA Hangtlme Call

Pilotwlngs 64 $64
Robotech Academy Cat!

Super Mario 64 $63
Wave Race 64 $84

MAKE YOUR OWN FORM! On a blank piece of paper write your full name, address, phone #, what you would like to order & any substitute items in case of

out of stock or discontinued items. Please indude shipping & handling charges as follows: U.S. game orders $6 - U.S. System Orders $20 - Foreign game
orders $15 - Foreign system orders $30. Overnight shipping is also available, please call for details. All personal checks and money orders are held for 2

weeks due to processing time. Send orders to: Crave ; P.O. Box 26370 Dept. 502 ; St. Louis Park. MN 55426
Please allow 4-6 weeks on out of stock items. All prices and release dates are subject to change. If you have any questions, please call.

PHONE: (612) 942-9920 FAX: (612) 942-5341 EMAIL:CRAVE2RBeA0LC0M • OPEN M-SAT. 9-9, SUN. 10-7

£f

Alien Trilogy

SATURN
S52

Crash Bandicoot

PLAYSTATION
S51

Nights: Into Dreams
SATURN

S52

1-900-PRO HINT (1-900-776-4468)

SNES«SEGA«SEGA CD*3DO«SATURN«PSX«ONLY 99$ A MINUTE

INTS HOTLINE ^^^
LATEST CODES • BR

MUST BE 18 YEARS OF AGE OR HAVE PARENTS PERMISSION

NFL QB Club '97

PLAYSTATION
S52
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You have the POWER. In this contest you don't rely on the luck-of-the Media Rig Contest The Ultimate Gaming Environment, 40 inch monitor,

draw. You determine if you win or not. You win by outscoring others in a game of 130 watt receiver w/ Dolby Digital Surround Sound, and all components shown.

but it's only the start. Each of five more puzzles gets a little harder. But this time it's

all up to you. Stay in to the end with the highest score and the gear is yours.

With whatever options you want. Do you have what it takes? Then play to win!

Computer Contest Win a blazing fast computer with 200 Mhz Pentium,

16 meg. RAM, 2.3 Gig. HD, 8X CD-ROM, 17" monitor, Windows 95, modem and more!

Video Game Contest Play on the hi-tech cutting edge with this line-up:

Sony Playstation; Sega Saturn; Virtual Boy; 3D0; and Nintendo 64! Get all five or

trade the ones you don't want for CASH! Bonus options include: 33 inch monitor,

SI ,000 in games, cash, accessories and more!

We're talkin' GAMING HEAVEN!
Directions. Fill in the Mystery Word Grid with words going across that spell

out the Mystery Word down the side. Hint: use the Mystery Word Clue.

In the future. There will be four more puzzles at $2.00 each and one tie-

breaker at $1.00 which will be sent to you by mail. You will have 3 weeks to solve

each puzzle. We don't know how many will play but typically 55% will have the

highest score possible score to Phase 1, 43% to Phase II, 36% to Phase III, and 32%

to Phase IV. The tie-breaker determines the winner. K players are still tied they will

split the value of the grand prize they are playing for.

Mystery
H

M
Y
S
T
E

w ?

w— o
R
D

E

Vfi77-I P I N C H

J

Grid R

S

ENTER ME TODAY, HERE'S MY ENTRY FEE:

D ($3.00) Computer Contest

Q ($3.00) Video Game Contest

D ($3.00) Media Rig Contest

D ($5.00) SPECIAL! Enter them all (SAVE $4.00)

WORD LIST and LETTER CODE chart

PINCH W PRESS K BLAST A WRECK. ...D

BREAK Z PUNCH S SPRAY C TURBO V

STOMP T STAND R PRESS E DREAM. ...O

CRUSH I SCORE H SLANT L CHASE P
MYSTERY WORD CLUE;

WORLD RULERS HAVE IT AND IK THIS CONTEST YQU HAVE IT

Address

fKgP SEND CASH, M.O., OR CHECK TO: <Q/
•^^ PANDEMONIUM, P.O. BOX 26247

MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55426-0247
VOID WHERE PROHIBITED • ENTRY DEADLINE: POSTMARKED BY FEB. 15TH, 1997 • ENTRY FEE MUST BE INCLUDED

Only one entry per person. You must be under 30 years old to win. Employees of Pandemonium, Inc. and its suppliers are

ineligible. Judges decisions are final. If judges are in error the sponsor's liability is limited to entry fees paid. Not responsible

for lost or delayed mail. Open to residents of the U.S. and Canada. You can request Winners List and Official Rules by writing

Pandemonium, Inc. 7204 Washington Ave S„ Eden Prairie, MN 55344. Merchandise names and models are trademarks of their

respective companies who, along with this magazine, have no affiliation with this contest © 1996 Pandemonium, Inc.
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mGGEST ULTIMATE PlZE
A JOURNEY FOR YCfU AND* FRIEND TO TORONTO Wh1|?E YOU WILL BE

TRANSFOftrtED INTO ANOTHER VERSION Of

WO WINNERS WILL RECEIVE^PERFECT WEAPON LEATHER JACKETS

tTHE COMPACT YET <tHALLENGING^LTIMATE PRIZ

75 PERFECT WEAPON PLAYSTATION GAMES *^f
75 PERFECT WEAPON WINDOWS@95 GAMES ^L

THE LAST BUT NOT LEAST ULTIMATE PRIZE

1000 PERFECT WEAPON AMULETS

m\
Perfect Weapon and ASC Games are trademarks of American Softworks

Corporation Head Games is used by permission . ©1994 AVC Limited

Partnership.€i1996 American Softworks Corporation Perfect Weapon is

; PlayStation and the

Entertainment Inc.

ayStation logo are trademarks of Sony Computet
rights reserved.
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CALL THE CAVE FOR THE BEST IN FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC GAMES AND GAME RELATED MERCHANDISE YOU WON'T FIND ANYWHERE ELSE!

1 FRIENDLY SERUICE*OVERNIGHT DELIUERY-COD'S WELCOME!

BUSHIDO BLADE SOUL EDGE (PS)-

tsalutn continued!

AIRS ADVENTURE

ROCKMAN 8

SHINING THE HOLY ARC

THUNDERFORCE GOLD PACK VOL. 2

FIGHTING VIPERS (UNEDITED)

DARK SAVIOR U.S.

FATAL FURY : REAL BOUT

MARIO KART R (DEC.JPN.)

STAR WARS 64 (NOW)

STAR FOX 64 (MAR.JPN.)

CRUISIN USA (NOW)

MORTAL KOMBAT TRILOGY (NOW)

KILLER INSTINCT GOLD (NOW)

ST ANDREWS LINKS GOLF (JAN.JPN.I

{Game music continued!

Y'S (several to choose from)

DRACULA X

CHRONO TRIGGER ORIGINAL

GHOST IN THE SHELL

MACROSS PLUS

DRAGON BALL Z

BLUE SEED

SNK NEO GEO COLLECTION
ichoose from an assmmcm of rom ratiomi geo

GAMES!)

(PSI-AYAIL. DEC. 20TH AVAIL DEC. 20TH m^^ &^^ flfl fcmm
LEGACY OF KAIN U.S.

JET MOTO U.S.

[we carry all the latest U.S. titles, call tor into.)

PSYCHIC FORCE

ARC THE LAD 2

ALL JAPAN PRO WRESTLING 2

T0BAL#1U.S.W/FF7OEMO
MACROSS DIGITAL MISSION (SHOOTING)

LIGHTNING LEGEND (KONAMI FIGHTER)

, flSHINDEN 3

HEAVENS GATE (FIGHTING)

NAMCO MUSEUM V0L.4iinclds.assaui.tii

BUSHIDO BLADE

ftAtt RACtR
RANMA 1/2 RENAISSANCE (FIGHTING)

RIGLORD SAGA 2

PSYCHIC CURSE ASSASSIN

KEIO YU GEKTAI

•* - KQF '96

(IMPORT SATURN)

\ IS HERE!! (mm
«. C»RT NEEOEO- C«ll FOR

*T PRICE 5 OETMLSI

SAMURAI SPIRITS 3

DRAGON BALL Z LEGENDS

GUNDAM SIDE STORY VOL 1&2

I*'" *? IT'S HERE!

^ (IMPORT) MARIO
' ,;.J KART 64!

/< WHY WAIT-PLAY

\~ IT NOW!

Nintendo 64!

NEO GEO CD:

METAL SLUG

NINJA MASTERS

BRINKINGER

ART OF FIGHTING 3

SAMURAI SPIRITS 3&4

FATAL FURY REAL BOUT

SAMURAI SPIRITS

RPG

AVAILABLE

NOW!

KOF '96-NEO

GEO CD

59.95

GAME MUSIC:
SAILOR MOON R MUSIC COLLECTION

FINAL FANTASY

SECRET OF MANA

MK Resin Kits Now In Stock!
Highly Detailed Resin Kits. Fully Assembled And Painted!

lAnlme continued!

PATLABOR

RECORD OF LODOSS WARS
FIST OF THE NORTH STAR

AKIRA

WICKED CITY/ DEMON C/rr

ANIME AND GAME RELATED

RESIN KITS : starting as low as $49.95

CHRONO TRIGGER

BRINK OF TIME

$24.99

BOUNTY DOG

Y'S SYMPHONY
'95 $24.99

Buumi uuu

THE HAKKENDEN

SERIES
FINAL FANTASY :

GUNSMITH CATS
CEL«"°0N

SEBIES

NINJA SCROLL

ARMITAGE 3 SERIES

IRIA SERIES

MACROSS PLUS SERIES

BLUE SEED SERIES

FATAL FURY SERIES

*.
.

, -h

BLUE SEED GHOST IN EVANGELLION

VOL 5 THE SHELL GENERATION

$24.99 ONE

EVANGELLION

HAUDAMARU EMI SAILOR MOON

AN1>AE & GAME RELATED

IMPORT

PRODUCTS:
PLAYING CARDS

T-SHIRTS

LAMINATE POSTERS

STICKER SETS

ACTION FIGURES

TOYS

MOOELKITS
IGUNDAM ETC.)

ANIME AND GAME

RELATED

VJM.ISCROU.S

24.95

ACCESSORIES :

HOR1 10 BUTTON CONTROLLER (PS)

HORI JOYSTICKS PS / SATURN

NINTENDO 64 CONTROLLERS

COWIEKIERSfPur mnm urns on raw us. sbihm

ACTION REPLAY

SVHS CABLES

ANALOG CONTROLLERS AND STICKS

DENOTES EXCLUSIVE JAPANESE TITLE.

ALL GAMES ARE IMPORT UNLESS

OTHERWISE SPECIFIED

mplcte! t

FREE OFFER!

Join The Game Cave Club!
Free Membership! Just fill out the form below, mail it in and receive...

• Automatic Registration in to Our Grand Opening Drawing

• $10 OFF Mail-In Coupon (towards next purchase)

• Game Cave Pre-paid Phone Card

i Game Cave Catalog And Much More

.JLl* * Mellina & Kitana

Quantities Limited!! Call For Price!

.Zip.

Mail completed form to Game Cave 421 E. Huntington Dr. Monrovia. CA91016_

We buy and sell pre-owned systems and games.

^ —^. ^^ GPR0002

888/Game-Cave;»B
Game Cave 421 E. Huntington Dr., Monrovia, CA 91016. Phone 818/930-0060 Fax 818/930-0645

VWC uuy uuu ai*ii h 1 ** wmwhwm »»j.#»w...w — ..— j,—

888/Gaine-Cave
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Check Out
Both Games to
Win These

Awesome New
Prizes!

Grand Prize:
Next-generation video game

system of your choice!

(Nintendo 64, PlayStation or Saturn)

(6) Runners-Up:
Official collector's item GAMEPRO T-shirt!

OPTION #1:

Dare You Enter #
Larry's Haunted Mansion!!!
You open the rusted, creaky gate and warily make your

way across the rubble-strewn walkway as you enter the

grounds of Scary Larry's Haunted fti rilf
Mansion. As you approach the steps

Dh
leading to the open front door, a sudden !j|l i

blast of cold wind hits you hard in the
*uVeiltllPe.

face and funnels throughout your entire body. Was it the

ghostly spirit of a prior visitor to the mansion who had

entered, but never reappeared...alive? Suddenly, the howls

of unseen beasts shatter the silence of the night! Your

only shelter is the foreboding mansion before you...but

dare you enter?!? The howls grow louder. You hear move-

ment beyond the mansion's gates. You throw caution to

the wind and race through the front door into a pitch-black

darkness that instantly envelopes you as the door slams

shut like a casket lid!

Can you make your way through Scary Larry's Haunted

Mansion ALIVE? Escape its traps and perils in the shortest

amount of time to win awesome .-^^
prizes, plus get your name pub- !

lished in an upcoming issue of

GAMEPRO!

OPTION #2:

SCARY
LARRY'S

TRIVIA GAMI

antly updated and

intly baffling, Scary

Larry's Trivia Game will test

even the sharpest video

game IQ. Answer the ques-

tions faster than any other

players to be eligible to win

your share of the awesome

prize package and get your

name printed in GAMEPRO 1

GRAND PRIZE WINNER:
Jeff Christopher • Greenwood, SC

1 .3 minutes

HONORABLE MENTIONS:
Bret Molten • Antioch, CA

1.27 minutes

Jay Farber • Santa Barbara, CA
1.45 minutes

Scott Stanbridge • Rochester, NY
2.6 minutes

Danny Zarr • New York, NY
5.42 minutes

Todd Senecal • Ann Arbor, Ml

5.63 minutes

Calls cost $1.29 a

rotary phones. Be
under 18 years of

Group in San Mat

ANADIANS
join the fun!

Call:

1-900-451-3335
calls average six minutes in length. Available to touch tone and Onlu $1 4Q
our parent's permission to call Scary Larry's Adventures if you are

je subject to change without notice. A service of GamePro Media PC Win"
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-y- VP/Associate Publisher

Cynthia Sandor

TEL: (415) 286-2515

csandorri/igamepro.com

Josie Dollente

Sales Associate

951 Mariner's Island Blvd.

Suite 700

San Mateo, CA 94404

TEL: (41 5) 286-2560

FAX: (415) 349-1598

jdollentetrigamepro.com

(For advertising sales calls only, please.)

Marketing Director National Accounts West Coast

Elaine Starling

TEL: (41 5) 286-2590

estarlingfriigamepro.com

Sara Wood
Advertising Coordinator

951 Mariner's Island Blvd.

Suite 700

San Mateo, CA 94404

TEL: (41 5) 286-251

6

FAX: (41 5) 349-8532

swoodrrrgamepro.com

Jim Shepherd

Custom Marketing

Sales Director

951 Mariner's Island Blvd.

Suite 700

San Mateo, CA 94404

TEL: (415) 286-2530

FAX: (415) 349-1598

jshepherd&gamepro.com

Craig D. Lee

Regional Manager

951 Mariner's Island Blvd.

Suite 700

San Mateo, CA 94404

TEL: (415) 286-2583

FAX: (415) 349-1598

cleefr/jgamepro.com

Midwest/East Coast

Karen Keavey

Regional Manager

100 Park Avenue

16th Floor, #1627

New York, NY 10017

TEL: (212) 880-6470

FAX: (212) 880-6442

kkeaveyrrrgamepro.com

List Rentals: Amy Nibbi (41 5) 286-2507

Reprints: Lonnie Gee (415)286-2564

Subscription Questions: Please write to P.O. Box 55527, Boulder, CO 80322-5527

INDEX OF ADVERTISERS
This index is provided as an additional service.

The publisher does not assume liability for errors

or omissions due to last-minute changes.

Acclaim 4th Cover, 11, 46, 47, 118. 119. 179

Accolade 89

ACT laboratory 173

Activision 4. 5, 60, 61, 92, 93

Atlus Software '45

American Softworks. 71 , 72, 73, 1 77, 186

Capcom 108.109,167

Crave 186

Eidos Interactive 171

I

185

69

189

113

192, 4tti Cover

53,55, 57, 131

87,99

105,115,132,133,137

LucasArts 41,42.43

Mindscape 147

Movies and Games 4 Sale 85

Namco 18.19

Nintendo 2nd Cover, 1

Panasonic 35

Pandemonium 187

Playmates 27,163

Psygnosis 78, 79. 80, 81, 83

Samsung 6,

7

Sega 8, 9, 30, 31 . 62, 63,

67,91, 106, 107, 123, 129.140,141

Sony 2, 3, 28, 29, 74. 75, 1 24, 125

Starwave 101

Tecmo 22,23,126,127

UBI Soft 15

Universal Interactive Studios 58. 59

Virgin Interactive 20. 21. Ill, 165

Williams Entertainment ... 10, 17, 37, 96, 117, 139

BlOO»ttS

PlayStation

l. Twisted Metal 2

2. Destruction Derby 2

3. Pandemonium

4. NFL GameDay '97

5. NBA In the Zone 2

6. NBA Live '97

7. Jet Moto

8. Soviet Strike

9. Crash Bandicoot

10. Madden NFL '97

Saturn

1. Nights

2. Madden NFL '97

3. Die Hard Trilogy

4. NFL Quarterback Club '97

5. FightingVipers

6. Ultimate Mortal Kombat 3

7. VF Kids

8. Night Warriors:

Darkstalkers' Revenge

9. X-Men: Children of the

Atom

10. World Series Baseball II

1. Madden NFL '97

2. Sonic 3D Blast

3. Ultimate Mortal Kombat 3

4. NHL '97

5. NBA Live '97

6. NBA Hangtime

7. Vectorman 2

8. Bass Masters Classic

Pro Edition

9. College Football USA '97

10. FIFA Soccer '97

uper NES

1

.

Donkey Kong Country 3

2. Ultimate Mortal Kombat 3

3. Madden NFL '97

4. NHL '97

5. NBA Hangtime

6. Maui Mallard

7. Street Fighter Alpha 2

8. Kirby Superstar

9. College Football USA '97

1 0. Marvel Super Heroes

Scary Larry's

1. NFL GameDay '97

2. NBA Live '97

3. Soviet Strike

4. Madden NFL '97

Saturn

5. Twisted Metal 2

6. Donkey Kong Country 3

Super NES

. Sonic 3D Blast

Gene

8. Ultimate Mortal Kombat 3

Saturn

. Maui Mallard

Super NES

10. Vectorman 2

Genesis



don't let
friends

unprotected
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PlayStation GameShark

AVAILABLE NOW

It's risky out there.

Too often people
lose their lives
or damage their
health for no reason.

Smart gamers make sure
they use the GameShark

Responsibly select from
pre-programmed or easily

updated codes for
infinite health,

endless ammo, extra speed
and more. It's your choice.

With space for thousands
of codes, GameSharks

provide extra endurance
that keeps you going.

Rule the hottest games
and revive old ones.

Play hard-
you're covered.

www.gameshark.com

Nintendo 64 GameShark

COMING SOON

.'NTE.7/1CT
Interact Accessories, Inc.

A Recotorr COMPANY
www.lnteracl-acc.com

InterAct Accessories. Inc. is a proud supporter of both the

American Foundation tor AIDS Research (AmFAR) and MA.DO

GameShark HOTLINE
FOR THE LATEST CODES:

1-900-773-SHARK
Call costs $1.29 per minute.

Must be at least 18 years ot age

or have parent's permission to call.
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10 BODY SLAMMIN: RING-WRECKING WORLD WRESTLING FEDERATION S0PER5TARS! FROM THE GENDER-BENDING GOLDUST "TO THE

HEARTBREAK KID SHAWN MICHAELS,'"^ IN YOUR HOUSE IS BRINGING ON THE KILLER-COMBO. COMBAT CARNAGE YOU CRAVE! EXPERIENCE A WHOLE

NEW LEVEL OF HORT WITH ALL-NEW, PERSONALIZED VENUES AND GADGETS FROM THE UNDERTAKER'S'" MAUSOLEUM TO OWEN HART'S™ GIANT CARD!

CHOW DOWN ON POWER-UPS FOR HEALTH, SPEED AND STRENGTH AND BOW OOWN TO ALL NEW SUPER-PIN "FATALITY" MOVES!

W IN YOUR HOUSE IS A 10-MAN WRECKING CREW...ANO THEY'VE GOT YOUR ADDRESS! Aml.

THE BRITISH BULLDOG TAKES A BITE

OUT Of THE UNDERTAKER!

ALL-NEW FINISHING MOVES LIKE

SHAWN'S HEARTBREAK HOTEL!

£<&&
THE ULTIMATE IN

0UT-OF-THE-RIN6 ACTION!

PULIATION" SEGA SATURN' DOS CO-ROM

THE MORE THE MERRIER WITH

MULTI-PLAYER ACTION!

World Wrestling Federation and its Ip^os are trademarks ol TitanSports, Inc. © 1996 TitanSports, Inc. All Rights Reserved. PlayStation and the "A"
logo are trademarks of Sony ^orn(Mter Entertainment, Inc. Sega and Sega Saturn are trademarks of SEGA ENTERPRISES, LTD All rights

reserved. Acclaim is a divisior mJ restored trademuik of Acclaim Entertainment. Inc. ® & © 1996 Acclaim Entertainment, Inc. All rights reserved.

Screen shots shown are take'i from Ine PlayStation version of the video game.

/A«\o\n\
www.acclaimnalion.com


